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Dynamics of an Antiferromagnet at Low Temperatures: Spin-Wave
Damping and Hydrodynamics
Abstract
The Dyson-Maleev boson formulation is used to investigate the dynamical properties of Heisenberg
antiferromagnets at long wavelengths and low temperatures. Various regimes for the decay rate of spin waves
are found, depending on the relation between the wave vector k, the temperature T, and the anisotropy energy
ℏωA, and in all cases the decay rate is much smaller than the spin-wave frequency. This result implies that spin
waves are well-defined elementary excitations, which interact weakly at low temperatures and long
wavelengths, in contrast to results obtained by previous authors, but in close analogy with the ferromagnetic
case. When the long-wavelength limit is taken at fixed temperature, the decay rate Γk⃗ is proportional to the
square of the frequency ωEεk⃗ , where ωE is the exchange frequency. In the quantum-mechanical low-
temperature limit (ST≪TN), we find Γk⃗ =2ωES−2ε2k⃗ τ3(2π)−3(a∣1nτ∣+a′) for εk⃗ ≪τ3≪1, where τ=2kBT/ℏωE,
and S is the spin quantum number. In the classical low-temperature limit (TN/S≪T≪TN), we find Γk⃗ =(4η/
3π)ωE(T/TN)2ε2k⃗ for εk⃗ ≪1. For small uniaxial single-ion anisotropy [ε0~(2ωA/ωE)1/2≪1], we find Γ0=3/
2ωES−2ε20τ3(2π)−3(a∣1nτ∣+a'') for ε0≪τ3≪1. (In these expressions, a, a′, η, and a'' are all constants of order
unity.) Results are also obtained for other regimes, and for the damping of a spin wave driven off resonance. In
each case, the nature and self-consistency of the perturbation expansion are examined in detail. For the
isotropic system, the full frequency-dependent transverse spin-correlation functions are calculated in the long-
wavelength limit, and are found to agree with the forms previously obtained by hydrodynamic arguments. By
a comparison of the two forms, the transport coefficients are determined at low temperatures. Several of the
calculations have been performed using the Holstein-Primakoff as well as the Dyson-Maleev representations.
The results for observable quantities agree in the two formalisms, except at the longest wavelengths, where the
Holstein-Primakoff expressions are not self-consistent in lowest order. Finally, the possibility of experimental
verification of the present calculations is briefly discussed.
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The Dyson-Maleev boson formulation is used to investigate the dynamical properties of
Heisenberg antiferromagnets at long wavelengths and low temperatures. Various regimes for
the decay rate of spin waves are found, depending on the relation between the wave vector k,
the temperature T, and the anisotropy energy S~&, and in all cases the decay rate is much
smaller than the spin-wave frequency. This result implies that spin waves are well-defined
elementary excitations, which interact weakly at low temperatures and long wavelengths, in
contrast to results obtained by previous authors, but in close analogy with the ferromagnetic
case. %hen the long-wavelength limit is taken at fixed temperature, the decay rate I'g is pro-
portional to the square of the frequency co@&g, where v@ is the exchange frequency. In the
quantum-mechanical low-temperature limit (ST«Tz), we find I'g=2cogS ~j~7 (2~) (a(lnr )+a')
for &g«7 «1, where 7=2A~T/Schiz, and S is the spin quantum number. In the classical low-
temperature limit (T~/S«T«T&), we find I'g= (4g/3gco~(T/T~) &g for &g«1. For small uni-
axial single-ion anisotropy [&0- (2~&/co@) «1], we find I'0=2cozS eov (2&) (a) lnr )+a") for
eo«7' «l. (In these expressions, a, a', p, and a" are all constants of order unity. ) Re-
sults are also obtained for other regimes, and for the damping of a spin wave driven off reso-
nance. In each case, the nature and self-consistency of the perturbation expansion are examined
in detail. For the isotropic system, the full frequency-dependent transverse spin-correlation
functions are calculated in the long-wavelength limit, and are found to agree with the forms
previously obtained by hydrodynamic arguments. By a comparison of the two forms, the trans-
port coefficients are determined at low temperatures. Several of the calculations have been
performed using the Holstein-Primakoff as well as the Hyson-Maleev representations. The
results for observable quantities agree in the two formalisms, except at the longest wavelengths,
where the Holstein-Primakoff expressions are not self-consistent in lowest order. Finally,
the possibility of experimental verification of the present calculations is briefly discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Spin waves have been studied extensively in mag-
netic systems, since the early work of Bloch' and
Holstein and Primakoff on ferromagnets, and its
extension to antiferromagnets by Anderson and
Kubo. In the first place, spin waves have been
considered as elementary excitations from which
one can derive the thermodynamic properties of
magnetic systems at low temperatures. In the sec-
ond place, spin waves can be used to calculate vari-
ous time-dependent properties of magnetic sys-
tems, such as dynamic response functions and cor-
relation functions.
One of the most notable examples of a thermo-
dynamic calculation based on spin waves is the work
of Dyson. ' Using a general formalism based on
quantum field theory, Dyson showed that spin
waves may be used to obtain an asymptotic expan-
sion for the thermodynamic functions of a Heisen-
berg ferromagnet at low temperatures. Dyson's
formalism has also been used to calculate various
time-dependent properties of ferromagnets, in par-
ticular, the frequency renormalization and damping
of the spin-wave pole in correlation functions for
various low-temperature regimes. A general-
ization of Dyson's method has been used by one of
the authors to calculate various thermodynamic
properties of an antiferromagnetic insulator, and
also to obtain the renormalization of the spin-wave
frequency in that system.
In the present paper, we use this formalism to
find expressions for the spin-wave damping' and
spin-correlation functions, at low temperatures,
in both quantum-mechanical and classical Heisen-
berg antiferromagnets. The correlation functions
at long wavelengths are found to have precisely the
form predicted earlier by two of the authors, ' '
on the basis of a macroscopic "hydrodynamic"
theory of spin waves' analogous to the two-fluid
hydrodynamics of liquid helium. ' ' Specifically,
the decay rate of spin waves is predicted to vanish
as the square of the frequency, in contrast to the
results of various earlier microscopic calculations
of spin-wave damping, ' "which we believe to be
incorrect. One of the aims of this paper is to study
the relationship between the microscopic and hydro-
dynamic theories.
In the hydrodynamic theory, "as opposed to the
low-temperature microscopic theories, spin waves
are found at all temperatures below the Neel point,
but they are well defined only for long wavelengths.
(The restriction to long wavelengths means that the
hydrodynamic spin waves do not contribute signifi-
cantly to thermodynamic functions, even at low tem-
peratures. ) The microscopic calculation gives the
limits of validity of hydrodynamics, which the latter
theory is itself unable to specify. Moreover, a
microscopic calculation of the spin-correlation
functions leads to an evaluation at low temperatures
of the transport coefficients which enter the hydro-
dynamic theory as unknown temperature-dependent
parameters.
The analogy between magnetic systems and liquid
helium, which motivated the development of spin-
wave hydrodynamics, ' may also be carried over
to other aspects of spin dynamics. The three lev-
els' ' of description of liquid helium —hydrody-
namic, phenomenological, and microscopic —have
their parallel in a magnetic system, although the
emphasis and historical development have been
somewhat different. The phenomenological Landau
theory of phonons and rotons, ' '" valid at low tem-
peratures in liquid He, is related to the "macro-
scopic" approach, employed for magnetic systems
by Herring and Kittel, ' Akhiezer, Bar'yakhtar, and
Kaganov, and Kaganov and Tsukernik. In liquid
helium, the Landau theory has been extremely use-
ful in describing both the thermodynamic and the
transport properties up to relatively high tempera-
tures. Moreover, it preceded the microscopic
theories and, in fact, yields essentially all inter-
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esting physical results more simply than the micro-
scopic approach. The approximate treatment of
the Bose gas by Bogoliubov closely parallels the
work of Bloch, ' Holstein and Primakoff, Anderson,
and Kubo, 4 whereas the formally exact theory of
Beliaev and others '2~ is analogous to the modern
field-theoretic formulations' in the magnetic
system. Generally speaking, the microscopic ap-
proach has been far more useful in magnetic sys-
tems, whereas the phenomenological theories have
produced more results in helium. This is because
simple models, such as the Heisenberg model which
is approximately soluble at low temperatures, pro-
vide a rather accurate description of the properties
of real magnetic systems. For the Bose system
on the other hand, only the dilute gasa '3 model is
approximately soluble microscopically, and its en-
ergy spectrum is in lowest order qualitatively dif-
ferent from that of liquid helium. The hydrodynam-
ics and phenomenological theories, however, ap-
ply to any interacting Bose liquid.
In the superfluid at low temperatures, it is found
that the phonon elementary excitations are very
closely related to the hydrodynamic first-sound
mode, in that both appear as the dominant pole of
the density correlation function. ' The mai. n dif-
ference between the two modes is that first sound
is confined to the hydrodynamic low-frequency re-
gime (~«ru„), whereas the phonons exist in the
high-frequency regime (~» +„,) which is often re-
ferred to as "collisionless. " In passing from one
regime to the other at fixed temperature, the ve-
locity is almost unchanged, but the frequency and
temperature dependence of the attenuation are dif-
ferent for the two. ' '3 The transition frequency
~„between the two regimes is the rate of relaxa-
tion of the short-wavelength phonons to the local
equilibrium state in the presence of a long-wave-
length sound wave. For the processes relevant to
the attenuation of sound, this relaxation rate is the
decay rate I'&„ for typical thermally excited pho-
nons. At low temperatures the frequency &&, van-
ishes as a high power of the temperature, so that
over most of the frequency domain, and, in particu-
lar, for thermal frequencies (v- ksT/+), the den-
sity excitations are phonons. As the temperature
goes to zero, the hydrodynamic regime becomes
vanishingly small in liquid helium.
In contrast to first sound, the hydrodynamic
second-sound mode' ' does not have any low-tem-
perature elementary excitation associated with it.
It exists only for « ~„, where it appears in the
correlation functions for the order parameter and
for the energy density, and with very small weight
in the density correlation function. ' The second-
sound mode disappears completely in the collision-
less regime m» ~„, which is reached in the limit
T-O, for any fixed &.33 These results follow from
both the phenomenological and microscopic theories
and are more fully discussed in Refs. 19 and 31-
33. The phenomenological sand microscopic
treatments of second sound in a solid give results
analogous to those for liquid helium.
In the isotropic antiferromagnet the order param-
eter is coupled to one mode (with two polarizations)
at long wavelengths, the spin-wave mode. In the
quantum-mechanical low-temperature limit (keT
«JzS-ksT„/S, where J' is the exchange constant,
S is the spin, T„ is the Neel temperature, and z
is the number of nearest neighbors) the relation
between hydrodynamic" and "elementary excita-
tion" spin waves is very similar to the case of first
sound in liquid helium. ~ One difference, however,
is that from the Born approximation we find that
the transition between hydrodynamic and nonhydro-
dynamic damping occurs at a frequency ~„™@'J
x (ksT/JzS)'. This frequency is much larger than
the decay rate I',„of the thermally excited magnons,
which is of order 8 'Z(keT/JzS)'. In the nonhydro-
dynamic regime, &» ~„, the decay rate will have
different forms, depending on the ratios of & to the
thermal frequency ksT/I and of kaT to the devia-
tion from linearity of the energy spectrum of the
incident magnons. In the classical low-temperature
regime (ff-O, S-~, T„/S«T«T„), we find that
the limiting frequency ~„for hydrodynamic damping
is independent of temperature, and there is no
distinction between "hydrodynamic" and "elemen-
tary excitation" spin waves, for wavelengths long;
compared to the lattice spacing.
The calculations in this paper are performed us-
ing the boson formalism of Qyson, in the represen-
tation proposed by Maleev. 4' For the isotropic
model, the lowest Born approximation is shown
to yield a self-consistent result for the low-tem-
perature spin-eave damping, in both high-frequency
and hydrodynamic regimes, i. e. , the results are
not changed when decay of the intermediate states
is included. As in the case of the thermodynamic
calculations, the expansion parameters are z ',
S ', and ksT/JzS in the quantum case. Corrections
to the lowest Born approximation for the decay
rate are of higher order in these small parameters.
For classical systems, the corrections are of order
T/T„. The fact that the lowest Born approxima-
tion in the Dyson-Maleev formalism yields the cor-
rect low-temperature result for arbitrary wave-
lengths is significant, in view of the apparent singu-
lar nature of the magnon-magnon interaction at long
wavelengths. Indeed, the "zeroth-order" magnons,
obtained in this formalism by a transformation' '
from the original Hamiltonian, interact via poten-
tials whose matrix elements occur in the combina-
tion
&»II 134&&34II I»&-(I-ki k2)(I-ks k4), (I ~ I)
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which remains finite when k&, say, goes to zero
(here k, =k, /Ik, I, etc. ). However, when the en-
ergies of the four magnons in Eq. (1.1) are related
by the condition
(1.2)
one may show that the quantity in Eq. (1.1) van-
ishes linearly for &;-0. As will be demonstrated
in detail in what follows, even when the "energy-
shell" condition (1.2) is violated, the matrix ele-
ments of interest for calculating physical quantities
occur in combinations which vanish when one mo-
mentum tends toward zero. This cancellation is
shown to persist in higher orders also. Conse-
quently, we conclude that the apparent constancy
of the interaction strength as one momentum tends
toward zero is a misleading artifact of the formal-
ism. A complete analysis, in which terms are
properly grouped, leads to a weaker interaction,
in agreement with the intuitive notion that the inter-
action between magnons should vanish at long wave-
lengths. We believe that it is the failure to account
properly for this detailed behavior, which has led
a number of previous authors' ' to incorrect ex-
pressions.
In the model with uniaxial single-ion anisotropy,
which we also treat, we obtain similar results.
Indeed, within factors of order unity, one can ob-
tain the damping constant of the uniform mode for
the anisotropic system from the results for the
isotropic case by replacing the magnon energy Eg
by (2HzH„)'~, the energy of the uniform mode in
the presence of small anisotropy. One difference
between the two cases does emerge, however.
Namely, when Ep«NI', „a self-consistent calcula-
tion of the decay rate shows that although the dom-
inant term is unmodified, small changes occur in
terms which are of higher order in v; when the
damping of intermediate states is taken into ac-
count. Thus, strictly speaking, "hydrodynamic"
behavior does not persist for frequencies above
I',
„, in contrast to the case of the isotropic sys-
tem. This transitional behavior disappears as
&0-0, in agreement with the results for the iso-
tropic case. Our results differ as they did in the
isotropic case from those of previous au-
thors, ' ' ' ~ for a variety of reasons which we
shall discuss later.
Many of the results of the present work may also
be obtained by using the boson formalism of Hol-
stein and Primakoff, and expanding the H3milto-
nian in powers of the occupation numbers. As is
well known, this procedure can lead to incorrect
results for small values of the spin S, but the dif-
ficulties are avoided if S ' is formally treated as
a small parameter and calculations are performed
consistently to each order in S '. It then turns
out that for the processes for which the "energy-
shell" condition, Eq. (1.2), applies, the matrix
elements, and hence the magnon decay rate, agree
in the Dyson-Maleev and Holstein-Primakoff
form3lisms. Off the energy shell, however, the
matrix elements in the latter formalism are more
singular than in the former, and large corrections
to the lowest Born approximation occur for small
values of T, k, and S ', when the damping of inter-
mediate magnons is included. These corrections
are of order (ke T/JzS)'/S'ag quantum mechanically,
and of order (T/T„)'/e-„classically, and signify
that the Born approximation is not self-consistent
at low temperatures in the long-wavelength limit.
We have not attempted to find the class of higher-
order terms which makes the Holstein-Primakoff
answer self-consistent, since this is achieved di-
rectly with the Dyson-Maleev formalism. We have
checked, however, that where the corrections to
the Holstein-Primakoff result are estimated to be
small, its physical predictions agree with those
obtained using the Dyson-Maleev formalism. This
question is discussed in Appendix F.
The primary aim of this work is to explore the
formal relationship between microscopic and mac-
roscopic theories of spin waves, and in particular
to verify the previously proposed" ' hydrodynamic
behavior at long wavelengths. As has been re-
marked elsewhere, ' the experimental methods for
measuring the properties of spin waves accurately
are somewhat limited, and the possibilities for
verifying hydrodynamics are much less extensive
than in superfluid helium. Thus, although we have
derived a number of new results in the present
work, the possibility of their direct experimental
verification does not at present seem very promis-
ing, except insofar as they agree with hydrodynam-
ics. The use of the parallel pumping technique "
for verifying some of our results is briefly men-
tioned, but a detailed discussion requires further
calculations. In view of the existence of "two-di-
mensional" Heisenberg magnets, " it would be of
interest to see whether such systems display the
effects discussed here more prominently.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
the Dyson-Maleev formalism is introduced, and an
attempt is made to spell out the assumptions in-
volved in replacing the spin Hamiltonian by a boson
Hamiltonian. Green's functions for the spin system
are written in terms of the exact boson Green's
functions, and a transformation ' ' is made to mag-
non variables, in terms of which actual calculations
are carried out.
In Sec. III, the imaginary part of the magnon self-
energy is calculated in the quantum-mechanical
low-temperature regime, in lowest Born Bpproxi-
mation. The incident magnon is assumed to be
"on-resonance" (h~=Ep), so that this calculation
determines the damping of a free spin wave as a
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function of temperature and wave number. Vari-
ous regimes must be distinguished, for which the
scattering surfaces are different, depending on
the relative sizes of the following: (a) the incident
energy, (b) the thermal energy, (c) the deviation
from linearity of the dispersion relation ("curvature
energy") of thermal magnons, and (d) the curvature
energy of the incident magnon. In each case, de-
tailed answers are obtained at long wavelengths
and low temperatures for a bcc lattice, with an
antiferromagnetic interaction between nearest neigh-
bors on opposite sublattices. In particular, when
the energy Eg is less than the thermal curvature
energy [Ef«JzS(ke T/J zS)sj, t'he damPing is found
to be proportional to k, in agreement with hydro-
dynamics and in disagreement with previous cal-
culations.
In Sec. IV, the imaginary part of the self-energy
is calculated in the hydrodynamic regime [Ef«JzS
x (keT/JzS)sj, as a function of m and k separately,
for an incoming magnon whose frequency is not
on-resonance (h&uo Eg). In this case, extra dia-
grams must be included in lowest Born approxima-
tion, which vanish when the incoming magnon is on
resonance. These terms are then shown to make
the lowest Born approximation stable with respect
to a self-consistent inclusion of damping in the
intermediate states. In Sec. V, the contribution
of higher-order diagrams is discussed in some
detail, and it is argued that these do not change
the k and & dependence of the damping at long wave-
lengths. It is furthermore argued, although not
proved, that the higher-order terms produce cor-
rections of order (zS) ' and keT/JrS to the Born-
approximation expression for the coefficient of the
k' term in the decay rate. From this analysis, it
follows that long-wavelength magnons interact very
weakly. This conclusion is physically plausible,
and in fact enables us to develop a consistent anal-
ogy between ferro- and antiferromagnets.
In Sec. VI, the decay rate is calculated for a
long-wavelength magnon in the classical low-tem-
perature regime (T«T„), obtained by letting 5- 0,S-~, J-O, with k~T„-JzS ~nd NS remaining
finite. The Born-approximation calculation is
slightly more complicated in this case, since the
momenta of the intermediate magnons are no longer
restricted by the temperature, and the matrix ele-
ments must be calculated for arbitrary wave num-
bers. It turns out, however, that the calculation
is possible, and quite similar to the previous case,
as long as the incident momentum is small. The
classical result once again agrees with hydrody-
namics.
In Sec. VII, expressions are found for the spin-
correlation functions and a detailed correspondence
is made with the hydrodynamic forms; as a result,
the transport coefficients are determined at low
temperatures. Some general remarks are also
made here about the form of the spectral weight
of the spin-correlation functions outside the long-
wavelength and low-temperature regimes consid-
ered in the rest of this paper. A physical argu-
ment is given to understand why the transition fre-
quency co&, for reaching local equilibrium can be
larger than the decay rate I',„of thermal magnons,
in contrast to the case of phonons in a crystal '
or in liquid helium. '
In Sec. VIII, the spin-wave damping is calculated
at k =0 for the anisotropic model in the quantum
low-temperature limit. Generally speaking, these
calculations are similar to those given for the
isotropic model, and both the results and the re-
gimes can be obtained from those of the isotropic
case by everywhere replacing the isotropic magnon
energies by the corresponding expressions for the
anisotropic system. Here, only the term from the
first Born approximation which dominates at low
temperatures is self-consistent with respect to
the inclusion of damping in intermediate states.
Finally, in Sec. IX, the results of the present
calculations are summarized and compared with
earlier work. In most cases, previous authors had
found a significantly stronger interaction between
long-wavelength magnons than is found here. The
applicability to experiment is also briefly consid-
ered.
A number of detailed calculations are described
in the Appendixes. A variety of useful limiting
forms of the magnon-magnon interaction in the
Dyson-Maleev formalism are given in Appendix
A. In Appendix B, the off-diagonal elements of the
self-energy matrix are evaluated; these are re-
quired for the calculation in Sec. VII of the spin-
correlation functions. In Appendix C, a diagram-
matic formulation of the vertex functions needed
to relate the spin-correlation functions to the usual
single-particle boson Green's functions is pre-
sented, and the relevant functions are evaluated in
lowest Born approximation. In Appendix D, a dis-
cussion is presented of the various integrals en-
countered in the evaluation performed in Sec. IV
of off-shell contributions to the self-energy. In
Appendix E, it is shown that the spontaneous de-
cay of one magnon into two or more magnons is
forbidden by energy conservation in a system in
which the only interactions are antiferromagnetic
couplings between spins on opposite sublattices.
Appendix F is devoted to the Holstein-Primakoff
formalism. In particular, it is shown that in the
regime where the Holstein-Primakoff results are
self-consistent they lead to spin-correlation func-
tions (but not boson Green's functions) which are
identical to those obtained in Sec. VII using the
Dyson-Maleev formalism.
Appendixes G, H, and I are concerned with de-
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tails of the higher-order calculations discussed in
Secs. V and VII. In Appendix G, a grouping of dia-
grams of all orders is constructed which eliminates
the spurious strong interaction between magnons,
and the resulting dependence of the vertex functions
on wave vector and temperature is discussed. In
Appendix H, it is shown that the effective interac-
tions obtained in higher order are Hermitian on-res-
onance (i) for the ferromagnet and (ii) for a par-
ticular set of third-order terms in the antiferromag-
net. In Appendix I, the spin-correlation functions
at long wavelength and low temperature are evaluated
to all orders in S ' in terms of vertex functions. In
that regime, certain relations between the vertex
functions are necessary for the validity of hydro-
dynamics. These relations are found to hold in low-
order perturbation theory.
The main results of this paper have been given
previously. '2 In Sec. IX of the present paper, a
more extensive and self-contained discussion of
our results is given.
II. FORMALISM
In this section, we describe the formal apparatus
necessary for the calculations carried out in later
sections. Section IIA contains a discussion of the
problems involved in attempting to reproduce spin
kinematics through the use of a boson formalism.
In Sec. IIB, the application of the Green's-function
formalism to the Dyson-Maleev Hamiltonian is
described. The spin-correlation functions, which
are the physically interesting dynamical quantities,
are introduced in Sec. IIC. Their relationship to
the usual single-particle Green's function is dis-
cussed here and in Appendix C. Finally, Sec. IID
concerns the perturbation expansion for the decay
rate of on-resonance magnons using the "occupa-
tion-number" formulation' ' of perturbation theory.
A. Justification of Dyson-Maleev Hamiltonian
We wish to study an antiferromagnetic spin sys-
tem governed by the Hamiltonian
X= 2J' Q Si S/ —DQ (Si) —DZ (S~))
(~g&
—@AS;+aZS;, (2. l)
J
where ( ij) indicates a sum over pairs of nearest
neighbors and the indexes ~ and j refer to sites on
the a ("up") and b ("down") sublattices, respec
tively, each sublattice consisting of N sites. We
choose units such that the positive quantities J and
D have dimensions of energy, and the spin opera-
tors S; and S& are dimensionless, and have magni-
tude equal to S. The quantity h is an infinitesimal
staggered magnetic field necessary to define the
direction of orientation of the up and down sublat-
tices, but which otherwise does not enter our
calculations.
The Dyson-Maleev transformation gives a cor-
respondence between any operator 6 on the Hilbert
space of the spin system and an operator 6 on a
boson Hilbert space. In particular, for the 6N
spin operators S; and S& we have the following cor-
responding boson operators":
S&=S-a;a;,g
8'=(2S)"'a —(2$) ' 'a'a a
S;= (2$)'/' a'. ,
S& = —S+ blab&,
R/ = (2S)' b/ —(2$) ' b/b/b/,
R/ = (2$)'/'b, ,
(2. 2a)
(2. 2b)
(2. 2c)
(2. 2d)
(2. 2e)
(2. 2f)
where a, and b& are boson annihilation operators.
The transformed Hamiltonian X may be obtained
by substituting the transformed operators 5,. and
5/ for the spin operators in Eq. (2. 1). The Hamil-
tonian 3C will involve terms up to fourth order in
boson creation and annihilation operators.
Corresponding to a spin operator 8 we define the
time-dependent operators in the Heisenberg pic-
ture as
6(t) ixt/ti s ixi/ii-
i%i/ii 6 e i&i/&-
(2. 3a)
(2. 2b)
In this paper, we wish to calculate functions of
the form'
Tr [o, (t,) s, (t, ) ~ ~ s„(t„)e 'e )
Tr (e~ / ~& ) (2. 4)
where 8„63, ~ g„are spin operators, the times
t» t». . . , t„are on the imaginary axis in the inter-
val (0, —iP), and the trace is over the spin Hilbert
space. Using the procedure established by Dyson,
one can prove the exact relation
Tr[6, (t, ) 8,(t, ) ~ ~, e„(t„)e~")
=Tr[P 0,(t, ) ep(t, ) ~ ~ ~, &„(t„)e ~], (2. 5)
where the trace on the right-hand side of Eq.
(2.5) is over the boson Hilbert space, and the operator
P is a projection operator which is zero on the
"nonphysical" boson states, i. e. , the states where
one or more lattice sites are each occupied by more
than 2S bosons. By substituting Eq. (2. 5) into the
numerator and denominator of Eq. (2. 4) we express
Green's functions for the spin system in terms of
Green's functions for a Bose system with the
Hamiltonian X =~„.
In order to evaluate the required averages for
the Bose system, it seems to be necessary to make
two approximations. First, we expand the Green's
functions using a perturbation formalism in which
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(2. 6)
which would eventually be larger than the result of
order T k lnT, which we find in Sec. III, if the
the unperturbed Hamiltonian is quadratic in boson
operators and the perturbation is the remaining
quartic interaction. Second, we neglect completely
the projection operator P. ' Both of these approxi-
mations are correct, in some sense, in the limit
when deviations from the boson vacuum state are
small.
For the computation of the partition function of
a ferromagnet, Dyson has argued that the use of
these two approximations would lead to results
which are asymptotically correct at low tempera-
tures to all orders in the temperature T. Thus,
one can calculate exactly all the contributions to the
free energy which vanish more slowly than any giv-
en power of T by summing an appropriate set of
terms in the perturbation expansion. The corre-
sponding expansions for the Green's functions in the
ferromagnet are also expected to be asymptotically
exact in this sense, at least if the values of t&, t2,
. . ., t„are held fixed on the imaginary axis while
T tends to zero. Corrections to the low-tempera-
ture results for the free energy, or for the Green's
functions, are believed to be roughly of the form
e & for the ferromagnet, ' where T, is approxi-
mately equal to the Curie temperature.
The situation for the antiferromagnet is much
less clear than for the ferromagnet. Because of
the zero-point motion of the antiferromagnet, there
is a finite deviation from the Bose vacuum state,
i.e. , the Neel state, even at 0'K. Thus one may
suspect that there are errors in the perturbation
~
theory even at 0 'K, which may be of prder e
where T is some measure of the zero-point mo-
tion. One indication of the magnitude of T* is the
zero-temperature demagnetization, which is known'
to be quite small for three-dimensional systems,
even for spin S= —,' and nearest-neighbor interac-
tions. The demagnetization will be smaller still
for larger values of the spin, and/or longer-range
interactions. It seems clear, therefore, that cor-
rections to the various results of the Dyson-Maleev
perturbation formalism will generally be rather
small at low temperatures.
In particular, we believe that the lifetimes of
the spin waves that me compute are quite accurate
at low temperatures, in that corrections are very
small in absolute value. We cannot completely rule
out the possibility, homever, that the true decay
rate might have a less rapid variation with k or
with T, than the decay rate computed within the
Dyson-Maleev formalism. In extreme regimes
these corrections would then dominate the Dyson-
Maleev results. For example, there might be a
decay rate of the form
T2 k2 -Tg/Te
temperature is sufficiently small. Of course, a
correction such as in Eg. (2. 6) would not be pos-
sible in the classical limit, where T*-0. In both
the classical and quantum cases, however, we can-
not completely rule out corrections to the decay
rate such as
(2. 7)
mhichmpuld predominate pver k T pr k T lnT jn
the limit k- 0, at any fixed temperature. On the
other hand, as we show below, the behavior ob-
tained using the Dyson-Maleev formalism agrees
with general hydrodynamic predictions, unlike
Eg. (2. 7), and therefore we consider the latter be-
havior extremely unlikely.
B. Green's-Function Formalism with Dyson-Maleev Hamilfonian
We define the spatial Fourier transforms of the
boson operators in Eqs. (2. 2) by the relations
a„- =N "'Z, e '"'& a, , (2. 6a)
bg = N '~ S~q e '"'& bq, (2. 8b)
where r, and r& are the positions of the spins S; and
4&, respectively. In terms of these operators, the
Hamiltonian becomes~
with
DM DM DM (2. 9)
goy = —2Jzs2X —ZV'DS (2. 10a)
~n M = (Hs + H„)Q y (ay ay+ by by
+ $yy ay b & + )yy ~ b ~ ), (2. 10b)
+ yy a~i b~ am a4+ yy, 4 2 a( be b 4 b 2 ).
+D(a,"a2as ay+ b", b- b-b-)
J (2. 10c)
where
H~ —= 5'(o~ = D(2S —1),
H~ =-S~~ =2JzS,
$ =—H@ (H@+ H~)
(2. 11a)
(2. 11b)
(2. 11c)
and, for a body-centered-cubic lattice mhich we
pick for concreteness,
py = cosy p„cosy p~ cosy pg . (2. 12)
(We use the abbreviations a; = ay, , b y= b ~, yf y
=yg, „-, etc. ) Throughout this paper we measure
&K(1+ 2 —& —4) —(2y a bl a b"--DM K 2-4 1 - 3 -2
lengths in units of the spacing of each sublattice,
i.e. , wave numbers are dimensionless. Also, in
Eq. (2. 10c), the Kronecker 6, 6„-(1+2—3 —4) ex-
presses the conservation of momentum to within a
reciprocal-lattice vector K.
The Hamiltonian 3COD'M may be diagonalized by the
transformation '
~
= —[(1—4;)/24;]"'=- —x; i;,
with
e«= (1 - 5'y,')'"= Z,(a, + a„)
(2. 14b)
(2. iS)
denoting a dimensionless energy. The Hamiltonian
then becomes
@=1&n&+m~P y,
b~ = m«n«+ lNP~,
13
—[(1+4:3)/2e«]'~
(2. 13a)
(2. 13b)
(2. 14a)
+DM EDM++DN. '+ ~DM &
0 0 (2. 16)
(2. 1Va)
where E~ is the ground-state energy in the spin-0
wave approximation, 8' and
xo„= (H~ + HA) Z«e«(n~«n«+ p«p«),
H@
DM .~.6K (1+2 —3 —4) il 131314X(n'-n'-n-n-C'-'-'-+2n'- p - n- n-e!«l-+2n'- n'- n- p'-O!9-.1234 1 2 3 4 1284 1 2 8 4 1234 1 2 3 4 1234
+401P 2Q8P 441284 2P1P 2Q3P ~41234+201P 2P 3P 44'1234(4) ~, (5)
~ ~ ~ (6)
„nt ni pt. pt @...+ p - p - n- n- e--+ p - p - p'- p - C —-),(v) (8) (9)1 2 3 ."4 1284 - 1 -2 3 4 1234 "1 -2 8 -4 1234 (2. 1Vb)
4' =i3 =(Y X X +'Y X X +'Y" X X +Y„X X- (1) - (9)1234 1234 1 4 1 4 1 3 1 3 2 4 2 4 2"8 2 8
Yl X3 X3 X4 Y3 Xl X3 X4 p3 X3 pl Xl + 2qA + 2qA Xl X3 X3 X4)
( ~ Y»»g» ~ Y»» g» ~ jl»@(2) &(8)1284 2184 2 4 4 2 3 8 1 4 1 2 4 1"8 1 2 8
+ pl X3 Xg + 3'3 Xi X3 X3 Xi + pg + p j Xj X3 —2qA Xg —2qA X"X Xi), (2. 18b)
@1234 @ "—( Y2 4+5 Yl 4~1 Y2 $6~3+4 Y2-3 +2~3~51243
+ &1X3 X3+ &«Xi X3+ '6 X3 Xi+ i'1 X",Xi —2q„xi —2q„x",x"X-), (2. 18c)
(4)
~1-i 1 X3 +1-iX3 X4 +I-3 Xl X3 3 i ~1 3 +3 Xl X3 X3 Y3 X4 'Yi X!X3 X4+ 2qA Xl X3 4 2qA X3 Xi)
4» '(Y2 )+2 53+ Y2 8 X2 Xjj+ Y2 3 X1 Ã3+ %2 451 X$(7) (8)1284 1234
(2. 18d)
Yl xl X3 X4 6X3 X3 X4 ~1 X3 ~3 xl + 2qA X3 X4+ 2qA xl X3) (2. i8e)
with
q„= 2DS/Hs . (2. 1O)
Given the boson Hamiltonian in Eq. (2. 16), we
may introduce thermodynamic Green's functions in
the usual way. 68 Because of the presence of the
two sublattices, it is convenient to work in terms
of matrix Green's functions, analogous to the
Nambu matrices for superconductors, or similar
functions for the Bose liquid. For imaginary
times, we have
G .(k, t) = —3( r(n„-(t) n„-(0))),
G «(» t)=-3& T'(n3(t)P~(0))&,
G«(» t) = —3& q'(p'g(t) n3(0)) &,
G««(k, ~)=-3& ~(p";(~)p;(o))&,
(2. 2Oa)
(2. 2Ob)
(2. 20c)
(2. 2Od)
where the angular bracket denotes an average over
an ensemble at a temperature (Pk«) ', and here 7'
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+Q Go„(k, z) Z„, (k, z) G, „(k, z),
(2. 22)
where the Greek-letter subscripts range over the
values n and g. The unperturbed Green's functions
G, „(k, z) are given by
G'. (k, z)=(hz-E„-)-',
G'.,(k, z) = G,'. (k, z) = O, (a. 23b)
G,'~(k, z) =( —hz —E;) ', (2. 23c)
where E„- is defined in Eq. (2. 15). The self-energy
Z„„(k, z) can be represented by the usual kind of
diagrammatic expansion; we shall use the "occupa-
tion number" formulation. ' The fact that the
perturbing Hamiltonian is non-Hermitian is of no
consequence for this formalism. From the sym-
metry of the Hamiltonian with respect to the inter-
change ~- P~& we have the following relations:
Z..(k, z)=Z„(-k, -z), (2. 24a)
is the time-ordering operator. The frequency-de-
pendent functions are defined by Fourier trans-
forms
G~„(k, z) =ft f G„„(k, t) e"'dt (2. 21)
for z= anni(PS) ', with n an integer. For other val-
ues of z, G „(k, z) is defined by the usual analytic
continuation procedure. The Green's function
satisfies a matrix Dyson equation:
G„„(k, z) = G~„(k, z)
x [A z+ Ef+ Zzz(k, z)] (2. 26c)
Gz~(k, z) = —Zz~(k, z)[@z—Eg —Z (k, z))
x[hz+E„-iZ,z(k, z)] ' . (2. 26d)
C. Spin-Correlation Functions
I,et us introduce Fourier transforms of the spin
operators in Eq. (2. 2):
s,'(k) = (as)"' [~+~„-], (a. 28a)
s.(k) = (as)"'[~t]
s;(k) = (as)"' [b'-+ &'„-],
s;(k) = (2s)"'[b „-],
where
(2. 28b)
(2. 28c)
(2. 28d)
2SA =fN ' Z bg (k+ 2 —3 —4) afa~ai, (2. 29a)
234
aspic-=N-' +6„-(k+2 —3 —4) b )b 1b y . (2. 29b)
Hh
Using these operators, we define a Green's-func-
tion matrix
as/ „(k, t)-=—i( T(s'(k, t)S„(k, t))),
(A more complete version of this analysis is pre-
sented in Appendix I. ) Thus the damping of the n
magnons is given byev
Z," (k, (o)=ImZ, (k, (o —io') =br(k, ), (a. 2&)
and to lowest order in I I Z I I/Ef it does not involve
the other elements of the Z matrix.
Z.,(k, z)=Z,.(-k, -z). (2. 24b) rn, n=a, 4 (a. 3o)
In addition, it is clear from the diagrammatic ex-
pansion of Baym and Sessler, ' for instance, that
Z, „(k, z+)*=Z„„(k, z), (a. 25)
G, (k, z) =[as —E„-—Z (k, z)]-',
Gzz(k, z) =[—I'z —Ef —Zzz(k, z)]
(a. 26a)
(2. 26b)
G, (k, z) =-Z, (k, z)[h'z —E„--Z „(k, z)]-'
because the potential V in Eq. (2. 16) is real (once
again this result does not depend on Hermiticity).
Moreover, Z~„(k, z) is even in k for a cubic lattice.
Henceforth, we shall refer to Eqs. (2. 24) and
(2. 25) as the general symmetry relations.
Given expressions for the elements of the matrix
Z„„(k, z), we may calculate the Green's functions
G~„(k, z) by using Eq. (2. 22). As will be shown in
what follows, Z~„(k, z) is small compared to the
unperturbed energy Eg, so that, to leading order in
I IZ(k, z) I I/Et"„ the inversion of Eq. (2. 22) may be
written as
and a corresponding matrix related to the n, g
operators, which we write in terms of the Fourier
transform of Eq. (2. 30) asss
g, „(k, z) -=Q (tr;-'), g „(k, z) (U„=')„„,
tlly ff
where U„=' is the matrix for the transformation,
Eq. (a. i3):
(a. 3i)
(2. 32)
As shown in Appendix C, the matrix 9,„ is related
to 6 „by the equation
~"=&n (6~+ Aw) Go. (2. 33)
where the matrix A~„has a diagrammatic expansion
(see Appendix C) similar to Z,„, and 6,„ is the unit
matrix. Given the matrix g~„, we can obtain the
matrix g „by inverting Eq. (2. 31), and any desired
spin Green's function, by taking appropriate linear
combinations of its elements. Of particular inter-
est are the correlation functions for the "staggered"
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and "total" spins which are defined, respectively,
by a, k
(a)
e =S:(k)-S;0),
Sj = S,'(k) + S~(k) .
(2. 34a)
(2. 34b) a, k
The Fourier transform of the staggered-spin
Green's function is given in terms of the g „as
go (k, z) = 2S[g„(k, z) +g (k, z)
a, k
(b)
-g„(k, z) -g„(k, z)], (2. 36) a, k
and, similarly, for gz (k, z). From the properties
of the transformation Uk [Eqs. (2. 32) and (2. 14)],
we can easily show that
go (k, z)=2S(l„- —m„.) [g„(k,z)+gz (k, z)
a, k
a, k
(c)
-g„,(k, z) -g,.(k, z)],
and, similarly,
g';(k, z)=2S(l, +m;)'[g„.(k, z)+g»(k, z)
+g, (k, z)+g, (k, z)] .
(2. 36a)
(2. 36b)
FIG. 2. Additional lowest-order diagrams which con-
tribute to the decay rate off-resonance. These scattering
processes cannot conserve energy and momentum on-re-
sonance because of the shape of the magnon dispersion
relation (see Appendix E). The contribution of (c) to
the damping is negligible even off resonance, as long as
k and ~ are small.
If we neglect spin-wave interactions, we have g „
= t"„„=|"~, so that (;() (k, z) =
—
&
—
& ), (2. 37a)4$ 1@Z —H@Cg AZ+ Eggs
a, k
a, k
a, k
(b)
FIG. 1. Lowest- (second-) order diagrams which con-
tribute to the decay rate of antiferromagnetic magnons
on resonance. The internal lines can either be all n
magnons or one o, magnon and two P magnons. These
choices correspond, respectively, tothefirst, andthe sum
of the last two terms in the bracket on the right-hand
side of Eq. (2. 39). Our convention is that lines going
from right to left are hole lines. Interaction vertices
are represented by dots. The dashed lines connected to
the external vertices represent the propagators which
must be attached to the mass operator, in order to form
a Green's function. These propagators are, of course,
not included in the evaluation of the mass operator.
In writing Eq. (2. 37) we have kept only the leading
term in cg.
D. Perturbation Expansion for Z
Compared to the term XnM, the interaction term
V~M in the Hamiltonian (2. 16) contains an extra
pair of operators n or P, extra momentum sums,
and a factor of S '. Roughly speaking, at low
temperatures each pair of operators yields either
an occupation number n proportional to T or a fac-
tor 1+n, and the momentum sums yield cutoffs
and factors of I/z, where z is the number of near-
est neighbors (or the third power of the interaction
range, for long-range interactions). Thus an ex-
pansion in powers of V» will be an expansion in
powers of the tempera, ture, of a ', and, for zero
anisotropy, of S '. We shall consider this expan-
sion in detail in Sec. V; for the moment, we cal-
culate the contributions to Z"„(k, z) from the low-
est-order diagrams, namely, those with two ver-
tices, which are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Note
that, in lowest order, a diagram gives a, nonzero
contribution only if energy and momentum are con-
served in the intermediate state. We shall initially
consider the decay rate for a magnon which is
"on-resonance" (k(d = E-„), i. e. , we calculate I';
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xMz, (k, p, s, r),
where the "matrix element" M22 is given by
2 2 2 2 (1) (1)„
M22(kq, kq, kq, k4) = 8li lf II lg (4ifgIC'gii
(2. s8)
C
(4) '(4) (4) „(4)+4'I,
-~.&. -&4'S, ~.I. -I+4'I, -m. 4, -~4 I, I, r, I),
(2. 38)
and the occupation number is
ny-=n(&y) = (e' I —1) '-=(e"&~'- I) ' . (2. 40)
In (2. 38) and below, momentum conservation is im-
plied, so that k, +k2=k3+k4 and k+p=r+s. In
the derivation of Eq. (2. 38) we have combined dia-
grams obtained from one another by interchanging
the "time order, "which yields the factor (1 —e &)
because of the relation
nf(1+ n~) (1+n4) —(1+ny) nyq
= nf(1+nf) (1+nI) [1+n(ei+ e4 —ez)] (2. 41)
The last equality in (2. 40) defines the dimension-
less temperature used in this paper:
ksT/JzS —= 2/PHs . (2. 42)
III. DAMPING OF ON-RESONANCE MAGNONS IN QUAN-
TUM LOW-TEMPERATURE LIMIT OF ISOTROPIC MODEL
IN LOWEST BORN APPROXIMATION
%e shall carry out the evaluation of the damping
constant I"„-within the lowest Born approximation
as given by Eq. (2. 38) in the long-wavelength limit
k«1. In this section, we consider only magnons on
resonance (hv = Ef) and neglect the damping of in-
termediate states. Both of these restrictions will
be lifted in Sec. IV. Here we treat the quantum
low-temperature limit k~T«JzS, i. e. , 7«1. The
classical low-temperature limit S , T «TN,
J'zS«k~T«JzS, i. e. , 1«7«S, will be treated
in Sec. VI. Since the long-wavelength quantum
low-temperature limit is characterized by two
small parameters, &g and 7; we must recognize
the possible existence of various regimes depending
on the relative size of these small parameters.
Accordingly, in Sec. IIIA we give a discussion of
the possible shapes of the scattering surface de-
termined by the energy and momentum conserva-
tion laws for the processes in question. The exis-
-=I'(k, I 'Ef) [see Eq. (2. 27)]. As shown in Appendix
E, the diagrams of Fig. 2 cannot conserve momentum
and energy in this case, and hence give no contribu-
tion. %e are left with those of Fig. 1 which, ac-
cording to the rules of Refs. 53 and 54, give
E.".(k, &-'E;) -=@I'„-= w(H, /4lVS)'(1
x Qnl(1+n~) (1+nz) 5[Hs(ef+ e& —ez —g&)]
gyg
It is clear that me shall want to use the long-
wavelength approximations for the matrix element
M,
~
in Eq. (2. 39). At long wavelength we also have,
from Eq. (2. 15),
(s. 1)
This approximation can be used for the energies in
the occupation numbers [Eq. (2. 41)]. However, if
we replace the energies inside the 5 function by
their linear approximations, we mill not, in gener-
al, describe the scattering surface correctly. By
the scattering surface we mean that surface in q
space, which for fixed values of p and k is deter-
mined by
(3. 2)~p+~~-~q-q-~g g=O.
First of all, note that the point q = —,'(p-%) is a cen-
ter of inversion symmetry, i. e. , if q satisfies Eq.
(3.2), then so does q'=p —R —q. Next, let us ex-
amine the detailed shape of the scattering surface.
Using the linear approximation for the energies,
we write Eq. (3. 2) as
k+t - I&+ql —lp-ql =0, (s. 3)
which is the equation of an ellipsoid centered about
the point q = —,'(p -%). This description of the scat-
tering surface will not be valid when either k is
much larger than P, or vice versa.
To see this quantitatively, let us study the func-
tion F(q), where
F(q) = ey g+ ef, g —eg —ef, . (s. 4)
In particular, if we set
q= q(t) =-,'(p -k)+ tn, (s. 5)
where n is a unit vector perpendicular to p+k,
then F(q(t)) is a monotonically increasing function
of l tl . Thus if F(q) is positive for t =0, there can
be no solution of F(q) = 0 in the plane spanned by
q(t) for various t and n. Accordingly, the condition
that the scattering surface consist of tmo disjoint
pieces is
2C (PH) /2 &Ã+ &P . (s. 8)
In order to manifest this condition, we need to
keep the cubic terms in the expansion for eg. From
Eq. (2. 15) we find
2ef, = k[1 —k g(k)],
where
48g(k)=3 —k (k„+k„+k,) .
(3.7)
(s. 8)
tence of scattering surfaces of qualitatively differ-
ent shapes gives rise to different regimes for I."„».
In Secs. IIIB-IIIE, we present the detailed evalu-
ation of I g to lowest order in both k and 7 within
the various regimes described in Sec. IIIA.
A. Long-Wavelength Regimes
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For convenience, we shall generally approximate
g(k) by its average over angles, which we denote
by g~~:
=1
b'av 2Q (3.9) 0.05—
Using these expansions, we write the condition
eqllR'tlo11 (3.6) Rs
~k+p( ——,'g„~k+p( &k+P —g,„(k +P ) . (3. 10)
There are now three cases to consider: (i) k &p,
(ii) k~&p &k'~, and (iii) k&P . The cubic terms
in Eq. (3. 10) are only important when k (or P )
is comparable to or larger than p (or k). In other
words, the cubic terms are important in eases (i)
and (iii), and then we write the condition for dis-
joint surfaces, Eq. (3. 10), as
-o.Io—
cos8f~ & 1 —3g„k /4p, k~ &p (3. 1la)
I
o.o
I
O. l 0.2
4h
q vq-q kq= 2k (- )2 (3.12b)
From this result we see that q is of order 0 except
when (q v~)' approaches unity, i. e. , except when
cos 8+=(q p)'- I, in which case it can become as
large as -k/p . To describe the regime (q p)
- 1 we may use the approximation
q' vg=q P[I-3P A)] (3. 13)
which can be obtained from Eq. (3.7). This ap-
proximation breaks down as (q p)I deviates from
unity. In that case, however, the curvature has
relatively little effect on the denominator in Eq.
(3. 12b). Hence Eqs. (3.12) and (3. 13) provide a
good description of the scattering surface when
p &k. To illustrate this discussion, we show in
Fig. 3 the scattering surface for three sets of
values of the momenta, calculated using the exact
cosy&&1 —3g«p /4k, p &k (3. 11b)
where cos81&=k p. In case (ii), it is clear that
disjoint surfaces exist only for an infinitesimal
range of angles 8f~. Incase(ii) we canthereforeap-
proximate the scattering surface by an ellipsoid
using Eq. (3. 3).
On the other hand, for cases (i) and (iii), it is
obvious that Eq. (3.3) no longer' describes the
scattering surface adequately, since in these cases
the scattering surface consists of two disjoint sur-
faces. To describe these disjoint surfaces, for
instance, in case (iii) when P & k, we expand Eq.
(3.2) assuming P to be the dominant momentum.
Then we obtain the equation of the scattering sur-
face near g = 0 as
k —~k+q~ +q v~=0, (3. 12a)
where v~=—2V~a;. (We use this convention, because
then v~=1 for small@. ) Equation (3. 12a) maybe
solved exactly for q:
FIG. 3. Scattering surface for fixed incoming momenta.
k and p defined as a function of q by &&+&y=&g+g+&g„~~.
Here we show a cross section of this surface for qz=o
for some cases when k and p lie in the x-y plane. The
outermost and innermost curves are given to very good
accuracy by Eqs. (3.3) and (3. 12), respectively. For
the middle curve A. gp3, so that the scattering surface
is in a transitional regime intermediate between the
other two cases.
equation (3.2). From these diagrams or from
Eq. (3. 10), one sees that disjoint surfaces occur
when k & cP3, where c is a sufficiently small quan-
tity (c-g„) so that this regime is a very extreme
case.
Let us now see how the shape of the scattering
surface influences the evaluation of the decay rate
in lowest Born approximation. From Eq. (2. 38),
lt RppeR1's (Rlld we sllR11 see def1111'tely latel') 'tllat
the dominant contributions to 1 „- come when p = 7,
i.e. , when p is a thermal momentum. Thus in
regime A,
fg« f'3« ] (3.14a)
we have essentially k«P', so thai the scattering
surface consists of two disjoint surfaces. In re-
gime B,
B: p« gg« 7« f (3.14b)
(3. 14c)
is similar to B, except that here the temperature
is low enough, so that reverse processes can be
neglected. Finally, in regime D,
D: 7' « Cg« 1, (3.14d)
we have a single scattering surface, but the temper-
ature is still large enough (v» e„-), so that reverse
processes cannot be neglected, i. e. , e "&'& is of
order unity. Regime C,
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where s =k+q and r = p —q. At long wavelengths
we use the approximations of Eq. (A20) for the 4
coefficients, from which Eq. (2. 39) becomes
—,Ms3$, p, r, s) = [(k P —1) (x s —1)
+(k j -1)(P s-1)
+ (5 s —1) (P r —1)]. (3. 16)
Before continuing with the detailed evaluation of
I'g, let us make some general comments on the
form of Eq. (3. 15). If we were to set v&=1 in Eq.
(3. 15), then a dimensional argument would tell
us that I'„» is of the form
I';- r f(k/7) . (3. 17)
In fact, however, the integrals thus obtained do
not converge without the introduction of an addition-
al cutoff. In regime A, this extra cutoff is provided
by the "curvature energy" of the thermal magnons,
as reflected by the fact that I 1-v~l is of order P~.
Since both k and q are small in comparison to
P, we retain only the leading order in k/P and q/P.
For this purpose we transform Eq. (3. 16) into a
more convenient form. Note that the energy 5
function restricts the momenta p, q, and k to be
on the scattering surface. In that case, M» may
be rewritten, using Eq. (A23), in the form
M»(R, p, r, s) = 2(efese~es) ' [e„-' es(k p —1)'
+qf~es(k s —1) +&„-eq(k r —1) ],
(3. 18)
we again have disjoint scattering surfaces for
thermal momenta because for these k»P.
B. Regime A
We now proceed to evaluate the lowest Born ap-
proximation for the decay rate I'„- of resonant spin
waves in regime A, where &g«v . For the moment,
let us assume that the dominant contributions to
I'g come from thermal values of P, i. e. , P=7.. For
such values of P the scattering surface consists of
two disjoint surfaces, one corresponding to values
of q near q=0 and the other to values of q neari'q=p -R. Since the surface near q =p —k can be ob-
tained from the one near q = 0 by replacing q by p
-k
-q, and since the integrand is symmetric in
%+q and p —q, both disjoint surfaces give identical
contributions to I „-. Taking twice the contribution
of the surface near q =0 and using Eq. (3. 12) to
describe the scattering surface, we write Eq.
(2. 38) as
I'
f,
=
—,'ma& S (2v) (1-e "s'&)f dp f dq
&&ng(1+nq) (1+ns)
&M33(k, p, r, s) 6(2(g —2m& —2q vs), (3. 15)
since h&, 2 =0. Thus, neglecting q and k in com-
parison to P, we find
Ms~(k, p, r, s) = (4eg/es) (k . p —1)~ . (3. 19)
In regime A, we may set (1 —e &) = PEt-, and 1+ns
= (PE&) . Transforming the integration variable
from q to s =—k+ q we have
(3. 2o)I'f = 2(usS (2v) e„-I~,
where
I„=(2v) ' f dp f dsns(1+n&) s '(k v& —1)'
x 6 (k —s + v& (s —k)) . (3.21)
We choose a coordinate system for the s integral
in which v~ lies along the s axis, and we set
vy s=&,
v~ k=p.
(3.22a)
(3. 22b)
Then I„becomes
I~=(2v) f dp f ds f dvns(1+n~)(k vs —1)
x 6(k —s+v&(sv —kg)) . (3. 23)
The v integration satisfies the 5-function condition
providing t vp ) ~ 1, where
v, = [(vs', —1)k+s]/v~s .
This restriction may be written as
(1 —vz p, )k (1 —vz p)k&s&1+v~ 1 —v~
(3. 24)
(3.25)
Note that the quantities v& and n& are identical for
p and all points in the Brillouin zone equivalent
to p under the symmetry operations of the crystal.
Thus the quantity (1 —p. ) may be replaced by its
average under the symmetry operations. For cubic
symmetry this average, denoted by brackets, is
((1 —~)') =~ (3.28)
For v& we use Eq. (3.13), neglecting the angular
dependence of g(P):
vs 1 3P g(P) 1 3P b'av (3. 29)
Then we find
I„=7 (allnrl +a'),
where
(3.3o)
so that, denoting these extreme values by s, and s„,
respectively, we have
I„=(2n ) ' f dpns(1+n&) (1 —p)2 v&' f ' ds s ' . (3. 26)
Sg
Since v&= 1, the result is
I„=(2s) ' f dpns(1+nl) (1 —p) In[(1+vs)/(1 —vs)] .
(3.27)
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(3. 3 la)
(1)
@pt, e, x,f (ea ep ei)
2 (1)
lg4q & j-, &™const,
(4)
4g p g y (cp+ ci —ca)
2 (4)
lg@fI y g, y const,
(4}4i N, p a ('Eg+ Ep —fe)
(4)
lg@p y g, g const .
(3.ssa)
(s. ssb)
(3.33c)
(3.33d)
(S.33e)
(3. ssf)
Inserting these asymptotic forms into Eq. (2. 39),
we see that Ma, (k, p, r, s) for small k is of order
(e&+ ez —e&). On resonance, ' we thus conclude that
M2z(k, p, r, s) is of order k for small k. Since I'„-
- a„-M», we see that there can be no terms in I'g of
lower order in k than A2 regardless of their order
1n 7.
C. Regime B
To evaluate 1 „- within the lowest Born approxima-
tion in regime B, we again start from Eq. (2. 38):
= 9 v ln 3 3 d [l(x) I'(x+ 1)] & 18
(s. slb)
where I'(x) and g(x) are the I' and Riemann L func-
tions, respectively. ' Thus in regime A, I'g is
given in the first Born approximation as
I'P=2(osS '&f'7 (2m) '(allude l +a') . (3. 32)
We conclude this subsection by making some
comments to justify our method of calculation.
First, we remark that the contribution to I'„. from
smaller values of P at which the energy surface
coalesces into a single distorted ellipsoid can be
shown to be negligible. Furthermore, the assump-
tion that the dominant contributions come when P
is a thermal momentum is justified a Posteriori
by Eq. (3. 27). Thus the retention of only the
leading order in k/p and q/p in Eq. (3. 18) was
justified. These arguments indicate that Eq. (3. 32)
is the correct asymptotic evaluation of Eq. (2. 38)
when the approximation of Eq. (3. 16) is made.
The one remaining point to consider is whether
there might be terms in I'„- of much higher order
in 7' but of lower order in k. Such terms would
clearly not be of the form of Eq. (3. 17) and would
result from terms, if any, of higher order in P
but lower order in k in Maa(k, p, r, s). To discuss
this question, it is necessary to study Ma2(k, p, r, s)
when k is small and the other momenta are only
restricted by energy conservation but otherwise
are arbitrarily large {this case is also relevant
for the classical regime discussed in Sec. VI).
Using the asymptotic forms in Appendix A, Eqs.
(A2), (A5), (AB), and (All), we have for small
k, but for P and q finite,
I'I = (a (ge/BS2) (2v) 8 (1 —e ~eI) f dp f dq
&&n, (I+n, ) (1+n, ) M„(k, p, r, s)
x 8(2e.„+2~&—2e& —2~I) . (s. s4)
In this regime we may treat the scattering surface
as a single ellipsoid. Also, since k «v, we write
1 —e~ f = PE( =2ef/v'. (s. 38)
On the energy shell, i.e. , when &g+e&=a&+&&, we
have
(I+ng) (I+nq)= (1+nt. +nN)(1 —e ~ & 'eI) '
= (I +n, +n;) {I—e "" ' ~) '
= (I+nq+nl) (I+na) .
(S.SBa)
(s. 38b)
(S.38c)
&& 6(2e„-+2e& —2&~ —2ei) [p'(k p —1)'
+ s'(k s —1)'+r'(k r —1)'] . (3.38)
To evaluate the integral I8 we write
I(&) +1(2)8 8 8 (3.39)
where Ia" is the contribution in Eq. (3. 38) from
s &so and Ia ' is that from s &so, where so= (kp)'~'.
In Ia" we have s & so«P and k«P, so that we
neglect k and s in comparison to P, Then, using
the notation of Eq. (3:22), we obtain an expression
analogous to Eq. (3. 23):
Ie" =m ' f dpny (1+n;) (k P —1)'f sds (1+2n;)
x f dv5(k —s+v&(vs —pk)), (3.49a)
so that
I~" =2(r/v) f dpna {I+na) (k p —1)'f 'ds (e-s) '
(3.4Ob)
which is comparable to Eq. (3. 28). IIere we as-
sume that s~ =k(1 —v& p)/(I —vy) is larger than eo,
which is true except for an infinitesimal range of
phase space, since e&=1. Thus
Ia" =~~r f P dPn~(1+n~) [I+sin(so/k)], (3.41)
(s. 42)n, = (e'- I)-' .
In I8 ' we have k «so & s, so that k may be ne-
glected in comparison to either s or P. Also we
Since the rest of the integrand is symmetric in r
and s, we may replace the factor 1+n~+n& by1+2n;.
Inserting the long-wavelength approximation for
M2a given in Eq. (3. 18), we obtain the result
I'I =2 (&oe/S'v) (2v) 'eg'Ie, (3. 37)
where
Ia=(2v) 'f dpn~(1+n&) f ds(I+2n;)(sPlp+k —sl) '
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can perform the average over the orientation of
k as in Eq. (3.28). In this way we obtain
ls&» = (sv2) ' f dp~ (I+nN) f ds(1+2ni) (ps lp- sl) '
x 5(p+ g —s —l p —s l ) (p'+ s'+ l p —s l ') ~
(s. 43)
Here we include the positive infinitesimal 5 = k
-% ~ v& 1&0 in order to resolve the indeterminacy
in the vanishing of the argument of the 5 function.
The integration is readily performed using
(s. 53)It g Q)sS (2') ~I IQ
where
Ic = (2v) ' f dp ns f ds (1+2nq) (sPr) '
x 5(2a„-+2es —2~.- —2~,) [p'(5 p —1)'
%'e again use the symmetry between r and s to re-
place the factor 1+~+nI by 1+2nI. Use of the
long-wavelength expression for M» given in Eq.
(3. 18) yields
dp ds = av p dp s ds r dr,
and the result to lowest order in k/v is
Is'=~avdp f ds f drn~(1+n~)(1+2n, )
xe(p+ t' —s r) (—2p'+2s' —2ps) . (3.45)
+p'r'k '(r p —1)'
+p's'k '(p s —1)'] .
As before, we write
1(&3 +1{23
C C C (s. 55)
%e write the evaluation of this expression in the
form
I~~'=f f dp f ds(1+2n, )n~(1+n~)(2p +2s' —2ps)
dp n& (1+n&) f„(2r/s) p ds, (s. 46)
from which me find
I, =I,'"+I,"=~~ f„dP f, ds (1+2n, )n, (1+n, )
x(p~+s —ps)+~~yf p nq(1+n~)dp . (3.4'7)
Explicit evaluation of these integrals to lowest or-
der in v leads to
where lc' ' is the contribution in Eq. (3. 54) from
s & so and I~+' is that from s &so, where so= (kp)'
InIc" we have 8&so«k and P«k, so that me ne-
glect P and s in comparison to k. Using the nota-
tion v' = s ~ k, we then have to lowest order in p/k
and s/k,
S&,'&=(2vk) ' f dpf sdsn, (1+2n,)2p(1 —p)'
x f, e(p —s+ef(s p' —p p)) dv' . (3. M)
In analogy with Eq. (3.41), we obtain
I',"= (2vk) ' f dp2pnN (1 —p.)'p, (1+2n )ds
(s. 5v)
I =~ r [ lb(nr/ )kb+'],
where"
Thus me conclude that Ic" is of order
I "-r k 'ink (s. 58)
b=44(2) =—', v =6.58,
b'=~c(2)
-ec(s) =2. Ve,
(3.4ea)
(s. 4ob)
1 —e '~~=1. (s. 51)
Furthermore, since k» 7; we may also drop the
exponential term in Eq. (3. 36b), so that on the
energy shell
so that the first Born result for I'g in regime B is
I"„-=(a~,/SS')(2v) s-„'r'lbin(~/k)+b'l . (S. 5O)
The discussion to justify the above calculation is
quite similar to that given in Sec. IIIB, and hence
mill be omitted. We note that the leading terms
in the asymptotic forms for I"„, (3.32) and (3. 50),
become equal to each other if one sets k= 7 in the
two expressions.
D. Regime C
To evaluate I'g within the first Born approxima-
tion in regime C, we again start from Eq. (2. 38).
Here, since k» 7; we have
which is negligible in comparison to what we shall
find for I~c23.
In Ic2' me have s &so»P, so that me neglect P in
comparison to k and s. This procedure yields
I'"=(2vk') 'J dp f sds f, dv'nsp ' lk-sl '
xe(k+]-s- ll -sl)[p'k'(p k-1)'
2+&p. &-p s-plk-sl)
+P s'(p s —1)~], (s. 58)
dp dv' =4' dp t dt (ks) ',
where t=% —s, from which
(s. eo)
Ic'@=, ) p'n~ dp ds (2k'+ 2s' —2ks)9 80
t
0+s
where g is an infinitesimal as in Eq. (3.43). The
average over the orientations of p can be performed
as in Eq. (3. 28), and we use
(1+np) (1+n,)=1+n, +n, . (s. 52) e(k+g —s —t) dt . (s. 61)
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The s and t integrals yield
f&s& =~4 f n ps'&
so that
(3. 62)
r, =f (I —qv„-)/(I+ v„-),
r, =P(1 —pv-„)/(I —v„-) .
(3. VOa)
(3. vob)
I, =s& r'f, (4) =~ v'r'. (3.6s)
Thus the first Born approximation for the decay
rate in regime C is
Thus the r integration yields
k k
rI = (us(n'/108S ) «s 7
E. Regime D
(3. 64) (3.71)
Noting that vk = 1, and also using the average under
cubic symmetry
= 4eyfs (is ~ p —1)
(3.66a)
(3.66b)
where we have used the conditions k» p and k» q
in the last step. Use of this form in Eq. (3. 65)
leads to the result
I„-= (~,/4S') (2v) 'I, , (s. 6v)
I, = (2v') ' f dp j dr n, (k p -1)spr-'
y&5(P —r+r. v„- —p v-„) . (s. 68)
To evaluate I~, we note that the r integration here
is similar to the s integration in Eq. (3. 21). Thus
I = v ' f dpns(1 —p, ) p f ' v„.'dr, (3. 68)
where again p,—= k p and
The calculations for regime D are quite similar
to those for regime A except that the roles of k
and p are reversed. Here, for the momenta P of
interest, i. e. , for p = 7; the scattering surface
consists of two disjoint pieces. In this case, how-
ever, we need keep only the terms with a single
occupation number, because the other terms will
lead to a more rapid temperature dependence. Then
writing I'k" as twice the contribution from the scat-
tering surface near q =0, we obtain
I'„"= (na)s/4S'') (2v) s f dp f dq ns Mss(k, p, r, s)
&& 5(P —r+ (r —p) v-) (s. 65)
Here, since k is the dominant momentum, we use
Eq. (A23) to transform Eq. (3. 16) for Mss at long
wavelength into the form
Mss(k, p, r, s) =2((„-es&esses) '[e„-~; (k p —1)'
2 2 ~ ~ 2 2 2+e-~z(r p —1) +a-~-(s p —1) ]
&(I - u)') =2,
we find
(3. 72)
IV, SELF-CONSISTENCY OF BORN APPROXIMATION
In the foregoing calculation of the damping of
long-wavelength magnons we have treated the in-
termediate thermal magnons as free particles,
i. e. , we have completely neglected their damping.
On the other hand, by interpolating between the
results of regimes B and C we may estimate the
damping of a thermal (Hsas = h&u = ks T) magnon to
be of order I'„„=u&sS sv . It is quite possible that
when the frequency & of the incoming particle be-
comes less than this decay rate of thermal magnons,
the Born approximation will cease to give a correct
estimate of the damping I'k. In particular, a new
"hydrodynamic" regime might set in, when +« I",„,
as it does in phonon systems such as liquid helium
at low temperatures, ' or a crystal. " ' It is
thus important to test the stability of the Born ap-
proximation with respect to the inclusion of damp-
ing in intermediate states.
Such a test seems particularly necessary, in
view of the fact that the calculations of Sec. II de-
pend critically on the precise form of the surface
generated by the energy-conserving 6 function. In-
deed, using Eq. (A23), we may write the matrix
element in Eq. (3. 18) as
I = (2/v) f dpns&p'(I —v-„) ' =64K(5)r/k'g(k) .
(3. 73)
Thus the first Born result for the decay rate in re-
gime D ls
r-„=(~~/2S'vs) r'C(5)[g(k) e„-']-', (3. v4)
with g(k) given in Eq. (3. 8) and L(5) =1.037. '
—
', Mss(k&, ks, ks, k4) = (tieyese4) (E&es(k&. ks —1) +e&&s(k& ~ ks —1) +e&&s(k& ' k4 1)
—bf&s[e&cs(1 —k& ks) (&&+~s+ &s+ &4) e& s(1 k& ' ks) &~&4 ~&es(I k& ' ks) &e&s]]' (4 1)
In the limit when &k-=—e, - 0, M» has one term pro-
portional to &„ which was retained previously,
plus another term proportional to 4&)2 E2 —&3
= && —E& —&& & which remains finite when c,- 0.
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This term did not contribute in the calculation of
Sec. IIIB because of the 5-function condition, which
assumed the intermediate magnons to be on the
energy shell, and placed the incident magnon on
resonance72 (be» = 0). When the damping of the in-
termediate magnons is included, however, the 6-
function condition must be relaxed, and the finite
matrix element M» for &~- 0 could lead to a cor-
rection in the decay rate I'-„of relative order
~'~h/&zeP) ~~ 1 ~
In fact, the 5-function condition must already
be modified in Born approximation, even without
including damping in intermediate states, if the
imaginary part of the self-energy is calculated
off-resonance, i. e. , for an incoming magnon whose
frequency and wave number are not related by the
resonance condition @&= H~E„-. In that case, the
argument of the energy-conserving 5 function is
not b,a,~=fp+&&+&~ —c&, but rather (d+&& —&& —&;,
where
QP = @M/Hs = M/(op . (4. 2)
The quantity b,&» = &t-, —& will not vanish, and hence
must be retained in M» in calculating the decay
rate, which we now proceed to do.
A. Born Approximation for Off-Resonance Magnons
%hen the argument of the 5 function is modified,
the scattering surfaces are no longer exactly as
described in Sec. III. In particular, certain pro-
cesses which were excluded from the previous cal-
culation because they could not satisfy "energy
conservation" must now be taken into account.
Specifically, we must include diagrams such as
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), containing vertices in which
three magnons come in and one goes out, and vice
versa. In the Born approximation, the contribu-
tion from the diagrams of Fig. 1 considered earlier,
and of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), may be written, after
some manipulation, in the form
F(k, ~)-=@ 'Z" (k, v) = ~ &u S 2 (1 —e ~"") (2m) 6
x f dp f dsn&(1+nI) (I+n~)
x [6(22+ 2e; —2e; —2c;) iVi22(k, p, s, r)
+e ""6(-2G+2&y —2&p —2eg) M„(k, p, s, r)],
(4. 3)
where M» at long wavelengths is given by Eq.
(3. 16), and for the diagrams of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b),
we have the corresponding matrix element M3, given
s70
M3$%g, kg, kg, k4) = 8PI Ill) l4 [4 (kg, k2, ks, k4) 4 ' (kg, k4, kg, ka) + 4 (- kg, k4~ k2, —k3) @ ' (k, —k, —k„k )
+4 (-k„k3, ka, —k4) C (kq, —k4, —k„kq)], (4. 4)
which at long wavelengths becomes
2M~, = —[(1+kg kg) (1 —ko k4)+ (1+k( ' k3) (1 —k2 k4)+ (I+kq k4) (1 —k2 k3)] . (4. 6)
If we restrict ourselves to regime A, in which k «7', we may follow the procedure of Sec. III B and ex-
pand the integrand in powers of &;/&; and ef/ey. Then the matrix elements in Eq. (4. 3) may be approxi-
mated as
4M22(k p s r) (el /es)((1 —p)' —[(n+ e.„)/efI] (1 —0)],
—,'M»$, p, s, r)= (e„-/e, )((I+ p)' —[(- &+e&)/e ] (I+ p)],
(4. 6a)
(4. 6b)
where
2b = —s+v~sv —v~kp, (4. 7)
and we have used Eq. (A23) and the notation of Sec. III B for the coordinates. In analogy with EQ. (3. 20),
let us write Ecl. (4. 3) as
I"(k, ~) = 2a& S (2m') p&"„Z(&„",p),
where
K(e-„, p) = (2m)+ f dp f dsny(1+nN) s (5(2&& p+2~) [(1—p)'- (1+ &/&fI) (1 —&)]
+ 5 (2ef P —2&) [(I+ P)' —(I —&/e&) (I+ P)] ]
(4. 8)
(4. 9)
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with
p = A(d/Ej = (d/f j = (g/Q)@ Ef' (4. io)
The integral in Eq. (4. 9) is performed in Appendix
D in the limit &„- 0, with p finite, and the result
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spectral-weight function at long wavelenghts. If
w'e now perform the ~; integrals in Eq. (4. 12), we
may replace the frequencies 9; in the occupation
numbers by the corresponding energies c„since
the occupation numbers vary on a scale 7'» y . The
co, intygrals then reduce to
lf(O, p) =-,'(I+3p)f„, (4. 1i)
In order to take into account the effect of the fi-
nite lifetime of thermal magnons, we shall rewrite
the mass operator with fully dressed propagators
in the intermediate states. According to the rules
of Refs. 53 and 54, we have
&n~
' d~2 d(ds
F(kq Q)) = gg v QJs S (1 —8 )
~00
' n(~, ) [I +n(~, )][1+n(~, )] (2v) '2r
xf d dqA(p, (u, ) A(s, v, )A{r, m, )
&&[5(&u+v2 —vz —+4)M22(k, p, s, r)
+ 8 6( —(0+ Q)2 —(Og —(d4) Mgy (k~ p~ s» r)],
(4. 12)
where ~; = m, /&os (tildes usually denote dimension-
less quantities), and
A(k„s), ) =2H~ limImG „(k„(o,—ig) (4. 1
0+
ls the spectral-weight function. In deriving EQ.
(4. 12) we have used the relation
A „(k;, g, )=-A~(k;, —~;),
which follows from the general symmetry proper-
ties, Eq. (2. 24), and we have neglected the off-
diagonal term A s, which would lead to corrections
of higher order in the density of spin deviations,
i. e.
,
in the temperature or in I/sS. For undamped
spin waves we have
A(kg& (d~) = 2'll'5(QI &~) q (4. iS)
tn which case Eq. (4. 12) reduces to Eq (4 3).
In order to evaluate the decay rate we must solve
Eq. (4. 12) self-consistently, since the spectral
weights are themselves functions of the mass op-
erator Z. Let us take A(k„g, ) to be a function
sharply peaked about &™,= &„ whose dominant con-
tribution occurs within a characteristic width y;
which is assumed to be of order 8 v' for a, momen-
tum k; of order 7; In particular, we are assuming
here that any collective effects of the magnon in-
teractions such as possible bound states or
"second magnons" '77 may be neglected in the
where I„ is given in Eq. (3.30). On resonance,
we have p =1 and the previous result is recovered.
B. Inclusion of Damping in Intermediate States
~ 6 ((0 + (02 Cdg (04) = p((0+ Ey —Cp —Cg) . (4. 1,6)
The function p(x) is again sharply peaked at x=O,
with a width equal to the sum of the widths y, . This
function may be thought of as a normalized prob-
ability"'~ which smears the scattering surface by
an aIQount
-1 -3 5Q=Q)g I th 8 7' (4. IV)
As always, our main interest centers on the domain
P = 7; In that case, it is clear from the discussion
tn Sec. III B that 1n Eq. (4. 12) we have g~~ p and,
therefore, also s«p and x=p. In the limit when
0 and g vanish, it is easily verified from Eq. (4. 16)
that y(x) is an even function of x independent of the
shape of the spectral-weight function, assuming the
width y; to vanish at zero momentum. Hence, we
conclude that for the important values of P (i. e. ,
P = 7) p(x) is essentially an even function of x. This
argument justifies writing
f y(x) dx= 1, (4. Isa)
f' x'y(x)dx=)((p)y', (4. lab)
where y(p) is a dimensionless function which is of
order unity for p= 7'.
Restricting ourselves to small values of &„- and
op (in regime A we have c„"«v ), we may transform
Eq. (4. 12) to a form analogous to Eq. (4. 8):
I (k, co) =2S 'cos p~g'(2v) 'Z(~p, p), (4.1@)
where Kis given as
If'(»-„, p)=(2v) 'Jdp Jds y(1n+ny) fs„q'( )o«
&& /(2&; p+» - &)[(I —p)' —(I+ a/&;)(I —V ))
+g(- 2~„-p+ 2s —o.)[(I+p)' —(1 —a/~„-)(I+ g)]] .
(4. 2o)
—P(&+ 2~I p —2e„- p)]], (4. 2i)
If we change p, to —p, in the second term in the curly
bra, cket, and change variables in the e integrals,
we find
&(~-„, p) = (2&) ' J dp Jd s nl(1 + ns) s ' f do. (1 —p) z'
x$ (2Q —lx) (6 [p(c —26) p+ 26g p. )
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K(0, p) =-,'(I + Sp)I„, (4. aS)
to leading order in (cf/y}. Thus we find identical
results for y =0 and for z-„/y« l. In fact, Eg. (4.21)
may be evaluated for finite values of cf/y, if it is
assumed that the probability function y(x) is an even
function of x. This evaluation is also given in
Appendix D and again the result is the one in Eq.
(4. 23). Thus for arbitrary values of cf/y, we have
I'(k, (u) =2(og»(2v) I„„-epx-(~I+Sp) . (4. 24)
Accordingly, we conclude that the Born approxi-
mation is self-consistent both on and off the energy
shell, in that it is stable with respect to inclusion
of damping in the intermediate states. In particu-
lar, although the matrix elements M33 and M3f re-
main finite for a„-0 [see Eq. (4. 6)], the combina-
tion of M33 and M3, which occurs in the decay rateI (k, M) [see Egs. (4. 12) and (4. 20)] vanishes ln the
limit »j Oq (0 Oq with p = (d/&f finite This means
that, mithin the Born approximation, a long-wave-
length magnon does interact weakly with other mag-
nons, both on and off the energy shell. Near reso-
nance, Eq. (4. 20) yields a damping proportional to
E„-, a result in agreement with the predictions of
hydrodynamics. '3'3 This behavior sets in when the
energy 8-„=H~E-„becomes much less than the curva-
ture energy of thermal magnons H~v, and remains
unchanged when E~ becomes less than the average
midth AI",„=H~S 7' of thermal magnons. This point,
will be discussed further in Sec. VII C. Finally,
we remark that the Holstein-Primakoff formalism
might be expected not to lead to a self-consistent
result in the regime k«y, because in that formal-
ism all matrix elements occur in positive combina-
tions due to the Hermiticity of the Hamiltonian, and
hence in lowest Born approximation no cancellation
of terms of relative order (y/a„") is possible. The
Holstein-Primakoff formalism is discussed in de-
tail in Appendix F.
V. HIGHERARDER PROCESSES
A. Introduction
In See. IV, we have carried out a calculation of
with
25 =2++24-„p, =-s+e~sv . (4. 22)
In obtaining Eg. (4. 21) we have dropped a term of
relative order &„-(1—v~), which is negligible for
p= 7. Similarly, we have set a~=1 in the argument
of the p functions. In the limit &f/y«1 we may ex-
pand the curly bracket in Eg. (4. 21) about c-„=O,
since the expansion is in powers of (eg/y), as is
discussed in Appendix D. Keeping only the leading
term, we find an expression independent of fg, and
we can nom set a„- equal to zero. The remaining
ini'egral is a simple one (see Appendix D} and the
ansmer is once again
the decay rate, taking into account second-order
processes lnvolvlng self-consistently dRIQped IQRg-
nons. In this section, me consider the contributions
to the decay rate from higher-order processes.
Although our analysis is not rigorous, it does sug-
gest that these higher-order processes do not qual-
itatively affect the results of the lomest Born ap-
proximation. In order to avoid obscuring the gen-
eral lines of our arguments, me have placed most
of the computational details in Appendices G-I.
For finite wave vectors, the analysis is simple
because contributions to the decay rate are negligi-
ble if they are of sufficiently high order in v. Since,
roughly speaking, each hole line introduces a factor
7, one can in this case restrict one's attention to
diagrams with a minimum number of hole lines.
Similarly, one can consider only diagrams with a
fixed number of repeated scatterings, because pro-
cesses which are of sufficiently high order in I/»
are also negligible for finite &-„. Thus the lowest
Born approximation is expected to give the leading
term for finite wave vectors.
On the other hand, in the regime where cp is the
smallest energy in the problem, the above consid-
erations do not apply, and the analysis is consider-
ably more complex. We mish to show that even in
this regime, higher-order processes lead to cor-
rections to the decay rate which are small when
0 and the density of spin devlatlons remains
small. This means that me must show that terms
of relative order v'/c-„, for instance, do not occur
in the perturbation series. Then the long-wave-
length limit may be taken at fixed temperature, and
the lowest Boln RpploxlnlRtlon also represents the
leading contribution in the limit t-„«7'. A rigorous
proof of this assertion, even within perturbation
theory, would involve examining the analytic prop-
erties of diagrams of arbitrary order. Although
me do not have such a proof, me are able to argue
that the various cancellations mhich are responsible
for the long-wavelength behavior of the decay rate
in the Born approximation, will also occur in higher
orders. Thus the physical spin waves interact
weakly at long wavelengths, and the decay rate
agrees with the predictions of hydrodynamics. "
The weakness of the interaction between antiferro-
magnetic magnons forms the basis of an analogy
mith the ferroIQagnet, considered in Sec. VC.
B. Analysis of Higher&rder Diagrams
In order to clarify the discussion of higher-order
terms, let us reexamine the self-consistent calcu-
lation of Sec. IV, and try to identify those proper-
ties which are responsible for the result obtained
there, namely,
I'(k, m) =a&»S 3e-f(p) v 1n7'.
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I (k, (d) = (ds Pef~K(&jp P) !
then the cancellation implies that
pe„K(p, e„-)-0 as e„-0 . -!
(5. 3b)
(5. 3c)
In other words, the "dangerous" terms of order
6/e-„ in Eq. (4. 8) cancel to leading order in e-„. Note
that the property (5. 3a) does not imply the validity
of Eq. (5. 1), since a decay rate of order es~~, for
example, would be consistent with Eq. (5. 3) but not
with Eq. (5. 1). But if a='I'(k, &o) is a reguLar func-
tion of e&, i. e. , if K(0, p) is finite, then we may
write
(5. 4)I'(k, (u) =(AS e-g(p, r), e.„-0 .
This regularity in z„- is the third essential prop-
erty of the calculation of Sec. IV and, as shown in
Appendix D, it arises from the expansion of the
spectral weight functions in powers of e~/y, where
y is the effective width of thermal magnons. The
fourth and final feature of the calculation in Sec.
IV is the absence of large temperature renormil-
izations, when the damping of intermediate states
is taken into account. This comes about because
in the absence of damping in intermediate states,
the matrix elements are proportional to the energy
transfer [see Eq. (4. 1)]. As we shall show below,
this property is a result of the Hermiticity of the
effective interactions on resonance.
To illustrate the significance of these four prop-
erties of the second-order calculation (viz. , de-
tailed balance, cancellation of matrix elements,
regularity in E"„, and absence of anomalous tempera-
Here f(p) is a function of order unity, and through-
out this section we consider the "long-wavelength
limit" to be defined by e„-«7"o, with p = &u/e„" finite,
and no is an unknown fixed number. First, we note
that one factor of e„- in Eq. (5. 1) comes from a "de-
tailed balance" term (1 —e "")-pk&o = pter&s peI rep-
resenting the difference between "forward" and
"backward" processes (see Sec. IID and Appendix
G). Thus we may write
r(k, (;))=(I —e ")I; (R, (o)- P%d p~"„I; (k, (u),
!
(5. 2)
where I'&(k, ~) is the decay rate for "forward"
processes. The second essential feature in the
calculation of Sec. IV is the cancellation, or inter-
ference, between the matrix elements M» and M3]
in Eq. (4. 3), corresponding to the contributions
from the diagrams in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.
This cancellation ensures that there are no constant
terms in I'&(k, &) as &„-0, so that
I; (k, ~)-e„= I'(k, &u)-0 as e„--0. (5. 3a)
If we generalize the definition of K(ep, p) in Eq.
(4. 8) and write
ture renormalization), let us use them to estimate
the decay rate which we have calculated explicitly
in Secs. III and IV and in Appendix D. Let us first
consider the decay rate for an incoming magnon
which is on-resonance (9 =e„"), neglecting the damp-
ing of intermediate states. Then from Eq. (3. IS)
we see that M,2- e.„/cs which leads to the estimate
I'„-- (Pe„-)(eI/e;)(r'e&) {5.5a)
(5. 6b)
The first term is the detailed-bal3nce factor, the
factor y/e; comes from the matrix element,
comes from the volume element in phase space, and
the final factor tf/y reflects the cancellation of
matrix elements which occurs between the leading
(k-independent) terms in Mz2 and M» [this term van-
ishes for e-„=0 by the second property, and it is
linear in eg/y by the third (see also Appendix G 2)].
Terms linear in k in M» and M», such as appear
in Eq. (5. 5), do not, in general, tend to cancel:
The cancellation of matrix elements only occurs to
leading order in k. Thus the off-shell terms are
expected to be of the same order as the on-shell
terms.
Finally, let us show how the fourth property
arises from the Hermiticity of the interactions on
resonance. If we ignored the Hermiticity, we would
estimate for a typical matrix element, using Eq.
(A20) with q„=0,
M(k p r, s)-I„-'LN L~ LI C(k, p, r, s) e(r, s, k, p)
(5. Va)
- (mrs) ' (rs) (kp), (5. 7b)
which is of order unity as k-0. The error in this
estimate comes from setting @(k, p, r, s)-rs. In
fact, according to Eq. (A23),
@(k, p, r, s)- 4! ( r, s, k, p) + Cob e, (5. Vc)
where Co is of the order of the largest momentum,
which is p. On-shell (&e= 0), the interaction is
r E' (5. 5 )Jt
Here (pe„") is the detailed-balance factor, (e„-/&&)
comes from Mm„and (r el) is the volume element
in phase space when the occupation numbers are
averaged over the scattering surface. For the de-
cay rate off-resonance (&u& e!-,), one finds terms with
&„- replaced by &, which are of the same order when
p=&/e"„is finite. For the decay rate when damping
of intermediate states is allowed, we encounter
terms in Mms and M„of order y/ei [see Eq. (4.20)].
Then we estimate
(P eg) (yl es) (r'&s) (eely),
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Hermitian and the correct estimate for @(k, p, r, s),
obtained from Eq. (5. Vc), yields
M(k, p, r, s)- (kprs) ' (kpP- &f/~I,
as in Eq. (5. 5a). Off shell, the incorrect estimate
(5. Vb) for M, when inserted into Eq. (5. 6a), yields
I'-„- (Pe„-)(I)(~'~I)(~„-/~) (5. 6a)
rv rp ( (5. 6 )
because the small momentum s is of order y/v
[see Eq. (D16) . Once again the correct estimate
for 4(k, p, r, s), given by Eq. (5. Vc), yields the
smaller estimate for M:
M- (kP~s)-'(kP) (kP+Py) - y/~, , (5. 6c)
as in Eq. (5. 6a). If there were a breakdown of the
Hermiticity property [Eq. (5. Vc)], in higher-order
perturbation theory, we would presumably still
have I"„--e~ as in Eq. (5. 6b}, but the temperature-
dependent constant of proportionality would be much
larger than that found in lowest Born approximation
[Eq. (5. 6b)].
Thus, the four features of the second-order cal-
culation must persist in higher orders, if the re-
sult in Eq. (5. 1) is to be valid in the limit &„--O.
The first two properties are demonstrated by a de-
tailed analysis in Appendix G1, where we consider
terms of arbitrary order in perturbation theory.
That discussion establishes the validity of Eq. (5.3).
With regard to the other two properties, our
arguments are much less complete. %e shall first
discuss the third property, namely, the regularity
in &g. From an analysis of diagrams of relatively
low order, me argue in Appendix G2 that there ex-
ists an so, such that for c„-«v "o the function K(&f, p)
in Eq. (5.3) may be expanded in powers of &-/7 "&.
From that analysis, however, it follows that the
expansion is probably only asymptotic, since the
higher-order terms in c-„/r"o have apparent diver-
gences. Moreover, for diagrams with many ver-
tices, the number no appears to be quite large, al-
though this probably reflects a weakness of our an-
alysis, rather than a real physical effect. It would,
of course, be desirable to give a more rigorous
d1scuss1on of the ex18tence of aQ expansion 1Q &„
but such a discussion appears to be very difficult,
since it must involve diagrams of arbitarily high
order. In Appendix 62, this point is illustrated by
considering a class of diagrams, corresponding to
the interaction of a magnon with a longitudinal fluc-
tuation of the sublattice magnetization, which leads
to arbitrarily large values of no. In order to remove
this divergence, which we believe to be unphysical,
e would 'have to perform a complete resummation
of the longitudinal spin-correlation function. It is
reasonable to conjecture that the interaction of a
spin wave with longitudinal fluctuations is finite
at long wavelengths, so that the divergence is
effectively removed, but we have, not demonstrated
this in the present work. Vfe shall assume that all
such apparent divergences can be summed, so that
for sufficiently small values of e„-, an (asymptotic)
expansion of K(c„-, p) exists, which is the third prop-
erty that was required [see Eq. (5.4)]. It must be
stressed here that we cannot make any firm state-
ment concerning the value of the exponent no which
defines the small parameter of the expansion,
c»„/7 "0. We believe that n~ is a finite number, prob-
ably close to five (i. e. , v"o- y), but we cannot sub-
stantiate this conjecture in detail.
Turning to the fourth property, the absence of
large temperature renormalization, me would like
to determine the function g(p, r) of Eq. (5.4). In
particular, we shall argue that higher-order dia-
grams do not invalidate the result of the lowest Born
approximation, namely, g~ r 1nrf (p) [Eq. (5. 1)].
Since at this point we consider it established (by
properties one through three) that the decay rate ls
proportional to &„-, it is sufficient to examine terms
of lowest order in 7'. In other words, we rely on
Eq. (5. 4) to rule out the possibility of terms of
higher order in 7 but of lower order in &p, which
would dominate in the limit k- 0 at fixed v. %e
have thus eliminated the difficulties associated mith
the order in which the limits k- 0 and v- Q are
taken. In fact, using this reasoning, we argue in
Appendix 63 that the family of diagrams which de-
termines the leading 7 dependence is characterized
by having the minimum number of hole lines, and
therefore consists of diagrams of the form shown
schematically in Fig. 4. In other words, in the
low-temperature limit we replace the potential co-
efficients 4~", which occur in the lowest Born ap™
proximation, by effective potential coefficients,
R"', i. e. , we use "dressed" vertices. These
dressed vertices, examples of which are shown in
Appendix 6, can be computed with bare propagators,
since the damping of internal intermediate states
gives rise to terms of higher order in 7. Thus, in
analogy with Eq. (4. 3), we write the decay rate as
I'(k, a)) = (v(os/16S')(I —e '"")f y(o.) dn
x (3~)-'J dq~(I+s, )(I+s.,)
+ [3R22 6 (td + ty —fp —CI —C)
+ e 5gag 6( —(0 + 'Ey —Ey —6 —ot)] (5 9)
where the matrix elements SK22 and '«K3, are calcu-
lated from the 8'" in just the same way, viz. , Eqs.
(2. 39) and (4. 4), as M2z and M~, are obtained from
the @(5) 85
It is apparent that an analysis of the decay rate
necessitates a study of the matrix elements %3& and
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%», which in turn requires estimates of the dressed
interactions, R". As we have already seen in Eq.
(5. 7c), in order to obtain the fourth property it is
necessary to take account of the Hermiticity of the
interactions on resonance. It seems likely that the
dressed interactions also obey the Hermiticity re-
lations, which take the form
R-'- =R-- for &;+ &2= &;+ ~;(1) (1)1234 3412 (5. 10a)
R-- =R»-- for (- = (-+(-+(-(3) (2) (5. 10b)
1234 3412 3 1 2 4
and so forth. Although we have not been able to
prove these relations to all orders in 1/z and 1/zS,
we believe them to be true for the following rea-
sons: First, we have already seen that they hold
in lowest Born approximation. Second, we verify
in Appendix H1 that these relations are satisfied
for some third-order perturbation-theory terms.
Third, they were found to hold to lowest order
in 1/z for the anisotropic antiferromagnet. That
calculation is quite relevant, because in order
to collect all terms of lowest order in 1/z, it was
necessary to resum completely a certain class of
repeated anisotropy scatterings. Fourth, as we
show in Appendix H 2, the effective interactions in
a ferromagnet at low temperature satisfy this Herm-
iticity property. Finally, we may justify these re-
lations by a heuristic argument, based on a hydro-
dynamic decoupling scheme, similar to the one used
by Schwabl and Michel for the ferromagnet. In
that theory, the decay rate may roughly be written
as
-~—R~~, 2 {~)
a, 3
la,4
I
a, 2 '~~
(1)
R iaaf {0')
a, 1
external vertex, and, consequently, the long-wave-
length estimates for the 4" also hold for the 8".
It follows that the estimates given in Eqs. (5. 7d)
and (5. 8c) are also correct for the matrix element
3R, so that Eq. (5. 6) for I'f remains valid. Thus
we may conclude that g- r inn f(p), which together
with Eq. (5. 4) establishes Eq. (5. 1). The function
f(p) is of order unity, and it is given in terms of
the infinite series needed to construct the dressed
vertices R"'. This series is in the parameters
z ' and (zS) ', and is quite similar to the series
describing other "1/z effects" such as zero-point
spin deviations 88 To illustrate this expansion we
have evaluated the dressed vertices to order 1/z
in Appendix G3. In conformity with our discussion,
we find that the dressed vertices have the same
long-wavelength behavior as the bare vertices, dif-
fering from the latter by numerical factors which
are small when zS» 1. The result found in Appen-
dix G3 for the decay rate on resonance may be
written as
where p, is the Boltzmann probability of the states
i and the perturbation V is
V- [X, S (k)] —Eg S„(k),
a, t {b)
(&)
'
Rse2 {)
where S (k) = QS, (k)+ mfS~(k). Then one might ar-
gue that, neglecting the kinematic interactions as-
sociated with the nonorthogonality of the spin-wave
states, the matrix element of V in Eq. (5. 12)
should be obtained from [R, n„-], since S (k) = 2Sn~g.
But [K, n~I] corresponds to C„[see Eq. (68)], or
in a renormalized theory to R„, so that the matrix
element which in our boson formalism appears as
R„R,„, is really IR„I . Thus the Hermiticity
relations (5. 10), which appear in an oblique way in
our theory, hold automatically, since the spin-
wave interactions are themselves Hermitian. It
would be highly desirable to develop a microscopic
spin-wave formalism in which this property appears
in a natural manner.
Let us now analyze the matrix elements %22 and
%~, in Eq. (5. 9), assuming the Hermiticity rela-
tions (5. 10) for the dressed vertices. We note that
the dressed vertices include a factor 4'" at the
a, 1
{c)
a, 1 (6)
R12se {)
FIG. 4. Schematic form of dominant diagrams at low
temperature for the imaginary part of the self-energy.
Here 1, 2, etc. , denote k&, k2, etc. , with kg+kg=k3+k4.
Here and below, the vertical dashed line indicates the
energy-conserving i5 function. Note that (a) and {b) are
related by the detailed balance factor. According to the
cancellation theorem the "dangerous" terms from (a)
and (c) cancel one another.
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with
Z= I+a, (zS) '+" (5. 14)
x 6:(k, 2, 3, 4; k', 2', 3', 4'), (5. 15)
where F is a generalized scattering amplitude or
vertex function. At long wavelengths, the matrix
elements of the potential behave as (12' V!34&
-k, ~ k4, so that as k- 0,
&k21 VI34&-4 k4-6(1), (5. 16a)
whereas
The explicit calculation yields a, = 0, i. e. , there
are no vertex corrections to order (zS) '. This re-
sult is similar to that for the ferromagnet, where
only the first term in the Born series in S contri-
butes to the decay rate at long wavelengths and low
temperatures.
The results of Eq. (5. 14) are not complete, in
that we have not included effects due to the renor-
malization of the spin-wave energies. %e have
justified the neglect of the damping of intermediate
states in detail, but from Appendix G4, it is clear
that in higher order in 1/z one must include self-
consistently the renormalization of the real part
of the spin-wave energy. Such effects can in fact
be included without difficulty in our calculation of
the decay rate, by suitably replacing the unperturbed
spin-wave velocity by its fully renormalized value,
as is done in Appendix I1.
C. Analogy with Ferromagnet
The discussion in Sec. V B implies that the inter-
actions between physical spin waves in an antiferro-
magnet vanish in the long-wavelength limit. This
observation is the basis of a natural and unified
picture of spin-wave interactions in Heisenberg
systems. In order to develop this idea, let us
first consider spin-wave interactions in a Heisen-
berg ferromagnet, where the magnon gas at low
temperatures can be treated via a low-density ex-
pansion. Using the Dyson-Maleev representation
for spin operators given in Eqs. (2. 2a)-(2. 2c), we
obtain the decay rate as 0
r(k, k 'z')- pE.- ..z &k2lvl34& (34 I vlk2'&
5, 3, 4;2', 5', 4'
where o,'and p are summed over the values x, y,
and z. If one neglects the k dependence of 5, one
sees that by symmetry the term proportional to
k in the square bracket drops out, and consequently
one obtains
r(k, @ 'z„-) =az-„', (5. 18)
where A is formally given by a momentum in-
tegral. It is thus correct to view the product
( V) ( V) in Eq. (5. 15) as being of order kz- E„"
rather than of order k- 8„'- as might appear from
Eq. (5. 16). However, since the integral A actually
diverges, a detailed calculation retaining the k
dependence of 5 is necessary. Such a calculation
at low temperatures, neglecting the damping in in-
termediate states, yields"
I'(k, K 'Ef)- Z-„[In(Ef/kzT)] (5. 18)
Perhaps a self-consistent calculation will restore
the result in Eq. (5. 18) at long wavelengths. In
any event, the potential may still be regarded as
weak for small k, since the correction to Eq. (5. 18)
is logarithmic.
The analogous situation holds for the antiferro-
magnet, where we have (see Appendix A)
(» I VI 34&- (««/EiE2)"', (5. 20)
since here Eg~ k. In other words, for both the
ferromagnet and the antiferromagnet one can write
(12I v I 34) - (z,z,z,z,)"'/k, k, , (5. 21)
so that one factor in Eq. (5. 15) appears to be of
order E-„~ and the other of order E„'- '/k. As we
have discussed in Sec. V B, however, a can-
cellation of matrix elements occurs also in the
antiferromagnet, and the product ( V) ( V) appearing
in Eq. (5. 15) is in fact of order E~.
It seems clear from this discussion, that for both
systems the appearance, when the damping of in-
termediate states is taken into account, of a "dan-
gerous" term of order E~/k in ( V) ( V), is an arti-
fact of the boson formalism, since this term can-
cels in the calculation of the decay rate. As men-
tioned earlier, this suggests that a formalism deal-
ing directly with spin operators might avoid this
term, and lead to Eq. (5. 18) in a simpler way,
without the necessity of a detailed cancellation.
&3'4'Ivlk2'&-k kz 6(E ) (5. 16b) VI. DAMPING OF SPIN WAVES IN CLASSICAL REGIME
A. Classical Formalism
r(k, k-'E;)-PE„- Z' 6'(k, 2, 3, 4;k', 2', 3', 4')
5, 5, 4;5', 3', 4'
x [C~'~. k+1' ~.",' k.k, + ],
e8
(5. IV)
where we have used the fact that for a ferromagnet
E~~ k'. Inserting these expressions into Eq. (5. 15)
and including also the next term in k, we obtain
In Secs. I-V, it was shown that the Born approx-
imation gives the leading contribution to spin-wave
damping at long wavelengths and low temperatures
(kz T «J'zS). Moreover, this result is self-consis-
tent and has the hydrodynamic form at long wave-
lengths. Since hydrodynamics is essentially a
classical theory, we should expect to be able to
find hydrodynamic damping in the classical regime
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as well, at least for some range of temperatures.
As we show below, the lowest Born approximation
again turns out to give the leading contribution to
the spin-wave damping in the classical low-temper-
ature regime T«T~.
%e shall obtain the classical expressions by
taking the following limits:
net has very recently been considered by Loly.
The quantum-mechanical low -temperature regime
considered previously is AT«ZsS«ksTQS and is
now vanishingly small, since JzS-0. The classi-
cal low-temperature regime is T «To, and since
k~T»JzS, the Bose occupation numbers are arbi-
trarily large:
0, J 0, S (6. 1) n, =/I, T/(WzSe, ) =S(T/T, )6 I- (6. 4)
(6. 2) for all values of p in the Brillouin zone. Let ustherefore introduce the classical operators
y g =g~ =JIBES=2zJS —,No+& (6. 3) S-I/1 p S-I/2 p (6. 6)
1'6111Rlllillg flIllie. (T0 18 equR1 'to 3TN 18 'tile 1116R11-
field theory. ) The classical theory for a ferromag-
I
with finite occupation numbers
~
=S 'n~. The Ham-
iltonian is then
K=SsZ 6y(+ a'y+ p5p~) —(@') Z 61(1+2—3 —4) llfy/ l4(C'" Irfny nin + ~ ~ ~ )
2S4
where the dots denote the other terms in the Hamil-
tolliR11 wllicll Rl'6 tile 8R1116 Rs 1I1 Eq. (2. 1V) wltll
n and p replaced by n and p, and &~, I;, and e'"
are dimensionless functions of the k, The interac-
tion term is of relative order n~~ = (T/To)6& com-
pared to the quadratic term. This means that each
interaction leads to an additional power of the small
parameter T/To, at low temperatures Sinc.e the
occupation numbers no longer limit the integrals
to small intermediate momenta, however, we must
redo the Born-approximation calculation of Sec.
III in this case.
B. Born Approximation On-Resonance
In the classical regime, Eq. (2. 36) for t"6 decay
rate may be written as
Ij = IIIIIM@(T/To) 'EfL ) (6. V)
where
L, =X 'Z (e&el,e,e;) I6(e;+6& —e, —«, )
$18
with M21 given in Eq. {2.39). In obtaining this re-
sult we have taken the limits described in Eq. (6.1).
As mentioned above, the momentum integrals are
not restricted by the occupation numbers, but only
by the energy-conserving 5 function and the condi-
tion &„.«1. As shown in Appendix E, for any q&0,
we have g~«&+&~ ~. It follows that for &„-« I and
s & —,' t p —k I, the 5 function is only satisfied for s = 0,
or equivalently for r =p. For this region, we may
use the small-k and small-s expansions of the @
coefficients given in Appendix A. The momentum
P, on the other hand, ranges over the entire Bril-
louin zone. For s &2 lp-kl, the contributibn to
Eq. (6. 6) is obtained from the case s & —,' lp —k l by
interchanging s and r as in the quantum case.
From the expressions for &11, I,. [Eqs. (2. 13) and
(2. 14)], RIld tile 111111'tillg forms glvell ill Eqs. (A14)
and (A1V), we find, in the limit 6„-«1, 6&«1,
K1/6y« 1, »d ei/6y« 1,
—,'Maa = (6I-/ai)[I —vl ~ II — (a+ 6„")/e„-] (1 —vI lt),
(6. O)
where
+ = ey —6g —6y = g [-8 +VI ' (8 —R)) . (6. 10)
Inserting this expression into Eq. (6. 6) and multi-
plying by 2 to take into account the domain,
s &-', lk-pl (i. e. , r=o), we find
I
I,=16~' Z {eyeg) '6(k-s+vq (s-R))
$18IS~ 0
& {I—k vy)' . (6. iS)
( (I - I/I p. )1) = I + 3I/I, (6. 13)
independent of the direction of k. Equations (6. V),(6. 12), Rnd (6. 13) then lead to
This integral has the same form as the one for the
quantum case, cf. Eq. (3.21). We may replace the
sum over s by an integral and repeat the steps lead-
ing to Eq. (3. 2V), with minor modifications, to find
l.=16II-'p, 611I/,-'(1 —I/, lI)'In[(I+ I/, )/(I —I/, )],
(6. 12)
with p=&~ ~ A and my= tvyt. As before, we perform
the sum over l1 in Eq. (6. 12) by replacing (1 —vI p, )
by its average under the symmetry operations,
which for cubic symmetry is
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r„- = (4q/3v)(uz(T/T, )' e„-', (6. 14)
x [5(e„-p+ b,)M»+6(e-„p —&)M»] . (6. 16)
Once again, this expression may be evaluated by
repeating the steps which led to Eq. (4. 11) in the
quantum case, and the answer is
I'(k, (u) = ( 4/3v)(o z( T/T)'a)e„-(-,'q, +-,'q~), (6. 19)
where again p = &pef„&3 = &u/arz, Ep = 2 k, and
'g, =N 'P&cga& 'ln[(1+@~)/(1 —e&)] . (6. 20)
Note that 4gz+ —,'1)0=8, so that on-resonance (p=1)
we recover our previous results.
The self-consistency check proceeds as in the
quantum case, the result being unchanged when
the finite decay rate, I',„=&uz(T/To), of intermedi-
ate magnons is taken into account. Similarly, the
discussion of higher-order terms is analogous to
that given for the quantum regime in Sec. V. It
is expected that these terms will be smaller than
those in Eq. (6. 19) by a factor of order T/To or
higher.
The formulas in this section were written in the
classical limit, Eq. (6. 1), where the spin S tends
to infinity and drops out of the formalism. We
may clearly keep S finite but large, and use these
expressions in the range 2JzS«k~T «2JzS, i. e. ,
S 'T„«T«T„. There will then be corrections not
only of relative order k and T/Tz, but also of
relative order T„/ST = 2ZzS/kzT.
VII. SPIN-CORRELATION FUNCTIONS AND COMPARISON
WITH HYDRODYNAMICS
where the numerical constant g is given by
'g=N 'Q e~ v~'(—', + —,'v&)in[(1+v~)/(I -v&)], (6.15)
and the sum goes over the entire zone. At the zone
edge, where v~-O, the integrand remains finite.
We have not acutally carried out the sum in (6. 15),
but we estimate the value of g to be roughly 2.
C. Born Approximation Off-Resonance and Self-Consistency
For 5& &-„, we must again take into account the
term involving Ms„which in the limit &N/&y«1,
cf/c&«1 takes the form
(ef/ei) (I+v& k) [1-v~ k —(&p+&)/&„) .
(6. 16)
Then the decay rate is
r(k, u)) = r'6v(g (T/T, )'g e-„Z(e"„,p),
with
2(e„-, p)=2N' Z (&zoic;) 'Q;s= 0
In order to simplify the algebra, we shall obtain
representations of the spin Green's functions at
low temperatures which are valid to lowest order
in the small parameters ef, r, and 1/zS. (In Ap-
pendix I, the treatment of this section is general-
ized to include terms of arbitrary order in 1/z and
1/zS. ) To do this we start from Eq. (2. 33) which
relates the "spin normal-mode" Green's functions
g„„to their boson counterparts G~„:
8=(1+A)G (V. 1)
in matrix notation. We wish to construct a simple
expression for the spin spectral-weight function,
Imp„„(k, &u). In deciding which terms to keep it is
helpful to use the results of the analysis of Sec. V
and Appendix G, where we justified the following
asymptotic momentum dependences:
Re A- e(l),
ImA- 6(&g),
ReZ- s(e„-),
Imz- s(e„-') .
(7. 2a)
(V. 2b)
(7. 2c)
(7. 2d)
Furthermore, since A and Z involve the interaction
between spin waves, we may estimate the numerical
coefficients in Eq. (7. 2), for v«1, (zS) '«1, as
I
ReA«1,
1m A/gg « I,
ReZ/E„- « I,
a&zlmZ/E-„«1 .
(V. 3a)
(V. 3b)
(V. 3c)
(V. M)
Note that we have already assumed ~~Z]~ «Et-, to
obtain the results of Eq. (2. 26). Use of Eq. (V. 3a)
also allows us to neglect the term (ReA) (ImG ) in
comparison to ImG in Eq. (7. 1) so that
late the spin Green's functions g@ and gs given in
Eq. (2. 36). In Sec. VII A we construct simple ap-
proximate forms for the spin spectral-weight func-
tions valid at low temperatures in the long-wave-
length limit. From these functions we obtain the
correlation functions C@ and Cz for the staggered
and total spin, respectively. These correlation
functions are then compared in Sec. VIIB with the
hydrodynamic results. In this way we not only
verify the hydrodynamic predictions, but we also
obtain an evaluation, to lowest order in the tem-
perature, of the thermodynamic and transport co-
efficients introduced phenomenologically in the hy-
drodynamic theory. ' Finally, in Sec. VIIC we
compare our results with those obtained for phonon
systems.
A. Spin Spectral&eight Function
Having obtained the damping rates for both the
quantum and classical cases, we may now calcu- Im'8 ImG + (ImA)(ReG) . (V. 4)
To evaluate the first term in Eq. (7. 4) it is conve-
nient to rewrite Eq. (2. 26) as
Q = GD+ GD Zo GD, (V. 5)
QD ZoGD =~G zo'~G (V. V)
Combining Eqs. (V. 6) and (V. 7), we may write the
boson Green's function as
ImG
=QUIZ"
Gg (V. 8)
Next 1st us consider the second term in Eq. (V.4).
Here for G we need only use the first term in Eq.
(V. 5), since terms of order Z A may be dropped.
Accordingly, we have
(ImA) (HeG) = (ImA) (ReG, ) . (V. 9)
Furthermore, it is easily seen that this term is
negligible on resonance. Therefore, it is permis-
sible to replace ReGD by ~G. Moreover, off reso-
nance
~Q is well approximated by the unperturbed
Green's function, Q', so that
(ImA) (ReG) =~G(G') '(lmA)~G . (7.10)
Finally, combining this result with Eq. (V. 8) we
write Eq. (V. 4) in the form
Im'8 —G~ ImZ Q~,
with
Z = Z + (Go) 'A .
(V. 11)
(V. 12)
where the subscripts D and 0 indicate the diagonal
and off-diagonal parts of the matrices, respective-
ly. In terms of these matrices, one can write
ImG~ =~6 ZD,
where Q„ is a diagonal matrix with elements
sin(p —1) I G, „(k, (u -i0') I and sgn(-1 - p)
x I GB~(k, ~ —i0') I, where sgn(x) = x/I xI. Note that
the sgn factors do not appear in Eq. (V. 6), since
there only G~~ is involved. We include these phase
factors so that Q„can be used below as an ap-
proximation to ReGD. Now let us consldel the sec-
ond term on the right-hand side of Eq. (V. 5). On
resonance, i. e. , for lw —&„-j- I|Z Il, this term is
dominated by the term QD. Accordingly, we need
to develop an expression for GDZO GD which is val-
id off resonance. In that case, using Eq. (V. 3) we
see that to lowest order in 7 and (zS) ' we can ne-
glect higher powers of Z, so that
Thus we see that Z plays the role of a mass opera-
tor for the "spin normal-mode" Green's function
g„„(k, ru). That is, b, „(k, &u) bears the same re-
lation to Z~„(k, w), viz. , Eq. (2. 26), as its boson
counterparts do to the boson self-energies. '
Let us now explicitly construct ImZ, „(k, v). We
write the results of Eqs. (4. 24) and (6. 19) as
8 'Z", (k, ~)=1(k, &o)=sr&e„-(C,p+C, p ), (V. 13)
where
C, = ,'3 (2—v) 'I„«1,
C =3C «1
(7. 14a)
(V. 14b)
in the quantum case, and
C', = (q, /3m) (I'/I', )'«1, (7 15a).
(7. 15b)
in the classical case. Furthermore, as shown in
Appendix B, we may write in both the classical and
quantum low-temperature limits
Z" (k, co)=Z8', (k, —cu)=Z"~(k, —(g)= —Z,",(k, ~) .
(7. 16)
In addition, we shall need the evaluations of A~(k, ~)
from Appendix C. We write the results for both the
quantum case, Eq. (C24), and the classical case,
Eq. (C29), in the form
A~„(k, (u) = —C~&"„p . (V. 1V)
Inserting these evaluations into Eq. (V. 12) we ob-
tain the spin normal-mode mass operator as
@ 'ImZqq(k, (o) =8' ImZ (k„~)=(Co~+ C20) ~~ e~p,
(V. 18a)
k 'ImZ, (k, (u) =@ 'ImZ'q(k, (u)=(C2 —Cg)&zef'p ~
(7 18b)
Note that in contrast to Z, the physically interesting
mass operator Z does satisfy the stability criterion
that Im&uZ„„(v) be positive definite. In view of Eq.
(V. 11) this evaluation of ImZ yields directly an
evaluation of the spin spectral-weight function Im ~.
B. Comparison of Spin-Correlation Functions with Hydrodynamics
In this subsection we shall construct the total and staggered spin Green's functions defined in Eq. (2. 36).
Takmg (&f —~f) =2/eg and using Eq. (7. 18) for ImZ we find 5
4'Im 'o — y 1)2 (C g C0)2 ? ( I}R (C 0+ Co)2 e8
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2(C, —C,)sgn(1- p~)
I (p —()+((( ', + C () III I (p+ () + l(( 1+ Cg) C,.I)
which we write to lowest order in C, and C z as
(16SP/H~ ef)(CO+ Cope)
[(p —I)'+(C', +C', )'e-„'] [(p+I)'+(C', +C', )'a„-'] '
(V. 19)
(V. 2Oa)
A similar calculation gives the total spin Green's function as
(V. 21a)
(V. 21b)c;(I, f) =-', ((as,.'(f), as„=(0))},
where the curly bracket is an anticommutator. The Fourier transforms of these correlation functions at
low frequency (%o «k~T) are proportional to the spin Green's functions:
[4spa)"/H~) [C2+ C, P ]
8 [(p 1)3+(CD+CO) ~2][( ~I)2~(CO+CO)2~2] (7. 20b)
These functions are also the Fourier transforms of response functions, and as such can be related to Fourier
transforms of correlation functions. We define [see Eq. (2. 34)]
c';(I, f)=-,'({hq„-'(f), aq.;(0))},
C' (k, (d) = a (2k T/(d) Imp' (k, (d —zo'),
C~ (k, (u) = hm(2ke T/(u) Img~ (k, (u —io') .
These relations yield the results
(7. 22a)
(V. 22b)
(u~e-' [Q —1)'+ (C', + C',)'c'-] [(p+1)'+ (C', + C',)'e ] ' (V. 23a)
C+ (I ) I&8Shke
T C~+ C,P
& (ds [(p —1)'+ (C', + C',)'e'-] [(p+1) + (Co+Co~)ae (V. 23b)
Let us rewrite these functions in terms of the variables k = 2&g, v = ~&&gp, and c = &co&'.
, ( ) 32ksTSS
D'c k +cC~k (~2 c~km)
ck [((d —ck) +(2D'k ) ] [((d+ ck)~+ (~D'k~)3] ' (V. 24a)
) 2k' TSK
D' cmk4+ cC~+~ ((g2 —c~k~)
c [(v —ck) + (2D'k ) ] [((o+ck) + (2D'k ) ] '
where
D' =~2(C, + C02)(ds = c(CO+C~z) .
(7. 24b)
(v. as)
From the hydrodynamic theory we have the results [Eq. (6.11) of Ref. 13]
p, k' [(u) —ck)'+ (-,'Dk')'] [((d+ ck)'+ (-,'Dk')'] ' (V. 26a)
Dc~k + X 'Z k ((d —c k')
"™." ' )[(M-ck)'+(-', Dk')'][(M+ck)'+(-,'Dk')'] ' (7. 26b)
where
No = h ( /~0} = 2sa,
X=p~/c
(7. 27a)
(v. 2vb)
and ( and K, are transport coefficients analogous
to second viscosities in superfluid helium, ' which
are related to D by
D=X &i+0 ~ ~ (v. 26)
Comparing Eqs. (7. 24) and (7.26), we see that the
microscopic calculations do yield the hydrodynamic
form, and hence we may make the identifications
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P, = 2@CS,
D=D'=2~z(C', +C',),
a 0
p~0 = gQpgCg
~
0
x &i=a&peg.
(V. 29a)
(7. 29b)
(V. 29c)
(V. 29d)
We also verify that the hydrodynamic prediction
equation (V. 28) is fulfilled.
The present derivation, valid in the low-temper-
ature quantum (7«1) or classical (7'/T„«1) re-
gimes, represents a microscopic calculation of
the hydrodynamic parameters correct to lowest
order in 1/z. In Appendix I1, the calculation of
the spin-correlation functions is generalized to in-
clude effects of arbitrary order in 1/z at low tem-
peratures. Although the forms of the vertex func-
tions Z and A at long wavelengths are known, the
evaluation of the coefficients appears to require an
essentially intractable resummation in I/z. zs
Therefore, in Appendix I 1 we express the spin-
correlation functions in terms of these unknown
numerical constants, which are then analogous to
the Landau parameters in the theory of a Fermi
liquid. From this more extensive treatment we
find that the spin-correlation functions are of the
hydrodynamic form to all orders in 1/z and I/zS,
providing certain relations between the vertex func-
(a)
T=0
seal i k
T PO
stnall k
T=O
large k
TAO
large k
FIG. 5. Schematic diagram of Img~ (k, e) the spectral
weight of the total spin-correlation function. (The staggered
spin fonction is qualitatively similar. ) Only the positive
frequency domain is shown. At zero temperature t(a)
and (c)], the spectral-weight function consists of a sharp
single-particle excitation and, above this, a diffuse
multiple-magnon band whose presence is a manifestation
of zero-point motion. At finite temperatures I,(b) and
(d)], the single-particle excitation develops a width, al-
though the width ren1Rllls small Rt long wRvelengths, The
relative intensity of the multiple-magnon band is of order
(zS)" for short wavelengths at low temperatures, and its
weight goes to zero in the limit k' 0.
tions are satisfied. We verify in Appendix I2
that these relations hold in low-order perturbation
theory. Presumably, they are quite general and
possibly follow directly from the conservation laws,
in which case they would be analogous to the Ward
identities developed in the microscopic derivation
of Fermi liquid theory. @ '
It is perhaps worthwhile to make a few general
remarks about the spin-wave spectrum and the
spin-correlation functions outside the hydrodynamic
regime considered here. In particular, one might
ask whether spin-wave interactions and zero-point
motion mill lead to finite lifetimes for the elemen-
tary excitations at any wavelength, for T =0. 7 In
the case of liquid helium, it is well known that, be-
cause of the shape of the energy spectrum, the re-
quirement of energy and momentum conservation
forbids the spontaneous decay of one excitation into
two or more excitations. ' As a result, the elemen-
tary excitations have infinite lifetimes at zero tem-
perature. As shown in Appendix E, the same prop-
erty holds for the unperturbed magnon energy spec-
trum, and in view of the results of the previous
sections, it probably also holds self-consistently
for the true renormalized spectrum. Thus the
dressed rnagnons have zero width at T =-0 for all
wavelengths. This means that the spin spectral-
weight function has a 5-function contribution at the
magnon energy. At T =0, the effects of spin-wave
interactions and zero-point motion are manifested
in the spin spectral-weight function by the presence
of multiple-magnon bands at energies above the
single-magnon peak. These bands correspond to
processes in which a single magnon with frequency
above the resonance frequency decays, either di-
rectly or indirectly via higher-order processes,
into several lower-momentum magnons. In gener-
al, the weight in an n-magnon band varies as some
power of s ' and will vanish at long wavelengths.
The weight in these bands is thus a reflection of
"depletion" or "renormalization" effects similar
to those present in Bose' ' 7 and Fermi"'6 liquids.
To illustrate this discussion the spin spectral-
weight function is shown schematically in Fig. 5.
Note that the single-magnon peak, which is a 5
function at T =0, broadens progressively as the
temperature 18 raised. Above Tg the spin waves
disappear completely at 1ong wavelengths, but may
still exist for shorter wavelengths. '
C. Physical Conditions for Hydrodynamics
The lowest Born-approximation calculations for
Z~(k, v) and A„„(k, v) lead to the hydrodynamic
forms (V. 13) for the correlation functions, in the
long-wavelength limit defined by
v«vsv ln7 = &u„(quantum mechanically),
(V. 2Oa)
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(classically') . (V. 30b)
As was mentioned in the Introduction, the limiting
frequency for hydrodynamics (d«, defined in Eq.
(V. 30), is much larger than the width of the ther-
mal magnons I',„, which is of order cosS 7 and
&u& (T/T0), in the quantum and classical cases,
respectively. This situation is different from the
case of first sound in helium ' or in a crys-
tal, ' where even in the lowest approximation,
the breakdown of hydrodynamics occurs when the
frequency of the incident phonon reaches I',„.
Some insight into the reason for this difference
can be gained by considering the lowest Born calcu-
lation of Z~(k, &u) for finite &o, but for k- 0. For
the phonon system, this is equivalent to the calcu-
lation of the energy dissipation in the presence of a
hypothetical force causing the system to expand and
contract uniformly, at a frequency (d. The anharm-
onic force responsible for decay of a sound wave
comes principally from terms in the Hamiltonian
that are cubic in the phonon amplitudes. These
terms give rise to a shift in the phonon frequencies
linear in the dilation of the medium. Because of
collisions among thermal phonons these will relax
tomards the thermal equilibrium appropriate to
their shifted energies in a time I",„. If & is small
compared to I',„, there wiQ be a small hysteresis
loss in this process, with a dissipation rate propor-
tional to (d . For ~ much larger than I',„, however,
the distribution of thermal phonons does not have
time to change at all during the contraction-dilation
cycles, and the dissipation m'ill be smaller than
the & extrapolation from low frequencies.
From the microscopic point of view, the fore-
going argument corresponds to a calculation of the
transition rate for a process in which a thermal
phonon is scattered, with the emission or absorption
of an off-resonance phonon of wave vector zero
.and frequency co. Since the momentum transferred
to the thermal phonon is zero, it is clear that this
process cannot proceed if the frequency & is much
larger than the spectral midth I',„of the thermal
phonon. More generally, for finite k, but for ~/1'„„
large, the scattering rate will depend in a compli-
cated may on the ratio of k to & and mill depend on
the deviation from linearity of the spectrum of
thermal phonons, etc. Nonetheless, consideration
of the k = 0 limit is sufficient to show that hydro-
dynamics cannot be valid for &u/I', „» 1 in the
phonon case.
For the isotropic antiferromagnet there are no
terms in the Hamiltonian that are cubic in the spin-
wave amplitudes. This may be seen by consider-
ing a long-wavelength spin wave as a gradient in the
direction of alignment of the staggered magnetiza-
tion and/or a small deviation of the total magnetiza-
tion from its equilibrium value of zero. ' It is clear
by symmetry that there can be no shift in the' fre-
quencies of the local thermal magnons linear in
the amplitudes of such a spin wave. ' Thus the
hysteresis process responsible for the energy loss
in the case of sound waves does not have a direct
analog in the case of spin waves. The quartic term
in the Hamiltonian does not require collisions of
the thermal magnons for the effective restoration
of equilibrium. Consider, for example, the calcu-
lation of Z~(k, ~) in regime A performed in Sec.
IV, where the wave vector is equal to zero. The
process where a thermal magnon collides with the
incident, off-resonance magnon with zero mave
vector and nonzero frequency &, can occur even
when I',„is taken to zero, since this process pro-
duces fcvo short-wavelength magnons which can take
up the necessary momentum and energy. Further,
we have seen that when the contributions from the
various diagrams corr6sponding to magnon emis-
sion and absorption are added together, the total
decay rate does not depend on the ratio of ~ to I',„.
Thus the condition &o/F, „«1 is not necessary for
for establishing local equilibrium in the antiferro-
magnet. The actual conditions that we have found
in Eq. (V. 30) depend on the details of the scattering
process, and are different for the classical and
quantum cases. It is therefore more difficult to'-
give simple physical arguments to justify the de-
pendences obtained, and we shall not attempt to
do so here.
The above discussion was confined to the lowest
Born approximation with inclusion of decay in inter-
mediate states. In order for Eq. (V. 30) to deter-
mine the true conditions for hydrodynamic behavior,
we must verify that the contributions to Z„„and
A~ from higher-order diagrams are small through-
out the range cu «(d„. In Sec. V, we argued that
these higher contributions would be small asymp-
totically, as k-0, but we were unable to determine
the precise expansion parameter. If we confine
ourselves to the term of order a~, then the exact
decay rate has the same form as in lowest Born
approximation, except that the bare vertices @'"
are replaced by dressed vertices R'". In that case,
the physical arguments given above are applicable,
and Eq. (V. 30) should describe the domain of valid-
ity of the hydrodynamic form. As mentioned in
Sec. 7, however, there are terms in the decay rate
I'„- with higher pomers of &g, corresponding to an
expansion in ef/v"o, which could invalidate the hy-
drodynamic result at frequencies which are lower
than op„given in Eq. (V. 30). Since we are unable to
make any precise statements about this expansion,
we must leave the determination of the exact cri-
terion for hydrodynamics as an open question. The
difference between phonon and magnon systems re-
mains in any case, since the situation described in
Eq. (V. 30), for which &u„» F,~, is Possible for
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magnons, but incor rect for phonons.
VIII. DAMPING OF UNIFORM MODE VIA ANISOTROPY
where
«' = «'+ («')' (e. 1)
(s. 2)
In this section we shall calculate the damping of
the 0 = 0 mode due to the presence of anisotropy.
We consider only the case of uniaxial single-ion
anisotropy. As one might expect, these calcula-
tions are quite similar to those for the isotropic
model. In Sec. VIIIA, we discuss the problem
of kinematic consistency, requiring that for spin —,
there should be no dynamical effects due to anisot-
ropy. In Sec. VIIIB, we discuss the various pos-
sible shapes of the scattering surface. This dis-
. Cussion leads directly to the classification of dif-
ferent regimes. In Secs. VIIIC-VIIIE, we carry
out the calculations of the damping of the uniform
mode in the first Born approximation in the various
regimes described in Sec. VIIIB. Finally, in
Sec. VIQ F, we discuss the self-consistency of
the results of the lowest Born approximation.
A. Kinematic Consistency to Lowest Order in 1 jz
In order to carry out the calculation of the damp-
ing of the uniform mode due to anisotropy, we again
use the lowest Born approximation as given in Eq.
(2. 38). Here, of course, we include the contribu-
tions of the single-ion anisotropy energy,
—Dg~(S~), both to the unperturbed free spin-wave
Hamiltonian and to the spin-wave interaction terms.
For simplicity, we confine our attention to the case of
small anisotropy, and thus we keep only terms of
lowest order in H„/Hz, where H„ is the anisotropy
field, H„=D(2$ —1). As can be seen from Eq.
(2. 15), the effect of anisotropy on the noninteracting
spin-wave spectrum is simply to change the dis-
persion relation to
spin —,'. In this case, the anisotropy term
—Dg~(Sz) reduces to a constant, and accordingly
should not cause any spin-wave scattering. As has
been shown elsewhere, ' this kinematic property can
be recovered by resumming over ladders made up
of anisotropy vertices. Since summing over these
ladders must be equivalent to an exact solution of
a local potential problem, it is not surprising that
we should thereby satisfy the spin kinematics. The
most convenient way to perform this resumrnation
is via a vertex renormalization. The procedure is
almost identical to that in Ref. 62, except that here
the energy dependence of the renormalization factor
can be ignored.
The renormalization can be obtained simply as
follows. %'e note that internal summations involving
factors such as
N 'P-m-'=N 'Z- f-xl,
y
(8. ea)
P- ly mN yy ) (e. eb)
ly = 1+my 1,2 2 (s. va)
yy =xy =0, (8. Vb)
for all momenta which are not restricted to be
small by occupation numbers. This procedure is
most efficiently carried out in the g, b representa-
tion, and leads to the renormalized perturbation"
V= N' Z ea(-1+0-5 —4) 2y- lafb ~a-b 1884 2$ z- - 3
Or
N Zil yy, (8. ec)
introduce factors of 1/z, and will be neglected. The
only way we can obtain diagrams which have no ad-
ditional internal summations giving factors of 1/z,
is by introducing repeated anisotropy scatterings.
We then make the short-wavelength expansions
«0 (1 y2)1/2 (8. 8)
Let us study interactions between spin waves in
the anisotropic system. For simplicity, we shall
consider only the intel actions @ and 4, slDce
their behavior is typical. In the presence of aniso-
tropy and at long wavelengths we have, for instance,
H@+p„—(y-a;b -a-a-+yz;4 za;b~b zb;)
+p„D(a-g-a-g-+ I- 5 bI-)), -t2 8 4 1 2 8 4
where the renormalization factor p„ is
(s. 8)
(&}4-- - 4q„+ (p k~ .k4 —2«-«-)1284 84 ~ (8. 4a) p„=[1—D/(H„+ H, )]-' . (e. 8)
(4)Z--- 4q„+ (2 ks ~ k4+ 2«-«-)1284 84'
as given by Eq. (A20), where
q~ = 2DS/Hz .
(s. 4b)
(8. 8)
Note that the use of these coefficients will lead to
a kinematic inconsistency for the special case of
The terms involving yy 4 or y; g are not renormal-
ized in lowest order in 1/z, because there are y,
factors on both sides of the vertex. This prevents
insertion of anisotropy ladders without concom-
mitant factors of 1/z. The renormalizations are
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, from which the physics of
the method should be apparent.
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(o) (b) B. Classification of Regimes
~
b;2
a,3 a,1
a,4+
bi-2
a,1
~ b;4
(c)
0,3
o,4~~ ~~ a,2
b,3
b,4~ ~ b, 2
FIG. 6. Spin-wave interactions for the anisotropic
system in the a-b representation. Scatterings of types
(a) and (b) are due exclusively to exchange interactions,
whereas those of types (c) and (d) are due solely to
anisotropy.
Cp+ Cg = Cy~+ Cq . (8. 14)
In Sec. IIIA, we have seen that for very small in-
cident momentum the scattering surface consists
of two disjoint pieces. By continuity, there must
be a regime for the uniform mode in the anisotropic
case which also has this property. To see this,
we write Eq. (8. 14) under the assumption that P is
much larger than q in the form
cp —cg+q ~ v cg = 0, (8. 15)
As we have seen in the isotropic Heisenberg mod-
el, various regimes may occur either because of
the possibility of qualitatively different shapes of
the scattering surface, or because of the need for
a self-consistent treatment in the hydrodynamic
regime. First, let us consider the possible shapes
of the scattering surface, which for the uniform
mode is given by
With these renormalized potentials we find that
in the zero-wave-vector limit @'" and 4' ' become
which has a solution of the form
q = 4e, q vf/[I —(q ~ vg)'] . (8. 16)
H~ H~+ H~ —D H~
(8. 10a)
(4) 2HA ( 4(HA + Hz)Hz I, Hz+ Hz —D Hz (8. 10b)
q'"-0+ &(H„/H )'
e'"- SH„/H, + 6(H„/H, )' .
(S. lla)
(8. 11b)
Note that these renormalized interactions are pro-
portional to H„= D(2S —1) and hence they vanish for
spin 2, as is required by spin kinematics. For
small anisotropy, the renormalized interactions are
In the expansion of the dispersion relation at long
wavelengths, the correction terms to the linear
spectrum can come either from the cubic term in
P [a,s in Eq. (3.7)], or from the anisotropy:
az = -', p (1 —gp'+ 2mgp') . (8. 17)
For P» fp, the cubic correction term dominates
the anisotropy correction term in both E& and v~.
Using (8. 16), we then see that the maximum value
of q (i. e. , for P q= 1) satisfies the ansatz for
disjoint scattering surfaces q =co/p «p. Since
In contrast, without the vertex renormalization,
the interactions in the zero-wave-vector limit are
found from Eq. (8. 4) to be
(a)
a,3
b;2
(b)
b-, 2 b5
4 - 4q„—4HA/Hs,
4 4qA + 4HA/H~,
(8. 12a)
(8. 12b)
a4 b;4
where we have used Eq. (8. 2). Here @'" and q'e
do not vanish for spin —,', because q„ is proportional
to 2DS rather than, say to 2DS [1- (1/2S)] = H„. In
fact, it is apparent from Eqs. (8. 11) and (8. 12)
that to lowest order in HA/H~ the vertex renormal-
ization is equivalent to redefining q„as
(c)
a, 3 a,5
a4 a6 ai2-+-'-
b3 b5
b,4 b,6
qA =HA/H~ . (8. 13)
Similar results are obtained for the other 4 coef-
ficients. Henceforth, for simplicity we shall con-
sider only the case of small anisotropy and shall
rely on the above discussion to justify the use of
Eq. (8. 13) in place of Eq. (8. 5).
FIG. 7. Henormalized interactions for the anisotropic
system in the a-b representation. Here the boxes re-
present ladders made up of anisotropy vertices only.
Ladders of exchange scatterings involve higher powers
of 1/z due to internal sums over factors of yz.
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A «&~
B':
C: 7«4p ~
(8. 18a)
(8. 18b)
(8. 18c)
p is a thermal momentum, this regime is charac-
terized by 7» eo. Now let us see if there is a
regime involving disjoint surfaces in which the
anisotropy correction dominates. From Eq. (8. 1V)
we see that this requires that p «&p, in which
case vo= 1 —2ep/p'. But according to Eq. (8. 16),
the values of q then range between eo and P /eo
depending upon the orientation of v~. Since the
geometric mean of these two values is of order
p, it is clear that our ansatz of disjoint surfaces
is violated. The second regime occurs when the
scattering surfaces coalesce. But since we obtain
different forms depending on how cp compares with
7; it is clear that the second regime occurs when
ap«7 «cp . Finally, there is the regime when
7 « &p and the scattering surface consists of a single
component. In this low-temperature regime the
dispersion relation is dominated by the anisotropy
and hence is quadratic in the momentum. As in the
case of a ferromagnet, one does not obtain disjoint
scattering surfaces for this type of dispersion rela-
tion. Thus we expect the following three regimes:
Moo(0, p, q, r) =4(&o/e;), (8. 21)
also both ep and e& are much less than 7, so that
(1 —e~"e'o) (1+nq) = «p/c; . (8. 22)
Thus, using Eq. (8. 15) to describe the scattering
surface, we have
I'o —(+„/S )(2v) f dp fdqn-(I+~)
x~t'5(2~p —2ot+q vo) . (8. 23)
We shall take q, along the direction of v&, so
that q ~ v~ = qv~ cos8 = qv;v. The angular integrals
are trivial, the result being
I" =2(u„S (2v) f p tv f qdqn (I+n )&,
(8. 24)
Here n~ is given by Eq. (3.42), c, = (&p+ —,' q')', and
v&=1 —3gbo [see Eq. (3. 29)]. Also, q ~, the larg-
est possible value of q, is given by Eq. (8. 16) as
C. Regime A'
The calculation of the decay rate of on-shell zero-
wave-vector magnons in regime A' is based on Eq.
(8. 19). In this regime the scattering surface con-
sists of two equivalent components. Hence we ex-
press I p as twice the contribution from the term
for which q= 0. Then we have q«P, so that to
lowest order in q/p:
q .„=2~$(1 —v, )= 2ep/3gp' . (8. 25)
x 5 (2ep+ 2a& —2a& —2&o)
x moo(0, P, q, ,), (8. 19)
where we have used H„«H~ to replace H„+H~ by
He. From the asymptotic forms, Eqs. (A20) and
(A23), we obtain the following expression for the
matrix element, Moo(0, p, q, r) at long wavelengths
and on the energy shell:
Moo(0, p, q, r) = 2cp(cpoofp) (56p+oy+co+op) .
(8. 20)
A self-consistent calculation of the decay rate of
off-resonance zero-wave-vector magnons will be
given in Sec. VIII F.
Already, at this stage of the calculation, we see an
analogy with the isotropic case, since these re-
gimes are identical to those of Eq. (3. 14) when the
dispersion relation for the anisotropic case is re-
placed by the isotropic dispersion relation.
In all three regimes we shall calculate the decay
rate of an on-resonance zero-wave-vector magnon
using the formula of Eq. (2. 38), which becomes in
this case
I"p=-@' 'Z„(k=0, &3=co)=-,'o &uzS (1 —e o"&'o)
x (2v) o f dp f dqn&(1 no)+(l+np)
Thus we find
I'p= —(+„/S~o ) f p no(1+no)in(3gp )dp,
which leads to the result
(8. 26)
I"p=3+„S (2v) r'(a~i vn'~ +a' —f o ln2), (8. 27)
where the constants a and a' are given in Eq. (3.31).
It should be noted that the result in Eq. (8. 27) can
be obtained from Eq. (3. 32), apart from numerical
factors of order unity, by simply replacing the iso-
tropic spin-wave energy by that appropriate to the
anisotropic case, since we may write 2 ~g cp in
place of +~.
D. Regime B'
Next we consider regime B'. Over most of the
phase space one has p- 7» 6 p and, similarly, q» cp.
In this case, the scattering surface is approximate-
ly given by
oo+oP=oQ+o Ip (8. 28)
~y=&p+4P =-~p ~2 2 1 2 — 2 (8. 29)
However, the integrals have a divergence at small
q, so that it is necessary to use a form which rep-
resents this region correctly. Accordingly, we use
the form
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x n~(1+n„)(1+ n) (&~+a„'+e,')
X (f~ 6, 6,) '5(f 0+4~ —e, —&„) .
Here we have neglected Eo in comparison to p, q,
and r As. in Eq. (3. 36c), we have
(1+n„)(1+n,) = (I +&n)(1 +n„+n, ) . (8. 32)
But, because of the symmetry between r and q, we
can replace 1+n„+n, by the factor 1+2n, . Then
using Eq. (8. 29), we obtain
I'0= (aa&„/rS m ) f dh& n& (I+n&) f, de, (1+2n, )
X (&t+ 6, —C~C, ) . (8. ss)
It is apparent, however, that this integral is the
same a,s the first one in Eq. (3.47). Thus we have
I', = (3(o„/32rS'r') [fs (e, = co) —~ r' L(2)],
which leads to the result
(8. 34)
I'0= (&g„r /2m S') [bin(r/2 )cob+' —~~m ] . (8. 35)
Again, apart from factors of order unity, one gets
the correct result for the anisotropic case by
merely inserting the anisotropic spin-wave energy
into the results for the isotropic case.
E. Regime C'
Finally we consider regime C'. Here all the
momenta are in the quadratic regime, i. e. , for all
momenta, we have
~)= e, (1+p'/ae', ),
n =e AE~ e'~
(8. 36a)
(8. 36b)
where k~T„~ = H~EO and
y' = H~/Stoke T = (4@or) ' .
We now evaluate Eq. (8. 19) to lowest order in
T/T» by replacing the energies where possible by
their zero-momentum value. Then, keeping only
the minimum number of Boltzmann factors, we
find
I,= (&,/2S')(2m) ' e '» "fdp f d q e
x 0 ([p' —q' —(0 —q)']/aeo) . (a. sa)
The evaluation of this expression is elementary,
the result being
E 0 8 ~ -Tgg/T (8. 39)
We write r=p —q, so that
dpdq =8maP&rdP dpdr, (8. 30)
which allows us to write Eq. (8. 19) as
I'0 = (~~/4S2) &~~ 7 ' (2p) 3 fP dP f q dq f r dr
This result does not bear quite as close an analogy
with the isotropic case as the previous ones. One
can reason that the four powers of momentum which
give rise to the factor r in Eq. (3.64) now lead to
the factor (ks T/Hs) (H„/Hs). After that, replace-
ment of ~se„. by &sea leads to the result, Eq. (8.39),
for the anisotropic case apart from factors of order
unity.
F. Self-Consistent Magnons
Now let us discuss the self-consistency problem.
We shall study the various regimes starting at the
highest temperature and working towards zero tem-
perature. At sufficiently high temperatures, it is
clear that our calculations are not self-consistent.
For instance, if &p«7 then perforce Ep«7; so
that the energy of a thermal spin wave is predomi-
nantly due to exchange energy. Accordingly, it is
reasonable to assume that its damping is due to ex-
change interactions, so that, using the results of
Sec. III, we estimate the relaxation rate of a ther-
mal spin wave to be of order I',„-&@sr . Thus when
eo«r, we have a&/I', „« I, and the thermal energy
widths are much larger than the energy of the uni-
form mode; this necessitates a self-consistent
treatment analogous to that given in Sec. IV for the
isotropic system. As the temperature is reduced,
it is reasonable to assume that although anisotropy
eventually plays a role, the energy width of ther-
mal spin waves decreases. If this is so, then we can
conclude that our calculations are self-consistent
for r « fo.
Thus self-consistency need only be considered
for &0«v . We shall calculate the decay rate as
a function of frequency, assuming (d= p&0, with p
of order unity. In this regime, the energy width
of thermal spin waves dominates N&~&o. As in the
isotropic case, this circumstance enables the three-
magnon creation and annihilation processes to be
operative. The method for taking account of the
damping of the intermediate states was discussed
in detail for the isotropic case in Sec. IV. By an
entirely analogous calculation, we find here
I 0((0) = I % = 0,M) = 87TS %@pe&(27K) f dp fig
xf dq(1+n~)(1+n~) f y(n) dn
x [6 (2(o —2 Q+ 2~y —2t, —2tg) M„(0, p, q, r)
+5(-28 —2n+2&& —2ez —2&&) Ms, (0, p, q, r)] .
(8. 40)
Substituting the asymptotic forms given by Eqs.
(A20) and (A23) into the expressions for
Ma, (0, p, q, r) and Ms, (0, p, q, r) given in Eqs. (2. 39)
and (4. 4), respectively, we find
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Moo(0, p, q, r) = (Eo&o&p) (4&ofo —b,e[tl+ e + 2&y&o
+2ao(- sa+ eo —2eo)+ (—me+ eo —2e;)']],
Solving the quadratic equation for E& implied by
(8. 4V), one determines the maximum and minimum
values of &~ for $ & 0 as
(8. 41a)
M»(0, p, q, r) = (o,co~,) 'f4eo~,'+re[~oo+ el+ 2~,e,.
=-e(q ) = 5/(I - v, ),
e „-=e(q „)=$/(1+v~) .
(8. 48a)
(8. 481)
M,o- 4(eo —Se)/@-, ,
Mod-4(&o —5e)/eo
(8.42a)
(8.42b)
Expressing I'o(v) as twice the contribution from
the component of the scattering surface near q = 0,
and using the asymptotic forms of Eq. (8. 42) we
find
I o(&) = f„g( a)«[eo (g —n) hw (& —&)
+ «o'((g+ o.) a(oo (- (u —n)], (8. 43)
ace'($) = (p(u„/S') (2v) ' f dp ~(1+n~)
x f dq eo 5(2$ —q. v,.—2&&) . (8. 44)
Since q&(a) is essentially an even function of o., we
can write Eq. (8. 43) as
I'o{~)= f'"~~' (a) da [p(a - &) —O (a+ ~)] —,
~00
(8. 45a)
I' ((g) = —f h(u (a) do. -—- . (8.45b)2m' dy(n)Eo dA
Let us now evaluate Aa&o($). In analogy with Eq.
(8. 24), we have
Sa)o(() =2p(u„s '(2v) ' f, p' pvd' ~(In+np)
(8.48)
«Imin
where q „and q ~ are the extreme values of q for
which the 5-function condition in Eq. (8. 44) ean be
satisfied. This condition is
@—2a-=v& v(4&oo—4eo) ~ {8.4V)
where v is defined in Eq. (3.22a), and we have ap-
proximated the dispersion relation by Eq. (8. 29).
+ 2a-(- 5 E + co —2&g) + (- 5 e + &5 —2e-) ] ]' i
(8. 41b)
where 4c = &0+ 6& —&& —6& and Q& = && —&0 —E& —&&.
The terms independent of ha and Aa contribute on
resonance and give rise to the results found in
Sec. VIII C. The other terms, since they are of
relative order a/eo, potentially dominate, but, as
ln the isotroplc case there ls a pax'tlal cancellation
between the matrix elements M32 and M», and the
decay rate remains of order &0. Accordingly, it
is correct to keep only the dominant terms in 6&
and 5E:
For $ & 0, the 5-function condition cannot be satis-
fied. In obtaining these results we have assumed
since the variable n in Eq. {8.42) may be
considered to be of order v . Inserting these re-
sults into Eq. (8.45), we find that
» (5) =»&& (~/2o)'p(alln7[+a'), $ &0
Ace ($) = 0, $ & 0 .
(8. 49a)
(8. 49b)
We can now evaluate Eq. (8.45b) by integrating the
second term by parts, followed by use of Eq.
(012):
I"o((u) = 3(o„s-'(r/2v)' p'(a I ln7 i + a'), (8. 50)
where a and a' are as in Eq. (3.31). Thus we see
that the damping of intermediate states does pro-
duce a slight change relative to Eq. (8. 2V). The
dominant term in ln7' is invariant, however.
IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
A. Summary of Decay-Rate CakuIations
The decay rate of antiferromagnetic magnons has
been calculated in a number of low-temperature
regimes for a bcc lattice, with interactions between
nearest neighbors on opposite sublattices. Let us
summarize the results of these calculations.
In the quantum region for the isotropic model
there are four regimes, depending on the relation
between the reduced spin-wave energy af, = E„-/2ZsS
and the dimensionless temperature r = ko T/JzS:'
Regime A: Ef, « 7 « 1 &
I"P =8 'Z"(k, (usa))
= (2(os/S')ef' 7'{2g) ' (a I In'. l + a'); (9. la)
Regime B: v «e„-«v.«1,
I - = (8~ /3S') e-'r' (2~)-' [5In(v/u)+ 5'].
Hegime C: v«~g«7'"«1,
(9. lb)
(9. Id)
I"- = (vm /1088 )&"r (9.1c)
Regime D 7' «&-«1
r„- = (~,/2S'~') ~'C(5) [g(~) ~„-']-' .
In these formulas a&o = 2JzS/8; g(k) is an angular
function defined in Eq. (3.8), the numerical con-
stants a, a', 5, and b' are given in Eqs. (3. 31) and
(3.49), and t'(5) = l. 03V. In all four regimes the
calculations are stable with respect to self-consis-
tent inclusion of damping in intermediate states.
Regime A is the hydrodynamic region, in which the
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mass operator has also been calculated off-reso-
nance, i. e. , for h&oWE„", and the result is given in
Eq. (4. 24). The corrections to the above formulas
are of relative order (zS) ', T, and e„-, and are
therefore small at long wavelengths and low tem-
peratures, as long as zS» 1.
In the quantum-mechanical model with uniaxial
single-ion anisotropy there are four regimes,
depending on the relation between 7 and the dimen-
sionless anisotropy energy cp defined by
(og ~p = 2(og(og + (dg - 2cogM@,2 2 2 (9. 2)
(9. 3b)
Regime B'. v «eo«T,
I'0 = (~„T'/2v'S') [b in(T/2&0) + b' —+v( ]; (9.3c)
Regime C'. r«&p«1,
where @w„ is the anisotropy energy which we assume
to be much less than the exchange energy h&~. The
damping of the uniform (k =0) mode is given by
Regime A,'. eo«T'« I,
I'0= (R&~T /S ) (2n') (a llnTI +a'); (9. 3a)
Regime Az: v «eo«v «1,
I'0= (3+„v /S ) (2v() [a llnTI +a' —(8v( /9) ln2];
both cases the error lies in the use of an incorrect
magnon-magnon interaction at long wavelengths.
Very recently, Solyom' has evaluated the decay
rate using the formalism of Vaks et al. , obtaining
the result
I'p- (dzS E) T jn(T/((-, ), ej « T« 1
I (d S e TE
(9.7a)
(9. 7b)
I'0= ((u„/(uz)T& T» Tgz, (9. 8)
whereas Genkin and Fain4 obtain the result (using
our definition of &oz)
Although the formula for the decay rate used by
Solyom [his Eq. (3. 10)] is very similar to our
lowest Born approximation, there seem to be some
algebraic errors in his work which make a detailed
comparison difficult. The recent calculation of
Cottam and Stinchcombe' predicts a decay rate
proportional to T at low temperatures, which does
not agree with the results in any of our regimes.
Since the coefficient is not evaluated by these au-
thors, it is difficult to pinpoint the source of the
discrepancy.
For the anisotropic model, there have been sev-
eral calculations of the damping of the uniform (k = 0)
mode. For instance, Urushadze found
(9. 3d) I"p
—
-32~„s~& e», T«T„z . (9. 9)
where (do=@ Hzeo=k ksT» (2(d„(oz)-1 -1 1/2
The classical low-temperature regime is ob-
tained in the limit h-0, 8 0, S-~ with@S, k~Tp
=2zO'S, and (de =2zZS/k remaining finite (To is of
order T((). For the isotropic model, the calcula-
tions may be performed at long wavelengths, and
the behavior is hydrodynamic for any k«1. We
find
Both of these results are based on a Golden Rule
calculation of the scattering rate in a Boltzmann
equation, and hence these were exclusively on-
resonance calculations. Kashcheev ' was the first
to calculate the mass operator of a Green's function,
thus retaining the possibility of discussing off-reso-
nance processes. However his result, which is
applicable to nonzero values of k, has a very un-
physical behavior in the limit of small anisotropy:
I'; = (4v)/3v) (dz (T/T, )' e„-', T/T, «1 (9.4) I I T &zef(((dz/&x) (9.10)
where the numerical constant p is defined in Eq.
(6. 15). Corrections to Eq. (9.4) are of relative
order T/T(, and e„. Here again the decay rate has
been calculated off resonance, for &u/&usa„. finite,
and is stable with respect to the inclusion of damp-
ing in intermediate states.
I"--S (d T (9. 5)
B. Comparison with Other Authors's Results
For the isotropic model, calculations of the damp-
ing were performed previously by Kaganov,
Tsukernik, and Chupis, ' who found
By using an equation-of-motion method, Tani' has
been able to allow renormalized, but undamped,
propagation in intermediate states. By a similar
method, Kawasaki has essentially reproduced
Tani's results, and has evaluated the numerical
constants, finding
I'0=(27z'/2"v'S )+„Te», T«T» (9.11a)
I'0 —- (27zz/2 ~v S ) (dov, T && T . (9.11b)
One of the present authors previously investigated
the damping in the lowest Born approximation using
the Dyson-Maleev formalism, obtaining the results
and by Tani, who found
Ij S Qlzv 'Ej (9.6) T»«T (9 12b)
I', = (8(d„(0,/v'S'~z) v e T»~T, T «T» (9.12a)
I,= [5+„~(3)/2,'S']T',
These two calculations do not agree with our results
for any regime [see Eq. (9. 1)]. We believe that in
Finally, Solyom' has also calculated the damping;
his result is unphysical, because the damping does
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not vanish fox' k = 0 in the limit of vanishing anisot-
ropy:
1 p 6„"$ (9. ia)
where 5 is the double-ion anisotropy constant.
It is clear that the previous authors have not
treated the shape of the scattering surface correct-
ly, nor have they considered the self-consistency
problem adequately. In this connection we note that
mhile it is important to take Recount of the damping
of intermediate states, the (real) renormalization
of the magnon energies is rather unimportant at
lom temperatures. The various calculations seem
to differ because of differences in the matrix ele-
ments (analogous to our Ma&) which are used. This
comment does not appear to apply to Ref. 4V, where
the result Eq. (9.12a) agrees with the present one,
apart from numerical factors. The other result,
Eq. (9. 12b), is slightly different, the logarithmic
cutoff factors having been lost by an incorrect
treatment of the scattering surface. It is probable
that the incorrect results of other authors axe
again due to an insufficiently delicate handling of
the cancellations involved in computing the matrix
elements. Since these cancellations are crucial
for obtaining physically correct results, we have
discussed them in great detail in the present paper.
As remarked above, it seems likely to us that a
different formalism could be found in which the
long-mavelength forIQ of the magnon interaction can
be obtained in a simpler may, without the necessity
of these delicate cancellations.
C. Experimenta1 Prospects
Two of the present authors have discussed else-
mhere'3 the prospects for observing the hydrody-
namic damping of spin waves experimentally, using
the technique of neutron scattering. Since this
damping is small at lom temperatures, it is neces-
sary to perform the experiments near the Neel
point, where the present results do not apply. Sim-
llal ly» the dRIQplng ln the nonhydrodynamlc lom-
temperature regimes is probably too small to be
observed by neutron scattering. One method which
seems more hopeful is the parallel-pumping tech-
nique, ' for which the resolution is much greater.
A difficulty, however, is that this method is con-
fined to very long wavelengths, where microscopic
inhomogeneities, imperfections, Rnd dipolar inter-
actions' ' may play a large role. In any event, be-
fore detailed predictions can be made, the present
mork must be extended to treat finite momentum and
anisotxopy together, which is probably not difficult
in principle, using the methods employed here.
In addition, it might be necessary to use a more
realistic model including effects such as anisotropic
exchange, dipolar interactions, and higher-order
anisotropy terms.
For the uniform mode in the anisotropic model,
the situation is more hopeful, because it is possible
that under the right conditions one might observe
the intrinsic width of the antiferromagnetic reso-
nance mode at the frequency +0- (2a&„&os)'~~. In
fact, we can compare the order of magnitude of
our results with the experiments of Johnson and
Nethercot' for MnF~, although thex'e the anisotropy
is due mainly to dipole-dipole interactions, rather
than to a single-ion crystalline field. ' " None-
theless, for the crude comparison between theory
and experiment which we make here, perhaps the
microscopic details of the anisotropy are not so
important, and we shall use our results in terms
of the observed anisotropy field. From the data
of Johnson and Nethercot' we see that the line-
width does not vanish in the zero-temperature
limit. This behaviox' mould imply that other mech-
hanisms, such as strains and impurities unfor-
tunately are dominant in the low-temperature re-
gime, mhere our theory might be expected to be the
most reliable. Consequently, the only reasonable
procedure is to compare our values of 2I'0 mith
the experimental values of b, v(T) —hv(0) (note that
their hv is the full width at half-intensity), so that
me eliminate the breadth due to the zero-tempera-
ture mechanisms. It is clear that hv(T) —b,v(0) is
too small to be defined precisely by the data.
Nevertheless, from Fig. 9 of Ref. 102 me estimate
that at T/T„=O. 5, (a/gi, ) [~v(T) ~v(0)] =-200 G,
mhere g is the appropriate g value of Mn spins in
MnF2, and p,
~
is the Bohr magneton. We use our
formula, Eq. (8. 35), taking HA/gVs = 8800 0,
= 2ks T/Hs = 0. 95, and &0- (2H„/H~)' ~ ' = 0. 1V, which
then gives 21 0 = 1SO G. The excellent agreement
with the experimental value is clearly fortuitous,
but it is gratifying that the orders of magnitude
are in agreement.
Recently, Seehra and Castner'0 have studied the
antiferromagnetic resonance linemidth in copper
formate tetrahydrate. They find that the linewidth
VRl les Rs T ln quRlltRtlve RgreeIQent with oux'
results [see Eq. (9.3)]. Since they attribute this
linewidth to a large Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interac-
tion, it is clear that again our model does not really
apply. As mentioned above, however, it is possible
that the decay rate depends only on the value of the
anisotropy field and not on the details of the under-
lying microscopic mechanism. To the extent that
such an argument is tenable, the experimental data
confirm our calculation.
Further experimental studies of linemidths either
via antiferromagnetic resonance (for anisotropic
systems), parallel pumping, or inelastic neutron
scattering mould be desirable to cheek our calcula-
tions. Possibly, a fruitful line of investigation
mould be to study tmo-dimensional systems, " where
the decay rates may be largex than those found for
three-dimensional systems.
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D. Conclusion
We shall conclude by restating the principal re-
sults of the p~ese~t work:
(i) The decay rate of magnons in antiferromag-
nets has been calculated self-consistently at long
wavelengths and low temperatures for isotropic
systems in classical and quantum low-temperature
regimes. For the anisotropic model, the decay
rate was calculated quantum mechanically at k = 0.
In all cases, the decay rate is small in compari-
son to the spin-wave energy, so that spin waves are
appropriate elementary excitations.
(ii) In the isotropic model, the decay rate at
long wavelengths has the form predicted by hydro-
dynamics, namely, I'-„o- t-. This result i.s validk
for 42«(kz T/2ZzS) quantum mechanically, and
for ek«1 classically. For very small anisot-
ropy in the quantum low-temperature limit, a
similar result is found: r
(iii) The dynamic correlation functions for the
transverse components of the staggered and total
spin have been calculated at long wavelengths and
low frequencies in the isotropic model at low tem-
peratures. They are also found to have the form
predicted by hydrodynamics. A comparison of the
microscopic and macroscopic results yields ex-
pressions for the thermodynamic parameters and
transport coefficients at low temperatures in terms
of microscopic quantities in both the classical and
quantum regimes.
Within the approximation of low density of spin
deviations, i. e. , for 7«l and (zS) '«1, the (+ —)
spin Green's functions may be written in the usual
form for single-particle boson Green's functions.
The mass operator Z is different from the boson
mass operator Z, namely, Z~ = Z + 6 'A. In higher
orders in (zS) ' this picture breaks down, and then
the transverse spin-correlation functions are ex-
pressed in terms of vertex functions at long wave-
lengths and low temperatures, in a way reminiscent
of the theory of Fermi liquids. ~63
(iv) The magnons obtained in the Dyson-Maleev
formalism are found to interact weakly in the iso-
tropic system, both on and off the energy shell,
and hence the self-consistent inclusion of damping
in intermediate states leads only to perturbative
effects. The magnon interactions turn out to be
analogous to those present in a ferromagnet. In
particular, in the low-temperature limit the re-
normalized interactions are Hermitian on resonance
and on the energy shell, at least within low-order
perturbation theory. This property is shown to
hold to all orders in 1/S for the iwo-spin-wave f
matrix of the ferromagnet.
(v) Spin-wave damping and spin-correlation
functions have also been calculated using the Hol-
stein-Primakoff boson representation. As one
might expect, the boson self-energies are not iden-
tical in the two formalisms. However, physically
meaningful results, in particular, the decay rate
on resonance and the spin-correlation functions,
agree in the two formalisms, when the corrections
due to the self-consistent inclusion of damping in
intermediate states are estimated to be small. At
the longest wavelengths, however, the Holstein-
Primakoff expressions are not self-consistent, and
the lowest Born approximation contains large cor-
rections, of relative order (kzT/2JzS)3/S2&-„, quan-
tum mechanically and of order (T/T2) /4:"„classi-
cally. When these quantities become large, the
Holstein-Primakoff bare spin excitations do not
provide a convenient basis for calculating the damp-
ing of the spin waves.
~k+k 1 ~k &
y„-/x„- =1+4:„-,
-1
~i+ $ ~k 2~k ~kVk ' q 7
X/~ q X2
—2P" (1 + 62) V2 ~
q-0
(Alc)
(Aid)
(Ale)
(Alf)
(Alg)
where vk is d6fined as v)= 2+k&k) so that vk ~ k as
0.
First we give asymptotic forms of the interaction
coefficients when a single incoming momentum
k3 approaches zero. (We shall frequently denote
this asymptotic limit by the symbol O„.) We find
for @)~'.
(t)
@I.L1, -5 = 4'i234= z3 (&IX2X4+'nxlx4 —'nx2 —&ixi)
+ 2 Q &1V2 ' k2(X2+ XIX4)
+ 2 Vi & ivi ' k3(XI + Xzxl),
(7) (3)
@I,2, -3, 4 @834 ~5(+1~1~4 +2X2~4 +1~2 ~2~1)
—
—,y; zlvI k, (x;x4+x;)
—2+2 «2V2 ' k3(X22X4+ Xi),
APPENDIX A: ASYMPTOTIC FOR.MS OF INTERACTION
COEFFICIENTS
In this Appendix we shall give the asymptotic
forms of the interaction coefficients in the limit
when one or more of the interacting spin waves
has very small momentum. These results will be
of use for both the classical 2nd quantum-mechan-
ical calculations described in the main body of this
paper. Unless explicitly stated to the contrary,
our discussion will be confined to the isotropic mod-
el. In obtaining the results of this Appendix the
following relations are useful:
(Ala}
(A lb)
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(4) (2)
C i, 2, 4, -5 @1834 s(y1~1~2 + ys yix4 y2xix2~4)
j «] '+
syl rivi ' ks(xixs+x'4)
from Ref. 62, which include the effects of anisot-
ropy (q„= 2DS/Hs):
'ys ~svs ' k (1 + xixsx4) (A4)
4q~ + (2 k, ' k4 —26 3(4), (A20a)
(6) (4)
@1,f, -3, 4 @1234 e 3(yi + y2~1~2 y2~4 y1~1~2~4)
+-8'yl 4;v; ks(1+x;xpq)
(2)@---—4q„—(-, k k4- 2&341),1234 ' 3
e--- —4q„—(-, k k, —h;4",)(3) j.1234
(A20b)
(A20c)
+ sys Esv's ' k3(xixs+x4) (As) cf;--- 4q„+ (8 k ~ k4+ 2(sq),(4) (A20d)
(5)
@'7,2, 4, -5
(9)
rT ~@1,28-3, 4
+-, ys 42vs ks(Ãi+xsx4) (As)
(5)
@i234 3(y1~2~4+ y2~1~4 y2xs yixi)
—sys &svs ks(xs+xix4)
(s)
@1234 1(y1~1~4 + y2~2~4 yix2 y8~1)
+-.yi eivi ' ks(xs+ xi')
4.".'.- 4q„—(-,' k k4+ 2agc1),1234 3
4-.-.- —4q„—(8 k ~ k4 —2(384) .(6)1234 A 2
(A2Oe)
(A20f)
In the isotropic case these relations, together with
the condition k, +k2=ks+k4, imply that
(6) j. (1)
--. q--;=-8 C--= 4-e- (k k —1)1234 1234 3 4 3 4
] a]
—syi &jvi ' ks(xi+xsx4) (AV)
Similarly, we find for 4,„„the asymptotic form
when an outgoing momentum k, -0,
(i& (2&
@i234 @2134 (e2 3 4) (1 x2~3~4) 1
(2) (6)
@1234 @1234 ( 2+ 3+ 4) (x2 ~3~4) 1
(3& (4)
@1234 @2j34 ( 2 4 3) (x2~8 x4) 1
(4) (5)
@1234 C 1234 ( 8 3 e4) (~3 ~sx4) 1
(7& (6)
@i234 48134 ( 2+ 3+ 4) (xP4 x2) ~
(6) (9)
@1254 @1234 ( 3+ 4 e2) (1 ~2~3~4)
(As)
(A9)
(Al0)
(A11)
(A12)
(A13)
k„k,- 0 (A14)
k„k, 0 (Al sa)
k„k,-O (A»b)
k„k,-o (Alsa)
We shall also have occasion to use formulas
when two momenta are small. In particular, we
shall need these results for the treatment of the
classical regime. We quote only those results
(correct to linear order in the small momenta)
which are actually needed for our calculations:
(1)
C 1234 2 2 3(1 2) (k3 ~2
(2) A
i234- 2 1 3(1+ i) (1 - ks ~i),
(2)@++me rv 01234
(s)@~p~ ~ 0
(3)
O1834 2 841(1 + &2) (1 + k4 ' vs), ki, k4- 0
A A
e (ki ' -ks-—1) + —, 6(-(4-+ e-+ (-+ (-)1 2 12 i 2 3 4
(A2la)
8 O«- = (-&-(k, ~ k4+ 1)(4)1234 3 4
= &-(-(k, ~ As+ 1)+—,' n( .S&.i4'
--,
' e'-'-'-
-=e-4-(1 —k, k, )
-i,4, 2, -3 2 3
(A21b)
A A 1
=e 4 (1 —-k-, ~ k4)+ she he-1 4 iS 12 ' (A21c)
(s) A A
--
-=8-e-(1 —k, k )
"183828 -4 2 4 4
=&-&-(1 —ki ks)+ —,'ae..ge (A21d)
where we use the notation
Q(~~ = (~ + (~ —(» —(~12 i 2 S 4~ (A22a)
Q(~~ = (~ + (~ —(~ —(13 1 3 2 4' (A22b)
-184 @Hi +~ i1( i+~8+ 1+~4) ~(1) (1) (A23a)
cb-- = C-- —(e —e- —(--—4-)((- —4- —(- —e ), -(3) (2&1234 3412 3 1 2 4 4 1 2 3
and so forth. More generally, in both isotropic
and anisotropic systems at long wavelengths we have
the relations
(4& AJ@1234
(4)
@7)s4
( )
~ 0 OW
~1234
(5)
@Br4
(6&
pI ~ %% Pll@1234
0, k„k -0
268 61(l + e1) (1 + ks ~ vs),
0, ks, k4-0
—2eies(1+ el) ' (1+ks vi),
2&se4(1+ es) (1 —k4 ' vs)
(A1Sb)
(A17a)
k„k,- 0 (A17b)
(Alvc)
k„k,- 0 (A1S)
k„k4- 0 . (A19)
(A23b)
+Q((4) (4)
1234 3412 14 13 ~
(A23c)
APPENDIX B: EVALUATION OF Z 'p' (k, ~)
(6)
'4" -=qi -+(( —(- —e —4 )(( e„e ( )1234 3412 2 1 3 4 1 2 3 4
(A23d)
In the quantum-mechanical regimes we are pri-
marily interested in the case when all the momenta
are small. Then we may use the following results
Here we outline the evaluation of the off-diagonal
elements of the mass operator Zs" (k, id). The di-
agrams which contribute to Zs (k, ~d) in the lowest
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Born approximation are the same as those of Figs.
1 and 2, except that the outgoing e magnon is now
replaced by an incoming P magnon. Accordingly,
the interaction coefficients associated with the out-
going vertex in the matrix elements %23 and M3&
used in Sec. IV must be modified in order to evalu-
ate Zz (k, &u). For instance, in hfzz{k, P, P —q, k+q)
one should made the replacements~0
e'"(k, p, P —q, k+q)- e'z'(p, 0, p —q, %+q),
4' '(k, -k-q, p-q, -p)
-C'"(k, -k-q, p-q, -p), (Blb)
»I» (k, q —p»%+q» -p)~4 (R» q —p» k+q» -p)»
(Blc)
and in M»(k, p, p —q, %+ q) the replacements
e'(%, p, p —q, fc+q)-»I'+(k, p, p —q, k+q),
(Bld)
+q» p» q p) @ (~+q» ~» p» q p)»
(Ble)
+'"(-k, p-q, p, -k-q)
- 4' '{p-q, -k, p, -k - q) . (Blf)
Referring to Appendix A for the asymptotic forms
of the interaction coefficients for small k, we see
that the coefficients fox'Z~ differ from those for
by a factor —1. In fact, this result is an ex-
plicit example of
e,„,(k, f„k„k,)=-e,'„,(k, R„k„k,)
in the sense of Eq. (622). Consequently, we have
Zz, (k, v) =- Z,",(k, &o)
If( 2)v'S-'f„~z;(l+ 2p) . (B3)
Moreover, using the general symmetry relations,
we have that
Z~z(k, &o) = —Z&'o(k, —&o)
-'P (2 )'S-'I ae-(I-2P)
The results for the classical case follow from
Eqs. (B2) snd (6. 19):
tf 'zg', (&, (o)=-& 'z,",(R, &o)
= - (4/2&) &z (T /T o) &+- {49z + ~ t)op) ~ (85)
Use of the general symmetry relations then leads to
K 'Z"~(k, (g) =-O' 'ZN {k, —a))
(4/2&) &z (I /2e) (deaf. (j lz —4 'Og p) ~ (Be)
APPENDIX C: EVALUATION OF THE VERTEX
FUNCTION A„„(k,z)
In this Appendix we shall describe the diagram-
matic calculation of the vertex function A, „{k, z)
required for the evaluation of the spin-correlation
functions in Sec. VQ. The diagrammatic series for
A, „(k, z) is most conveniently represented as that
for the self-energy Z~„(k, z) except that one ex-
ternal vertex is replaced by R suitably constructed
externa. l potential V,«. Thus we shall be able to
use the standard rules for the diagrammatic calcula-
tion of Z~„(k, z) tn the presence of a fictitious inter-
action.
1. Diagrammatic Series for A„„(k,z)
For convenience, let us first construct A „(k, z),
or equivalently, the function % „(k„z), which is de-
fined Rs
8:.„(k, z) = g„„(k, «) —C.„(k, z), (cl)
where 9 Rnd Cf Rre the spin Rnd boson Gx'een 8 func-
tions defined in Eqs. (2. 30) and (2. 20). Explicitly,
Eq. (Cl) is
8: (k z) = {((2S)-'"S'(k)- a- (2S)-'"S„-(k)))
(C2a)
(C2b)=({&-„,(2s) '"s„(k)))
8:,„(u, z) ={((2S)-'"(k)-b';; (2S)-"'S„{k)&)(Csa)
=(& ~'r„'(2s) "'si{k))), (Csb)
where ({A;8)) is the Fourier transform, as in Eq.
(2. 21), of the imaginary time Green's function
-i{T A(f) B(0)). (Recall our convention with re-
gard to Latin and Greek subscripts, Ref. 68. ) It
is clear that P„„(k, z) is a Green's function whose
diagrams have the structure shown in Fig. 8. The
three external &ines on the left-hand side of the up-
per diagram of Fig. 8 carry total momentum k and
energy z as indicated by the fact that they end at R
single vertex. For comparison, we also show in
Fig. 8 a typical diagram for (6 Z"' G)„„where we
use matr~ notation
(6'Z"'6), „=Z' C',.(k, z) Z,",'(k, z) G,„(k, z) .
(c4)
Note that we "read" diagrams from right to left,
i. e. , 6 (r, f; r', f') is conventionally represented
by a line from (r', f') fo {r, f) It is clear .from
Fig. 8, that if we construct V,«correctly, and use
it only at the outgoing vertex, we may write
8:„„(k,z)=Z', Z'„", (k, z)C, „(k, z) . (C5)
ConsMer the choice
V„,=Z-„(I-„~f m-„P-„)W-„+Z -„(i-„P—-„m-„n'-„)a'. , -
(c6)
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=6:.„(k, 2) . (C7b)
To obtain this equation we note that the external a
line contracts only with the 4' operators of Eq. (C6).
Similarly, we find
(Z"'G)2„=((E„-B —m-„-A-„;(2S) ' S„'(k))) (C8a)
where we require the external lines to be contracted
only with the n or P -„operators. We assert that
this choice for V„, satisfies Eq. (C5). To see this
consider (Z"'G),„. From Fig. 8, and using the
above expression for V«„we see that
(Z'" G) „=((1-„&-„—m B-„;(2-S) ' S„'(k))) (C7a)
+ 24-—n- P - n- P —24-- P - n- n- P-"(4) t "(4) t tk 234 k -2 3 - 2k 84 4 2 3 -4
+C'-„gg& P-)P P-- —@pqp - c4)P P-1"(B) t t t "(6) t t t
"(7) t t t t "(e)
k234 2 2 P-3 P-4 BF4 P 2~-5-5 4
2234 ~-k P-2 ~-5 P-4 (Cl 1)
$-'-- = C-- = C-- = —4--- = —x-+ x- x- x-, (C12b)"(2) " (3) (5) (e)k284 k234 k234 2k 34 2 k 3 4 '
where the coefficients are determined from the def-
inition, Eq. (C6), as
j-H&= 4-- =1 —x- x-x- x-"(a) (9)HQ k234 k 2 3 4 & (C12a)
=6:,„(k, 2),
so that indeed
(z"'G)„„=g „—G, „,
(Z"'G), „= (AG), „,
which implies that
A, „(k, 2)=Z„"„'(k, 2) .
(C8b)
(Coa)
(CQb)
(C10)
"(4) "(7) "(e)
4I2-—= 4™-= 4--- = X- X- —X- X- .k284 k824 k324 2 4 k 3 ' (C12c)
To summarize: A„(k, 2) is calculated according
to the usual rules for a self-energy diagram, ex-
cept that the potential at the outgoing vertex is taken
to be that of Eq. (C11) with the proviso that the ex-
ternal line contracts only with the nt or P»„opera-
tors.
2. Calculation of A" (k, cu) in Lowest Born
Approximation
It is apparent that we shall need 1/',« in terms of
the n's and P's. We writes'
=N Z l- l- I l- ( C-- 9- o'- Q. o'."(1) t teff
-H~k284 k234 k 2 3 4
+ @»»»» Q» P» Q» Q» @»»»» p» Q» Q» Q»"(2) t p
" (2)
k234, k -2 3 4 2k34 -k 2 3 4
(3) t tt» t "(5)
k234 ™k 2 3 -4 k234 -k -2 3 -4
(C13b)
Thus we find the analog of Eq. (4. 8):
A" (k, m) =-2S (2v) 3pe-„If(e„-, p),
K(&„-, o) = (2v) f dp f ds n&(1+n3)s '
&& I(p —1)6(242p+ 2A)
We shall now evaluate A„",(k, w) in the lowest Born
approximation. We shall initially consider the
quantum low-temperature limit, regime A,
From our previous discussion, we see that the cal-
culation of A,",(k, 2), for instance, is similar to
that of Z," (k, 2), except that the coefficients 4"'
are replaced by C" at the outgoing vertex. Denot-
ing the corresponding matrix elements' as M2'2
and M,', we have, for )'3/P «1 and q/P «1,
M,', (k, p; k+q, p —q) = (4/e2) (p —1), (C13a)
M,', (k, p; k + q, p —q) = (4/4:2) (- p —1) .
—(p+ 1) 6 (- 2e„-p+ 2A)] . (c14)
This integral can be done in exactly the manner of
Appendix D, and so we quote only the result'07:
G Z eff G +(~ ~P) 2= —*4 i (C15)
FIG. 8. Equivalence of the vertex function A to an
effective self-energy. The upper diagram shows the
structure of 7, that part of the spin Green's function
arising out of the cubic terms in the Dyson-Maleev repre-
sentation of the spin operators. The lower diagram shows
the structure of G Z' G for a boson system with the usual
quartic interactions at the internal vertices, and with an
effective interaction on the left external vertex. Here
double lines represent true boson propagators and single
lines the unperturbed propagators.
where I„ is again given by Eq. (3. 27). Thus
A„"„(k,u)) = —2S (2m') I„s) . (C16)
To obtain AtI3(k, ~), we use the symmetry relation
A3i(k, (u) = —A" (k, —(u), (c17)
A33(k, (u) = A"„(k, (u) . (C18)
so that from our above result for A," (k, ~) we have
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4,„&=4,'„, for k-0,
l. e. ,
(c20)
Next we evaluate Az„'(k, v). Here the calculation
is analogous to that for Zz„'(k, &o) given in Appendix
B, exceptforthe replacementof @'"by 4'" at the
outgoing vertex. Denoting the corresponding ma-
trix elements by N2z and N~„we have for k/p «1
and q/p«1,
N,', (k, p; k+q, p —q) =M,', (k, p; k+q, p —q), (C19a)
N3&(k, p; k+q, p —q) =M~, (k, p;k+q, p —q), (C19b)
where we have used' '
(C28b)N,', =M,', ,
so that again all the A~„(k, Id) are the same. Thus
in the low-temperature classical regime we have
A„'„'(k, (o) = —(q,/w) (T/T, )' 2 . (c29)
4. Self-Consistency
We now consider the effect of requiring self-
consistency in the preceding calculations. The
discussion can be based on Eq. (D15). The present
calculations differ from those of Appendix D only
in the form for F(y, Iu). In the present calculation
we have
C'" (k, p; k+ q, p —q) = —C "'(p, k; k+ q, p —q) F(y, u)~1 —V . (C30)
A,'„'(k, ~) = A."„(k,&) . (c22)
Furthermore, use of the general symmetry rela-
tions given in Eq. (2. 24) yields
A", (k, (o) = —g' (k, —(u) = A"„(k, (u) . (c23)
We may summarize our results as
A,",(k, (o) = —pS (2v) 'I„(3 .
3. Classical Regime
(c24)
Again the calculations for A,"„are quite similar
to those for Z" (k, z) presented in Sec. VI. In par-
ticular, A"(k, ~) is given by the analog of Eq. (C14),
except that we must use the classical analogs of the
matrix elements M2» M3» N2» and N3, introduced
in Appendix C 2. As discussed in Sec. VI, we may
assume k/p «1 and q/p «1, but p ranges over the
entire zone. The expansions for 4'" are very
simple, e. g. ,
C~
~(k, p; k+q, p —q)=1 —xN —2e& /(1+&&), (C25)
and so forth. As a result, we find in the regime
described
Mzz(k, p; k+ q, p —q) = (4/e"„, ~) (k ' v~ —1), (C26a)
M'„(k, p; k+ q, p —q) = (4/ef, )) (- k vy —1) .
(C26b)
To evaluate A" (k, ~) we insert these matrix ele-
ments into Eq. (6.18). Then we obtain the result
A,",(k, ~) = —(qo/n)(T/T, )'(u . (C27)
To calculate A" (k, &u) we proceed as in Appendix
C2. Replacing 4'"(k, p;k+q, p —q) by4' '(p, k; k+q, p —q ) and so forth, as is required
for the matrix elements N &a and N,', for AtI,'(k, &u),
we find
N&& = M&» (C28a)
for k -0, (C21)
and so forth. Equations (C19a) and (C19b) imply
that
We wish to evaluate the integral in Eq. (4. 9),
which we write as
(Dl)K=K,+K
where
K,= (2m) J dp J dsn;(I+ng)s 5(2e.„p+2A)
x [(1—u)' —(1 —p) (1 —V)], (D2a)
K = (2m) ~ J dp f dsn-(1+n;)s 5( —2ef p+2A)
x [(1.+ p) —(I —p)(1+ p)] . (D2b)
Proceeding as in Sec. III 8, we may use the 0 func-
tion to do the v integral which yields limits on s
given by
(p —v;p)k (p —v;p)kS+-= S — —=S~,1+ v- 1 —v-
(- p —v-p, )k (- p —v-p)ks„—: os& =—s1+v- 1 —v» (D3b)
for K, and K, respectively. Since we must have
s &0, the p, integral is limited by the conditions
—1~ j[L~ p.' for K,
—1~ p & —j[L'for K
(D4a. )
(D4b)
with p'= min{1, p/v~]. . Equations (D2) then become
OO
.
Q+
K.= dp p'(1 +n, )n, v, ')( d p,
0
S~
—[(1—p)' —(1 —p) (I —u)],
s S
(D5a)
For this form of F(y, p), the discussion in Appen-
dix D 3 shows that the result for A„"„(k,&u) is stable
when damping of intermediate states is taken into
account. These arguments apply equally well to
the low-temperature quantum and classical
regimes.
APPENDIX D: EVALUATION OF INTEGRALS IN SEC. IV
1. Evaluation of Eq. (4.9)
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00 mg
K = dPP'(1+n~)n~v~' dp
0 -1
do the s integrals, at which point k drops out com-
pletely, so that the limit k 0 is trivial. Carrying
out the remaining integrals, we find
—[(1+p)'- (1-p)(i+ p)],- d's
8
(D5b) K=K, +K = —4(1+Sp)Ig, (D8)
where v~= 1 —Sg„P [see Eq. (S. 29)]. We may now
l
where I„ is given by Eq. (3.27).
2. Evaluation of Eq. (4.21) for (eg/y)((1
Let us first evaluate Eq. (4. 21),
K(q„-, p)= (2w) s f dp J dsn;(1+n;)s J do!(1- pQ 8(2& —o')
x(ej [P(n —2&pp+ 2spp) —p(o+2eq P- 2efp)]}', (4. 21)
in the limit af /y«1, where the curly bracket in Eq. (4. 21) may be expanded in powers of zf. Let us set
V (~)= y 'f(c/y), (D7)
where y is the thermal width defined by Eq. (4. 17), and f is a numerical function of order unity. We then
have
-1 O' 0sk [0(c.'- 2pep+ 2s„"p)—p(o. + 2pe", - 2sqp)]=4y ', (p —p)f' — + —(p- p)'f'" ——' + ~ ~ ~
y 3 y y
(D8)
so that the expansion is indeed in the small parameter (&„-/y), and the series may be terminated [note that
the derivatives f '(&/y), f "'(o'/y), etc. , are of order unity]. Equation (4. 21) then has the form
K(sP, P)= (2m) J dP f dsn&(1+n~)s J dx& (1, —P)5(2& —yx)4y-'f'(x),
where 2h = —s+vpsv. Since K is independent of k, the limit Eg-0 is trivial. Proceeding as in Sec. III, we
use the ~ function to do the v integral, which yields the limits
yx(1+ v;) ' & s & yx(1 —vg) ',
Performing the s and p, integra1. s we find
(D10a)
(D10b)
K(0, p)= —j(1+3p) dpn&(l+n~)P ln - ~ xf'(x)dx1 —v~ go
Using Eq. (4. 18) and the fact that y is an even function we have
f xf'(x) dx= —J "p(n) da= ——,'
which yields Eq. (4. 21).
3. Evaluation of Eq. |4.21) to All Orders in eg /y
(D12)
Let us break up Eq. (4. 21) into two parts as in Eq. (4.9):
K, = (2v) J dp J dsn (1+n )s J tg(n)do5(2e„p+26, —g)[(i —p) (1 p)(1- p+ o!/2g )], (Disa)
K = (2v) fdp J den;(1+n&)s s J p(n)do5( 2efp+2n, ,—-a)[(iy p, ) —(1+ p)(i- p- ~/2s-)]
with 24, =-s+v,"sv+v,"kp, . If p. is replaced by —p. inK, then these integrals are of the form
K, = (2v) J dp f ds (lnsn;+) sJ p(n)dn5(+2ef p+2&, —o)E(+y, p),
(D13b)
(D«)
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where we have set e= 2epy and
F(y, p)=) '-(I+p y-)p+p y-. (D16)
( —y —vip)~, , (p-y —v;p)&
1+ vg 1-v~ (D16a)
( p y-+v-gp}I ... (-p y+v-;p)f1+v; 1 v~ = - (D16b)
for K, and E, respectively. The condition s &0
sets the limits on the p, integral
We shall carry out the calculation in such a way that
results for different functions F which occur in the
calculation of Z or of A can be inferred immediately.
As before we use the 6 function to do the v inte-
gral, obtaining the limits
are independent of y, as is true, for instance, when
E is given by Eq. (D15). In addition Eq. (D21b)
justifies averaging E(y, g) over p and keeping only
the part even in y.
APPENDIX E: STABILITY OF MAGNONS AGAINST
SPONTANEOUS DECAY
In this Appendix we shall prove that the require-
ments of conservation of energy and momentum for-
bid the spontaneous decay of one magnon into two
or more magnons, for a spin system where the only
interactions are antiferromagnetic couplings be-
tween spins on opposite sublattices. The unper-
turbed spin-wave spectrum for this system is
Er = J~ (0) —J~ (k), (El)
where
—1& p, & ((('(y) for K, ,
p'( —y)&)((&1 for K,
where
p, '(y) = —1, y & p+ vp
p. '(y)= v&, '(p-y), p+v, &y & p-v,
p'(y) = 1, p —v(, & y .
Performing the s integrals, we obtain
K=K, +K = )t dPnq(l+ng)P lni ( 1 —v(s
(D17a)
(D17b)
(DISa}
(Dlsb)
(Disc)
Zk = 2 J'(r) J(s}(1 —e'"'"'I')
i', I
(zsa)
Q J(r}J(s)(2 e(f'(8+I& e (f (8 5-&)
r, I
= 2 Z J'(r}J'(s) sin'[-,'k (r+s)],
(E3b)
(E3c)
which shows that E~I is of the form
J„,(k}=Z, J(r) e'"', (E2)
where the sum is over r in the sublattice including
(p, 2, 2), and J'(r} is the magnitude of the antiferro-
magnetic interaction between the spin at the origin
and the one at r. We write
(".» P}=f' '"'» p) d p+ f'. F(-y, p)d~.
(D20)
Since (p(n) is assumed to be an even function, we
need keep only the even part of G(n), which we
denote by G, ((&(). From Eq. (D20), we find
(z4)
g(T) = 2Z," J(r) J(T-'r} & 0 .
Accordingly, we may write
(Ef+ Ey) = Ef +Ep + 2Ef EN s2- 2 2
(Es)
(zsa)
Ef =Q;$(1)sin~(-', k T),
where the coefficients &j)(f) are non-negative, be-
cause
G, (2 ye, P) -=—,'[G(2eiy P)+ G( 2eky p)]
= 2 f, dl 9'(y, p)+F(-yi p)].
In the present case, this result yields
G,(o', p)=-'+2p,
and thus we find, using Eq. (4. 18),
(D2la)
(D21b)
(D22)
(E&+ E;)3=Z $(1) [sin (-', k 1) + sin (~ p 1}]
sk Z li(i)sin (-',k T)Z P((')sin (-',p i'))ft
(E6b)
But by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality,
K(e
~ p) = —,' (1+ 3 p}1„, (D23)
so that E is stable with respect to the inclusion of
damping in the intermediate states.
More generally, we can say that an integral of
the type given in Eq. (D19) is self-consistent if
G.((&(, p) is independent of o.. From Eq. (D2lb) it
is clear that this condition will be fulfilled if all
terms in E(y, p, ) which are even in both p. and y
Z P(() sins(-', k i) P((') sin (-', p 1)) i~
~
~
~
11'
& Z (j)(T)i sin(-', k ~ T}sin(2p T)i,
so that
(EV)
(Ef +z,}'& Z 1(C QI [i sin(-.'k T) i + i sin(-,'p .T) i p .
(zs)
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But
~
sin( —,'k ~ 1)~ +~ sin(-', p ~ I)) &
~
sin(-,'k T) cos(3p I)
+ sin(3p ' 1)cos(-', k' I)
~
=
~
sin(3(k4. p) ~ 1)~, (Z9)
so that
Treating f; and g, as small parameters, we may
expand the radicals appearing in the Hamiltonian
obtained by inserting Eq. (Fl) into Eq. (2. 1).
Performing the transformation to normal modes,
Eq. (2. 13), we then find
(E„-+E;)3&P $(1)sin (—,'(k+p) ~ I), (E10) I I I IHP EO++0+ VHP & (F3)
and thus where EO is a constant, ' +0 is again given by Eq.(2. 17a), and
E)-,+Eg & Eg,g, (E11)
VHP VHP+ VHP +(0 ) (1 ) (F4)
where the equality is only realized if either k or p
vanishes. As a corollary to this, we see that for
any n
(z12)Er +Er +'' Ea 'Er.a' '~1 2 n 1 2'''
except for the case where all k's but one are zero.
It follows that one magnon cannot decay into two or
more magnons, simultaneously conserving energy
and momentum.
A second corollary of Eq. (E11) is that if r is
sufficiently small, and ik+p I is not close to zero,
then the condition
(z13)
APPENDIX F' CALCULATIONS USING HOLSTEIN-
PRIMAKOFF FORMALISM
1. Formalism
In this Appendix we shall perform the calcula-
tion of Secs. III, IV, VI, and VII using the Hol-
stein-Primakoff Hamiltonian2 obtained from Eq.
(2. 1) via the transformation'88
S;=S- a& a&,g
S', = (2S)'"(1—f,)' "s, ,
S;= (S;)'= (2$)'"",(I -f )'"
S~ = —S+ b)b~,
S'= (2$)' b (I-g )'
= ($+)t= (2$)4 ~3(I g )& ~3b
where
f, = (2S) ' a', a„
gg —(2$) b) b~ .
(F1a)
(Flb)
(Flc)
(Fld)
(Fle)
(F1f)
(F2a)
(F2b)
can only be satisfied if either k or p are close to
zero. This theorem thus shows that there exists
a regime in which the scattering surface defined
in Sec. IIIA consists of disjoint pieces. The same
conclusion also holds by continuity for k or p = 0
for sufficiently small anisotropy.
Although the relations (E12) and (E13) were de-
rived using the unrenormalized magnon energies, we
expect these relations to hold also for the renor-
malized energies at low temperatures, at least for
(zs) «1, since one finds Relly'll /E8 «1.
where VH'"P' is proportional to S ". Here
~HP 3 [~DM + (~DM ) ] ~
Thus the term VHP' is identical in form to the term
VDM of Eq. (2. 16), with the potential coefficients
4 "' replaced by functions C "', given by
(1) - (9) 1 ( (1) (1)(II hhetet III etetetet $ +hhh1234 1234 ~ ~ 1234 + 3412 ~ y
(5) (6) & (2)@rfrf = C'fCrr= @-'--=4'--= 3 (4' —-+ 4'--) (FGb)3421 2134 1234 3412
(Fea)
~-- = —(4 —-+ 4---)~~ (4) & (4) (4)1234 1234 3412
@»'- = 4-- = —,'(e-'--+ c —-).(7) ~~ (8) & (7) (8)1234 1234 1234 3412
(F8c)
(Fed)
2. Calculation of Z„'„'(k,m) in born Approximation in
Quantum I,ow-Temperature Regime
At low temperatures, we shall keep only the low-
est-order term in Eq. (F4), since the other terms
contain higher powers of 1/S and I/H. The matrix
elements which enter the Born-approximation cal-
culation of Z" (k, (u) will have the same form as in
Eqs. (2. 39) and (4. 4) with 4 '" replaced by O'". At
long wavelengths, we thus obtain the matrix ele-
ments
M»= 8 [4;4:;(k, ~ k, —I)+e;e-(k3 k4 —1)]'
+ 8 [4;e-(kg ' k3 —1) + 4-4. "(k3 k4 —1)]
+-8'[~,-~.
, (k, k4- I)+~,-~-, (53 k3-I)]',
(FVa)
~43( 8[6 4 (kf ' k3+ 1) + e- e-(k3 k4 1)]31 2 3 4
+-8'[e-e-(k, k, +I)+4:;~;(k3 k, —1)]'
+ 8[&-4--(k~ k4+ 1) + &-&-(k3 k, —1)]
(F7b)
Note that in contrast to the Dyson-Maleev case,
both M» and M» are positive. This is a conse-
quence of the Hermitian nature of the Holstein-
Primakoff Hamiltonian. %e may anticipate that the
cancellation which was necessary for self-consis-
tency in Sec. IV will not occur in this case. On
shell, i.e. , for 6&»=0, the term 1V» does not con-
tribute, and M22 agrees with the Dyson-Maleev ex-
pression, Eq. (3.18), as can be seen from Eq.
(A21). It follows that whenever all four magnons
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are confined to the energy shell, the Born-approx-
imation results will be identical in the two formal-
isms. Thiswillbe the case in regimes B-D of
Sec. III for an incoming magnon which is on-res-
onance. Moreover, as was remarked in Sec. IV,
the lowest Born approximation is self -consistent
in these regimes. In regime A, the two formal-
isms will be identical for magnons on the energy
shell, and on resonance (p= 1).7a For arbitrary
values of p, however, and taking into account the
possibility of intermediate-state widths, we have in
regime A, instead of Eq. (4.6),
-'Maa = (~a/&I) (2 - P - &/2~-),
—,'I„=(ef/e, )(-,'+ P. + a/2&f)
(F8a)
(F8b)
and, in place of Eq. (4.20),
P(&„-,p)=(2a)- f dp J dsn-(1+na)s- J'"(o')do!
&(y, p) = [V - -'(1 -y+ p) l' (Flo)
x [5(+&p+ 24 —Q) (z —P, —dE/2&f)
+5(-2~f P+2&-&)(2+ P +&/2&f)'] .
It is already clear from Eq. (F9), that for p= 0,
for instance, we have a term proportional to &„=
&&f „o"y(o')do.'=(y/ef)', whichdivergesas e-„-0.
Thus the result of Eq. (F9) is not self-consistent for
P= 0. We may evaluate Eq. (F9) for arbitrary values
of p by the method of Appendix D. We again find an
expression of the form of Eq. (D14), with F now
given by
shall study this question in part 6 of this Appendix.
In order to evaluate the correlation function, it
will be necessary to compute Z8,'(k, ~). We shall
only consider the regime &„"»y. As indicated in
Appendix B, in order to calculate Z'„'(k, &u) we
proceed as for Z", (k, v), except that in the matrix
elements we make the replacements given in Eq.
(Bl). We find that instead of Eq. (F8) we have
4~22 (~lt/~m)(2 V+2'P)(2 + P2'P)
GAMB&
= (~r/~I) (2 + 0 +r P) (2 —P —2 P),
(F13a)
(F13b)
8 Z~" (k, &) = —8~sf p(2v) S I„(1+3Pa) .
(F14)
The other elements of the self-energy matrix can
be determined using the general symmetry rela-
tions given in Eq. (2. 24):
Z'a(k, co)= —Z~",(k, —(o)=Z~",(k, (o),
Zaa(k, (o)= —Z" (k, —(o).
(F15a)
(F15b)
3. Calculation of Z„" (k,w) in Born Approximation in
Classical Low-Temperature Regime
The results in the classical regime can be in-
ferred immediately from the above calculations,
by replacing p, by v;p [e.g. , compare Eqs. (4. 6a)
and (6.9)]. Thus, for instance, in the classical
regime and when a~» y (so that y can be neglect-
ed), we have instead of Eq. (F10)
so that now we evaluate Eq. (D14) with F(y, p) --,'
—(P, --,'p) . Then use of Eqs. (D19) and (D20) leads
to the result
Using Eqs. (D19) and (D20) we find the result
&(~f P) =&~[l+ h(i+P)'+ sc(y/&f)']
F(y, p) = [vtp ——,'(1+ p)]',
which leads to the result
(F16)
where y is defined in Eq. (4. 17). This result im-
plies that when y/e„- «1:
'Z"„(k, &u) =8(used p(2a) 'S 'f„(7+6p+3p') .
(F12)
Thus the Holstein-Primakoff expression for the
decay rate in first Born approximation is not self-
consistent in all of regime A, since there is a term
in Eq. (Fll) which diverges when e„-«y, i.e. ,
when Eg «NX', „. According to our evaluation, how-
ever, as long as eg»y, the Holstein-Primakoff
answer should be correct, since then the correc-
tions due to self-consistency are small. We note
first that for p= 1, i.e. , on-resonance, Eq. (F12)
agrees with the Dyson-Maleev result, Eq. (4. 24).
Thus the decay rates are the same. On the other
hand, we have asserted that the values of Z'„'„(k, &)
are also physically significant for p& 1, since they
enter the correlation functions. We must therefore
check that in the case ep» y, the two formalisms
predict the same spin-correlation functions. We
Zne(ki'o)=v (T/To) ~z&~gp[3n2+ ~4(1+ p) no],
(F17)
which again agrees with the Dyson-Maleev answer
given in Eq. (6. 19) on resonance (p= 1). For
Zz, (k, ~) we have (neglecting y, which is of order
yl&f)
&(y, ~) = 4 —(v;t -2p)' . (F18)
This form leads to
Zg~(k~ 07) = 7T (T/To) (Oaef p[ —g'l7a+ 4 (1 —p )no] .
(F19)
Note that this result does not agree with the Dy-
son-Maleev result, Eq. (B5), even on resonance.
However, agreement between the two formalisms
is not required, since the off-diagonal elements
of Z,„represent higher-order corrections; the
dominant diagonal terms are the same in the two
formalisms, as we have already seen.
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4. General Form of Spin-Correlation Functions in
Holstein-Primakoff Formahsm
In this section we investigate the general form
of the spin-correlation functions in the Holstein-
Primakoff formalism. In order to obtain the cor-
relation functions to the desired accuracy, we need
to evaluate Green's functions of the type
g„(k, z) =-((ay+ —,'Ag af'+ —,'Af)), etc. , (F20)
where &t-, is defined in Eg. (2.29). By diagrammatic
reasoning analogous to that of Appendix C we see
that we can write
g=(l+-,'A'"') G (I+-,'A")+-,'W, (F2l)
where A'"'(k, z) and A" (k, z) are self-energy ma-
trices in which the outgoing and incoming vertices
are replaced by V,«and V,~«, respectively. Also,
W is a self-energy in which both external vertices
are replaced by these effective interactions. Dia-
grammatically, this equation is shown in Fig. 9.
As we have seen above, the Holstein-Primakoff
and Dyson-Maleev results agree on resonance, be-
cause they give identical results for Z~'~ (k, ef),
which determines the resonant behavior of g (k, &o)
for ur =co~ eg. On resonance, the other functions
are of higher order, i. e. ,
ImG, „(k, e-„)/lm8. .(k, z„-)-c (Z) =e'~', (F22)
unless p, =v=a. The fact that the iwo formalisms
give different results for Z~"„(k, eg) except when
A'."."(k,z)=A'.".(k, z) .
Second, we note that
[A'"'(k, z) G (k, z)]„=((A„";b „))
[G(k, z)A" (k, z)]., ={(a;;a„-)) .
(F23)
But using the symmetry in the Holstein-Primakoff
Hamiltonian between a„- and b „", we have that
(F26)
so that
[G(k, z) A" (k, z)]., = [A'"'(k, -z) G(k, -z)]., (F2q)
In a similar fashion, one can deduce that
[G(k, z) A" (k, z)], =[A'"'(k, z) G(k, )],
Thus, finally,
—,
' Im[A' (k, (u) G (k, (u) + G (k, (u) A'"(k, ~)],
=
—,' Im [A'"' (k, v ) G (k, ~)
p, = v = n, is a higher-order effect about which our
calculation can say nothing. Hence in this discus-
sion we need only concern ourselves with the non-
resonant behavior of the correlation functions.
For this purpose, we shall discuss the properties
of A~"„'(k, z) and A',"„(k, z). We wish to express
A'„'„(k, z) in terms of A',"„'(k, z), since the latter
quantity has been discussed at length in Appendix
C. First of all, it is clear from their diagrammatic
structure that
—
A'"' (k; ru) G(k, —~)],
~
Using these results and carrying out a calculation
analogous to that of Sec. VII, we find the correla-
tion functions off resonance to be given to lowest
order in ~ and (zS) ' as
Imq „(k v) = —,'W" (f ~)+Hz Z„(k, ~) (2 —c„-)
+ Hz' A," (k, ~) (Cu —e„-) ' (FSOa)
ImBg~(f, &) = pe 0, (k, &) z Zza (kyi&) (Qp —Eg)'
FIG. 9. Expansion of the spin Green's function in the
Holstein-Primakoff formalism. Here we show the dia-
grammatic representation of Eq. (F21), which takes ac-
count of terms up to third order in the Holstein-Primakoff
expansion of the spin operators in terms of boson opera-
tors. The double lines represent true boson propagators.
The vertex functions are assumed to be irreducible (i.e. ,
they cannot be partitioned by cutting only a single line),
so that the reducible contribution to the spin Green's
function in the next-to-lowest line must be given explicitly.
+ ,
' Hz' Az", (k, (o) ((o —ef ) '—
—2. Hz' A "~ (k, (o) (u) + zf ) ' . (F30b)
Here we used the notation A„„(k,z) =A'„"„'(k,z).
Thus A~„(k, z) is calculated as in Appendix C, ex-
cept thai the matrix elements are constructed using
the interaction appropriate to the Holstein-Prima-
koff Hamiltonian, Egs. (F6).
5. Calculation of A„",(k,u) and &»(k,~)
We need to calculate the vertex function A~„(k, z)
and the self-energy W~„(k, z). I et us first consider
A„"„(k,z). We may modify the calculation of Ap-
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yendix C for use in the present case: We merely
replace all the 4"' by 4"' as indicated in Eqs.
(F6). In each case, we find that this leads to re
placing matrix elements (1+ p) by [-,' (1+p) a p, ].
Making this replacement in Eq. (C13) involves in-
clusion of an extra factor —,' (1+p) in Eq. (C15).
Hence we obtain immediately the result in the
quantum low-temperature regime A, eg«7,
A~" (k, (u ) = A," (k, (u) = ——,' ~ (1+p) (2v) ' S 'I„,
which implies
(F31a)
A.",(k, ~)=A,", (k, ~)=--,'~(1- p)(2v) 'S-'I„.
(F31b)
(F32a)
which implies
A", (k, (o ) = As~ (k, (o) = —(qo/ 2x) (T/T, )'(5(1 —p)
(F32b)
Next let us turn to the calculation of W„'„(k,ur).
Here we construct the matrix elements replacing
the external vertices (i. e. , all vertices in this
order) by potential coefficients of V,«and V,«.
Thus for W„'„' (k, ~) we have the matrix elements
M,'~ and M3", as follows:
M3[ M22 8lfl l fg [2(1 xy) ] 16/ks (F33)
The results for the classical low-temperature re-
gime can be inferred from the corresponding Dyson-
Maleev results by similar reasoning. Again, one
sees that the Holstein-Primakoff expression is ob-
tained from Eq. (C28) by the inclusion of an extra
factor —,' (1+p):
Ag~ (k, (u) = A~~(k, (0) = —(qo/2v) (T/To) (7)(1+p)
Hs Im8„(k, &u) = (C, + C', ) P/(P —I)', (F37a)
He im ~s. (k, ~) = (Cm- Cg) P/(1 -P'), (F37b)
where Co and C30are defined in Eqs. (7. 14) and
(7. 15) for the quantum and classical low-tempera-
ture regimes, respectively. To facilitate a com-
parison, we collect the results of this Appendix,
Eqs. (F12), (F14), (F17), (F19), (F31), (F32),
(F34), and (F35), in the same notation:
k 'Z," (k, ur)=&use„'-p[C', +-,'C', (1+p)'], (F38a)
8 ' Zs~ (k, (o) =(os el p [- Co + —,' Com(1 —p~)], (F38b)
A.".(k, ~)=- —,' C', e„-p(1+p), (F39a)
A,".(k, ~)=--,'C', e-„p(1+p), (F39b)
He W„"„(k,&o ) = Cm p (F40)
These results can be substituted into Eq. (F30) in
order to determine Im9„„(k,+). It is easy to show
that we again recover the result, Eq. (F37), ob-
tained using the Dyson-Maleev formalism. Thus
we conclude that in that part of regime A where
both formalisms are self-consistent, i. e. , for
v'«eg «7, the spin-correlation functions from
the two formalisms agree with one another.
APPENDIX G: HIGHERNRDER EFFECTS
1, Detailed Balance and Cancellation of Matrix Elements
Let us write the decay rate as
1 (k, o)) = I')(k, (o)+ I'((k, (o), (61)
where 1'& (or I'() is the contribution to I"(k, &o) from
diagrams where the incoming vertex is earlier (or
later) than the outgoing vertex. Using the formal-
ism of Refs. 53 and 54, it may be shown that
independent of the values of p. and v. Then, follow-
ing the method of Appendix D, we obtain the result
in the quantum low-temperature regime A, Eg«v,3
W~„(k, (o) = —,' (2v) 'S ~I„He'u)/e& . (F34)
I', (k, (u) = —e "s"1')(k, (o),
so that Eq. (61) can be written as
I'(k, (o) = (1 —e M")I')(k, (o) .
We may also rewrite Eq. (61) as
(62)
(G3)
In the classical low-temperature regime, we find
If W„"„(k,ur) =(q, / v) (T/T, )'(o~'(3/e„- . (F35)
6. Comparison of Spin-Correlation Functions in Two Formalisms
We are now in a position to compare the results
for the spin-correlation functions in the two for-
malisms. To facilitate this comparison we record
the form of the spectral-weight functions off reso-
nance in the Dyson-Maleev formalism. We may
write the results, Eqs. (7. 11), as
Im9„(k, (o) = Im Z', (k, (0)/Hs (Co —eI)', (F36a)
Imgz„(k, v) = Im Zf, (k, &o)/Hz~(e~~ —&3 ), (F36b)
which gives, upon use of Eq. (7. 18),
I'=
-(1-e sgl'&+ -(1-e~")I",- —,'Ape(I'& —r, ) .
(64)
Let us set
I' (k, ( ) —I" (k, r )=Q x(D)I'(D;k, a)), (65)
where the sum is over all diagrams D, with x(D)= 1
if D contributes to I'&, and x(D) = —1 if D contributes
to I'(. The symbol I'(D; k, co) represents the contri-
bution to I' of diagram D. Equation (64) establishes
the property of "detailed balance" mentioned in
Sec. V.
Let us now generalize the calculation of Sec. IV
by pairing diagrams together as follows: Consider
along with any diagram D the corresponding dia-
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gram D obtained from D by changing n~ particles
to P; holes, e; holes to P~ particles, and vice versa
for P;; these changes are to be made in internal
lines only. Second, reverse the time-ordering se-
quence of all vertices, and finally, in internal lines,
replace the external momentum k by —k. As a re-
sult of these operations, internal particle lines re-
main particle lines and internal hole lines remain
hole lines, but n and P labelings of internal lines
are reversed. Because of the symmetry of the
Hamiltonian, the internal matrix elements are not
affected to lowest order in 0 by these interchanges.
An example of this pairing is shown in Fig. 10. We
may now rewrite Eqs. (G4) and (G5) as
a, k
a, k
a, k
I'(k, (o) = —'+P(o Q [x(D)I' (D; k, (o)+ x(D )I'(D; k, (o)],
(G8)
since summing over D induces a summation over
It is clear from the example of Fig. 10, that if
D contributes to I"&, then D contributes to I'( and
vice versa, so that x(D) = —x(D ), from which
I'(k, (o) = ,' kP(ogl&—x(D)[I'(D; k, (o) —I'(D; k, «&)] .
(G7)
It can be shown that the expressions for I"(D; k, (o)
and I'(D; k, «&) remain finite as k 0. Our aim is to
show that their difference, which occurs in Eq.
(G7), vanishes at long wavelengths, i. e. , that there
is a cancellation of matrix elements. In analogy
with Eq. (4. 12), let us write I'(D;k, (o) as
I'(D;k, «&)= g J {d(o,}A({k},{(o,},k)N({«,})(kg}
a, k
FIG. 10. Pair of diagrams D and D' used in the can-
cellation theorem. Momentum conservation requires
that s+t=q- p+r. We have numbered the vertices to
emphasize the equality of matrix elements at internal
vertices between the two diagrams in the limit k 0.
Note that the energy denominators differ only as a result
of the energy and momentum associated with the external
lines.
/I'(D;k, «&) are quite similar to the corresponding
unprimed quantities. For instance, referring to
Fig. 10, we see that
&(&I&(nc',„tfI ({k(}&k)P({k(},{«&(}&k, (o)
&&&({k(},{(o,}&k, (o)L({k,},k)f j, (G8)
A (k)=A(-k),
L'(k) = I.(-k),
&'(k)=n(-k),
(G10)
P (k, «)=P(-k, -~), N'=N,
1 1
=P-+ vf5(x) .
X -i& (GQ)
and similarly, for I'(D'; k, «&) one has a correspond-
ing expression involving primed quantities. Here
A({k,},{«&,},k) denotes the product over spectral-
weight functions for each internal line; N({«&,})the
product of corresponding occupation numbers,
1+n((o, ) for particle lines, and n(«&, ) for hole lines;
4„and 4,„,are the 4 coefficients at the external
vertices; Q({k;},k) is the product over internal
vertices of the 4& coefficients; I.({k,},k) is the pro-
duct over all internal lines of I „.
,
; P({k,},{(o,},k, «&)
is the product over principal value energy deno-
minators; and &({k,},{(o,},k, (o) is the product over
6-function energy denominators, where we use" im(~z; Z';z;+go')--' . (Gl 2)
Since the terms in Eq. (Gll) change sign when z= (o
—Q' is replaced by —z= —~+ it, whereas those in
Eq. (G12) are independent of z, we have
where the dependence on internal momenta and en-
ergies is implicit. It remains only to discuss the
ac ors, '„, ,'„„ad ~'. Consider first &': It
is clear that ~ and ~ involve an odd number of 6
functions. Further, it can be shown'4 that of these
an odd number involve (d, i.e. , are of the form
Im((zi(oz)+ Q zg -Q e;)-', (Gl 1)
where e~ and e; are particle and hole energies,
whereas an even number do not involve (o, i.e. , are
of the form
According to our construction, the primed quan-
tities appearing in the analog of Eq. (G8) for &'(k, (o)= —&(-k, —«&) . (G13)
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Next let us relate the external matrix elements, 4 „
and C,„„for the diagram D to those, 4„and 4,„„
for the corresponding diagram D . In Fig. 11 are
shown the possible incoming vertices for the dia-
gram D, for which the associated C coefficients are
(a)
at+ PPr
P, g &P,
(b)
a, k+ PPr
P pp' ga;s
/
@elks (G14a)
(614b)
@PIkg (614c)
4'xi rg (614d)
@~'sky
~
(G14e)
C„k (G14f)
with k+ p= r+ s. The corresponding incoming ver-
tices for the diagram D are shown in Fig. 12, and
the associated coefficients are
{e)
a, k+ Ppr
a-p - a-s
(f)
a, k+
a~ pg
/
pt'a;r
(c)
a,k% Xa;r a, k + p'P, r
C, (3)
~p IpSp-k
(4)
C'~, i,g, -k
(5)
Ppsppp~k
(y)
~pip kp8&
C, (6) kpS &
@,(9)
(615a}
(615b)
(615c)
(615d)
(G15e)
(615f) 4r„=X ~ k+ Bek+ D
'
krak+ Q C~k„kp,
IP
(617)
FIG. 12. Incoming n magnon vertices in diagram D'
corresponding respectively, to those in diagram D shown
in Fig. 11. Here momentum conservation requires that
P-Q=r" +s. The 4 coefficients associated with these
vertices are given in Eq. (G15).
with p —k= r+ s. Comparing Eris. (G14) and (G15)
and using the asymptotic forms in Appendix A, we
see that if
C „=A ~ k+ Bck+ D ~ ke.„+Q Capkakrr
cgs
(616)
(where n and P are summed over x, y, and z), then
so that to lowest order in &g, the quantities C „and
C,„are equal, i.e. ,
C'„=4,',[1+8 (s f)] . (G18)
We can make a similar analysis for C,„,. To avoid
redrawing the diagrams, imagine the lines in Figs.
11 and 12 to be reversed. Then Fig. 11 would de-
pict outgoing vertices with associated C coefficients
(a)
a, k g pa, r
a, p g ga, s
(c)
/'
a, k + P'P;r
a,pg yP, -sX
/'
(b)
/
a, k + ga, r
a, pg +P;s
{d)
/
a, k + ga, r
(1)
@'kg eI
(3&4'teal
~
p)C a~I,
(2)4'Sgei
g6)C a~I,
(619a)
(G19b)
(G19c)
(619d)
(619e)
(619f)
with k+P= x+s. In Fig. 12, the corresponding 4
coefficients for D would be
(e)
a, k 4 Xa, rX
P,-pg yP, -s
a, iW
P,
-pp
/
FIG. 11. Possible vertices involving the incoming n
magnon of momentum k. Momentum conservation re-
quires that k+p=r+s. These vertices are associated
with the 4'coefficients given in Eq. (G14).
(620a)
(G20b)
(G20c)
(620d)
(G20e)
(G20f)
C, (3)jg, -k, P, I &
C, (4)gp~fSp Ppl
(6)„C g, -k, P, I&
@(8)
Sp
C, (5)„fp kr~pl &
C, (9)8p-kp&pN ~
with p —k= r+ s. Comparing Eg. (619) and (G20)
and again using the asymptotic forms of Appendix
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A we see that if
4,„)= E+f - k+ Gap, (621)
so that
c.„,= —c„',[I+c (s&)] . (623)
Putting together Eqs. (610), (613), (618), (G23),
and (68) we have, to lowest order in s-„,
I"(D; k, v) = I"(D; k, v ), (624)
In Eg. (5.3b), we defined K(cf, p) by
I (kq 0))= Q&spsgK(epp p) . (628)
We wish to show that K(s„., p) is regular when e„.-0.
We note, first of all, that in Appendix 0 a power-
series expansion in e"„/y was obtained because the
spectral-weight functions broaden the scattering
surface, so that Rll energies have a width of order
y. Thus the energies of interest are &.„, y, and the
energies of the colliding spin waves, a&. Purely on
dimensional grounds, one can expect Rn expansion
in the parameters s„-/y and eg/e, . This argument
can also be given in physical terms. When y»c„",
it is apparent that the qualitative aspect of the scat-
tering surface is determined by y, and that inclusion
of 4'g in the equation for the scattering surface leads
to yerturbative effects. Thus in the limit y»a'g,
changing the value of a„" merely leads to sampling
the broad (compared to af) spectral weights of the
colliding particles at slightly different energies,
which thereby leads to changes in the decay rate of
order e"„/y. This qualitative argument is confirmed
within the first Born approximation by the explicit
calculation in Appendix D.
%'e may remark that the expansion parameter is
actually e„/pox~ and not e„/y, where po is the mo-
mentum of a typical spin wave. We might assume
that Po is the momentum of a thermal spin wave, in
[I (D; k, (o) - I'(D'; k, (o))-0 as c„--0 . (G25)
Combining Eqs. (GV) and (625) establishes the de-
sired cancellation theorem, and the second neces-
sary property, Eq. (5.3).
Gf course, in order for the argument to be rig-
orous, we would have to investigate the convergence
of the multiple integrals in Eg. (68), which is
clearly a formidable task. Nevertheless, the ex-
plicit appearance of a constant term in Eq. (68),
coming from C,,C,„,P;, has been successfully elimi-
nated. As regards the question of convergence, we
ShRll limit oui selves to R qualitative dlscusslon ln
oxder to determine the nature of the expansion in a„.
2. e~ Expansion
which case po-~, which suggests that the expansion
is in powers of ep/v' -"e;/y. However, even in low-
est Born approximation, viz. , Eq. (D10a), one sees
that the scattering process in which a thermal
magnon (of wave vector p) collides with the incom-
ing magnon to produce a thermal magnon together
with one of wave vector s, requires s to be no
larger than y/p . Since y-p r~, we see that s is at
most of order &~, and not of order &. Next, one
might ask whether several such particles can take
pRI't ln R scRtterlng process. Fol" 8uch px'ocesses,
it would clearly not be correct to assume the typical
momentum po to be of order v. What one can show
18 thRt fox' R scRttex'lng px'ocess ln which two mo-
menta are restricted, the other momenta can range
up to the smaller of the quantities 7' and p„where
P~ is the momentum of larger of the bvo fixed mo-
menta. In other words, if two particles with
momenta each of order v'3 collide, the scattering
surface is of order 7' in its linear dimension. Thus,
because of energy conservation there are no internal
magnons whose momenta are restricted by conser-
vation of energy and momentum to be less than of
order v . Accordingly, it seems reasonable to say
that Po must be taken to be at least as large as v .
Even for particles with momentum f~o- v the spec-
tral weights have a width of order po7' 7', and so
when &p «7', their width dominates the incoming
energy. The criterion &g «v is probably much too
stringent, and merely represents a lower limit on
the boundary of the hydrodynamic regime imposed
by the crudeness of our argument. In any case,
this argument does support the claim that for suffi-
ciently small momenta, K(ef, p) will be a regular
function of &p. As mentioned in Sec. V, it appears
likely from the above argument that the expansion
is an asymptotic one, since the expansion param-
eter is c, /pox', and at some order the po integral
will diverge.
These arguments, and also those of Appendix 03
rely essentially on perturbation theory. In cases
where perturbation theory is inadequate our argu-
ments must fail, although the conclusions may still
be correct. For instance, consider the diagrams
including a particle-hole ladder, one term of which
is shown in Fig. 13, and which apparently lead to
arbitrarily large renormalizations. More specif-
ically, let us consider the third-order term in de-
tail. We consider only the term arising from taking
the imaginary part of all three energy denominators,
so that we get thxee 5 functions, each of which can
be handled as in Sec. III, e. g. , as in Eq. (3. 23).
Since the exact form of the contribution to E is ex-
tremely complicated, we shall give only a simpli-
fied result whose form serves to illustrate the
points we wish to make. Taking account of the
damping ln intermediate stRtes by lntx'oduclng Qox'-
malized probability functions in analogy with Eq.
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ample, we may conclude that for a complete analy-
sis it would be necessary to consider the possibility
of resonances in many-point functions. C learly,
the analysis of such general collective excitations
is beyond the reach of our formalism.
FIG. 13. Anomalous contribution to the decay rate.
The singular behavior of this diagram is due to the par-
ticle-hole ladder discussed in the text [see Eq. (G27)].
(4. 20), one finds
&(&&, p) fp(-N)«J t(n')«' f t(o'")«"
"J dp Jdp f dp" J ds(v/a;)(M/a;)
(627)
(629)
As mentioned in Sec. V, to avoid this difficulty it
is clear that one must perform a resummation over
particle-hole l.adders, replacing them by a finite
scattering amplitude. It is just such a sum over
particle-hole ladders which describes the longitu-
dinal susceptibilty, so it is not surprising that the
perturbation expansion of this four-point function
does not converge. Furthermore, from this ex-
In writing this result we have used the fact that p,
p', and p are thermal momenta much larger than
s. Also, I denotes the matrix element for this
process which we estimate to be of order y/eI, and
the &'s in the enex gy 6 fgnctions are given by an-
alogs of Eq. (4. 22). From that equation we see that
the integration over the orit:niations of the momenta
leads to integraIs over v, v, and v ', each of which
produce factors of l/s. Thus the s integral in Eq.
(627), denoted I„ is highly singular:
I,= f"s-'ds, (628)
Sg
Compared to Eq. (Diia), we have a factor s ', rather
than s ', because there @re three energy denomin-
ators in the particle-hg)9 f~~~ep instead of one as
in the first Qorn ayprozimap, on. Clearly, with
more rungs in the ladder we could generate even
more singular factors. Since s, -y, this integral
gives the anomalously large contribution
y-8 g-10 )
3. Absence of Anomalous Temperature Renormalizations
Let us now accept the validity of the e„- expansion,
and write the decay rate in the form
r(k, ~)=~~ 'e~g-(p, r), e-„«l. (630)
The assumption of the validity of this result simpli-
fies the analysis in that now we can restrict our at-
tention to terms of lowest order in ~. Indeed,
terms of higher order in ~ are only dangerous if
they lead to a dependence on ap of lower order than
c~» but such a dependence has been excluded in
writing Eq. (630). For the present discussion, we
shall assume that contributions to the decay rate
from interactions with collective modes, such as
second magnons, can be ignored. Mathematically,
this assumption means that perturbation theory gives
qualitatively correct results and that terms which
are of higher order in some expansion parameter
can be neglected,
Taking this point of view, one is led to the conclu-
sion that the term of lowest order in the density (of
spin deviations) is found by considering the family
of diagrams with the minimum number of hole lines.
In other words, to lowest order in 7' we need con-
sider only those diagrams which involve no hole
lines other than those required for energy conserva-
tion. Furthermore, processes with more than one
energy-conserving 5 function involve extra thermal
magnons, and hence give contributions which are of
higher order in 7'. In addition, it is clear that to
achieve the minimum number of hole lines, the en-
ergy-conserving 6 function should involve four par-
ticles in just the same way as the lowest Born ap-
proximation. Energy conservation for six particles,
for example, requires two extra independent mo-
menta to be thermal, so that effectively there are
two extra hole lines in this case. From these re-
marks we conclude that to lowest order in &, only
diagrams similar to those in Fig. 4 contribute to the
decay rate. In other words, to lowest order in 7'
we replace the vertices C ' by vertices 8 which
are obtained by "dressing" the 4 ' with subdia-
grams involving no extra hole lines. Note that all
energy denominators other than the 6 function "cut, "
which we have explicitly represented in Fig. 4 by
a dashed line, involve some nonthermal particle lines.
Since the momenta of these internal particle lines
range over the entire Brillouin zone, the inclusion
of damping for such intermediate states leads to
negligible corrections at low temperatures. In
short, we can evaluate the scattering amplitudes
or dressed vertices at zero temperature. As we
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shall see later in this Appendix, and also more
explicitly in Appendix H, these dressed vertices
are given as a series in the parameters z ' and
(zS) '.
As mentioned in Sec. V B, we shall assume that
these vertex functions satisfy "Hermiticity" rela-
tions like Eq. (5. 10). These equalities are strongly
documented by evidence presented in Sec. V C and
Appendix H. Therefore, the estimates of Eq. (5. 5)
and (5. 6) will still be valid for the renormalized
vertices. In particular, in Eq. (5. 9) the matrix
elements N133 and Sl13, will be of the form
a (
a
a
I
I
I
a 2
a I
SR-sI'(A@3+ BP+ Co.). (G31) a I a
234
a
R„-(A +8 p.)kP,
where p=k p. On resonance (p= 1) we assume
that R,„,= R„, so thy. t in general we have
(G32a)
R,„,-[A +B p, +C (p —1)j kP,
which enables us to write
(GS2b)
II(k, p, r, s) - (e3/e;)(). ' + p'„) [X '+ y'„+ C'(p —1)j.
(GS2c)
But this matrix element leads to exactly the same
temperature dependence, viz. , Z" (k, &u)- 3- ln3;
as was found in lowest Born approximation [see
Eq. (5. 1)j. Thus we argue that higher-order
terms will only give rise to I/a corrections to
f(p) in Eq. (5. 1), and hence that the first Born
approximation is qualitatively correct.
In order to give this discussion in more detail, it
is necessary to clarify some points connected with
the enumeration of diagrams. For this purpose we
shall study the symmetry number, "' g(D), of the
diagram D. The symmetry number is the number
of ways of relabeling the lines which leaves the dia-
gram topologically unchanged. In particular, con-
sider the diagrms for B shown in Fig. 14. If we
denote by m, n the full diagram for Z, obtained
by using the diagram m for 8 at the incoming
vertex, and n for R at the outgoing vertex, then
we have
g(m, 4)= 2g(m)g(4), m=1, 3 (GSSa)
but for any other combinations of the diagrams of
Fig. 14,
In writing down this estimate we have dropped terms
of higher order in 3'3/e; or o./e,". Using this form
of matrix element, one can carry out the integrals
over the scattering surface in the manner of Appen-
dix D, and show that the term Cv, involving the
damping of intermediate states does not contribute
to the result. In other words, the matrix elements
can be evaluated on shell, in which case we may
estimate them as follows: The dressed interaction
R„must be linear in k and p, and hence is of the
form
FIG. 14. Some dressed vertices for the self-energy.
Any self-energy diagram with a single 5-function cut,
such as that shown at thebottom, can be constructed from
dressed vertices. In the first five diagrams we show
dressed vertices involving four ct magnons. All lines
internal to the vertex are particle lines. Diagrams j., 3, and
4 are "symmetric" in the sense of Appendix G3, whereas
2 and 5 are "unsymmetric".
g(m, n) =g(m)g(n) . (G33b)
"AI33 (k3, k3, k3, k& )= 8lilal3ltf [2R3 f f S((0)Rf 3 3 4 (R)
—S3)if (&)Sy 333 (~)+ R3,-f.i, -3(~)Rt.-f 3,-K(~)
and
+ R3'-'3 i -3 (~)R3'-'3 3 -3 (~)~ (G34a)
5II3, (k„k3,k3, k3) = 8l~lgl313 [2R33 I3(&)RP33(&)
—S33 i3(m)S3tf3 l(&)+Ra, 3, i,4(&)R g, l,f,8(
+RIt, g, i,3(&)Rf3,3a(~)1 ~ (G34b)
The frequency dependence of the dressed vertices
arises because the energy associated with the ex-
ternal line (always k, ) is k &u.
Thus we must separate the vertex functions into con-
tributions from diagrams which have two equivalent
external lines, which we shall call "symmetric, "
and those from diagrams which do not have two
equivalent external lines, which we shall call "un-
symmetric. " The symmetric and unsymmetric
parts of R "will be denoted S ' and U ', respec-
tively isa Taking account of the symmetry number,
we write the matrix elements in Eq. (5.9) as
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To illustrate the I/z expansion for the renor-
malized vertices we have evaluated the dressed ver-
tices on shell to first order in 1/z, using diagrams
typified by those of Fig. 15. We have obtained the
following results:
Sf'3»»= [1—(2zS) ']~I'6» (635a)
Ut )f» = (2&S) '4'IY»» (635b)
f»Hs»= [I —(2zS) ']4'~f f »»
S---= [I —(2zS) ']4---(5) (g)
U" - —(2zS) C(5) (g)1234 1234
R" " = [1+ (2zS)"']k"-(g) (3)
(GS5c)
(GS5d)
(GS5e)
(635f)
fuff»» =[1+ (2zS) ']Ojss4 ~(3) (3) (635g)
A completely analogous discussion can be given
for the real part of the self-energy Z, (k, a&). In-
stead of Eq. (GV) one finds
Z ', (k, (c) = ,'Q —[Z', (D; k(c)+, Z,' (D'; k, a) )] . (638)
In this case, note that the detailed-balance factor
(1 —8 ) Sptc is lllissillg. Also, oils llas all evell
number of ~ functions, so that
Since these dressed vertices have the same long-
wavelength behavior as the bare vertices, Egs.
(631)and (632) are obviously satisfied, to this order
in I/z.
4. Othe' Functions
Z„',(D;k, (c)=Q A„o3"ef, (Gse)
where the coefficients A.„are of order unity. Like-
wise, we may write
Z', (D';k, c ) =Q W„' a "er, (Gseh)
that the square bracket in Eq. (638) is of order es.
We may discuss the temperature dependence of
Z„(k, c3) in close analogy with the discussion in
part 3 of this Appendix. Since we have established
that Z (k, tc) -&s, it suffices to restrict our atten-
tion to contributions to Z„(k, &o) which are of low-
est order in 7'. That is, we need consider only dia-
grams with no hole lines, and consequently no en-
ergy-conserving 6 functions. Thus, in the expres-
sion for Z' (k, &o) similar to Eq. (68), there does
not appear tbe factor b ((kl), (c3)),k, co). As a result,
it is clear that the external momentum and energy,
k and ~, appear only in combinations of the form
(GS8a)
(638b)
as can be seen from analysis of the expressions for
the other factors, P, L, N, C', etc. , in Eq. (G8).
Note that there are no 6 functions to restrict the
summations, which therefore range over the entire
Brillouin zone. Accordingly, ~& and k& are of order
unity. As a result, we may write
&'(k, (u)=&(-k, —&c) . (Gsv)
Q5 Q, 3
(b)
u, l Q, 2
u, )
Q, 2
a, 4
a,4
Q, B
-+.i
a, t
a, 5 a4
P;6 Q, 2
Q, 5
Q, 3
I
Q,4
a, 2
FIG. 15. First-order dressed vertices for 8 I, (a)
and (b)) and U l [(c) and (d)] at zero temperature. All
lines internal to the vertex are particle lines. The rules for
evaluating the dressed vertices follow directly from those
for the self-energy.
The differences in signs between Eqs. (GV) and
(613) on the one band and (638) and (63V) on the
other hand, compensate one anothex. Thus the pre-
vious discussion can be used to support the claim
and the cancellation theorem ensures thatAoo = —&00.
Thus we have established that
Z,' (k, &u) = I&one»(Cs+ C,p),
in the zero-temperature long-wavelength limit,
where C3 and C4 ax e constants.
Up to now we have considered explicitly onlyZ, (k, z). But it is easy to see that our arguments
go through unchanged for any of the components,
Z„„(k,z).
We can carry out a similar type of analysis for
A(k, z), except that in this case the arguments
simplify, because there are no cancellations analo-
gous to those in Z(It, &u). As explained in Appendix
C, we use the matrix element 4 at the outgoing
vertex, so that 4,„,is still of order unity, cf. Eqs.
(621) and (C12). Since there is no cancellation
here, one sees that &pA and Z are of the same order:
A'(k, ~) -6(1), (64la)
A "(k, c3) -e (G41b)
We are now in a position to develop a formally
exact description of the self-energies and vertex
functions at long wavelengths and low temperatures,
without any restr1etion on the parametel's & and .
We write
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Z,"„(k,«&) = z»f '2„' (p, ~),
A~"„(k, «&) = z „-h'„„'(p,r ),
Z „(k, (u) =zopf„'i„'(p, r),
A„'
„(k, «&) = h" & (p q)
(G42a)
(642b)
(642c)
(642d)
pect that one should write (for notation, see Appen-
dix C)
2S&3„-2SG,&, =- Ã 'Z ((a; .a;a„,;;b.„.)),(G5la)
and we wish to determine the leading temperature
dependence of these functions. To do this we need
consider only diagrams with the minimum number
of hole lines. From the discussion following Eg.
(G32), it is clear that we may write
Z„",(k, «&) = h «&zz„.(C,P+ Czp'), (643)
where C, and C~ are parameters proportional to
7'1nT and independent of k and &) which reduce to C&
and C2 in lowest order in 1/z and 1/S. Using the
general symmetry relations we also have that
Z»»'(k, «&) = —Z,",(k, —«&) = h «&zf f(C&p —Cz P ) .
(644)
From Appendix B, we see that in lowest Born ap-
proximation Z„(f, «&)= —Z, (k, «&). Since this equal-
ity was a result of 4,„,= —4,„, [see Eq. (B2) or
(623,'], it will be valid to arbitrary order in pertur
bation theory. Hence we have
Zz,'g7, «&) = —h «&zz»(C, P+ Cap ), (G45a)
Z'z(k, «&)= —hidzz„"(C, p- Czp) . (G45b)
The analysis for A„„is essentially the same, so we
quote only the results:
A,'„'(k, «&)= C, «&, i& = n, P, v= o&, P (648)
where C,- is again a parameter proportional to r3 lnv'
and independent of k and +.
Next we consider the real parts of these functions.
From Eq. (640), we have that
Z' (k, «&) = h'«&zzf(C~+ C,P), (G4V)
where C, and C4 are constants independent of k, (d,
and ~. Use of the general symmetry relations
yields,
Z~'~(k, «&)=Z' (k, —«&)=h«&zzf(C, —C,P) . (648)
To determine Z~ and Zz we use the following dis-
persion relations:
+eo I
Z (k, «&) —Z (k&~)= — P i Z (k&«& ).
7r e 00
(649)
But at long wavelengths, we have'" Z~ (k, «&)
= —Z„„(k,«&), hence it follows from Eq. (649) that
Z„,(1~, &~) = —Z, „(k, «&). Thus we have
Zt (k, «&)= —h«&zzk(C, + C,p), (G50a)
Z~»(k, «&)=. —h«&zz, (C3 —C,p) . (650b)
For A', the analysis is similar to that for Z, ex-
2SQ„—2SG„= —2A' 'Z (ata;) &,»
-& 'Z ((a.
,
a;a;„.; b.;))„„
(G5lb)
where the subscript "con" denotes contributions
from connected di8grhNI. Ia tetfns Of the relative
sublattice magneti2lation cr„ let us write
g„(k, «&) = oG, » (k, «&) ++X, (k, «&)6,$, «&) .
(G52)
From Eq. (651), we see that the diagrams for
X$, «&) are connected. The analysis of these dia-
grams is then straightforward, and we find that
I5„„+A„„=cr5„„+Ce, (653)
where 6,„is the Kronecker 5 and e and C, are con-
stants, independent of k, o~, and r.
Thus we have achieved a complete parametriza-
tion of the dynamics in the long-wavelength limit at
low temperatures in terms of the parameters
Cs» . . ~ » Ce» and 0':
Znc&0 & « iO )= Z&»(k&«&&- iO )
=-Z~$, —«&+ iO')
= Z»&&(k, —«&+ iO )= Ii«&zzf(Cq+ C4p)
+ g»i«&zz&", (C&p+ Czp ), (G54)
1+A~~(k, «& —iO ) = 1+ A6&&(k& «&+ $0 )
= &+ Ce+ iC~rV, (655a)
A,»(k, «& —iO') =Ae (k, —«&+iO')
= Ce+ i' . (655b)
To actually evaluate these parameters in terms of
the exchange constant J would involve summing an
infinite series in the parameters 1/z or 1/S. In
principle, it is necessary to determine C, and C4
self-consistently. Here self-consistency does not
involve treating the damping of intermediate states,
as these effects are negligible at low temperatures.
Bather, we must renormalize the undamped spin-
wave energies by the 1/z effects. After this has
been done, the other parameters can be determined
in terms of these dressed spin-wave energies. Ex-
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cept for a few low-order calculations to illustrate
some features of this expansion [see Appendixes H
and I and Eq. (635)], we shall not attempt a more
quantitative analysis.
APPENDIX H: HERMITICITY OF DRESSED VERTICES ON
RESONANCE: ANTIFERROMAGNETS
AND FERROMAGNETS
1. Antiferromagnet with First-Order Dressed Vertices
In this section, we shall verify the conjectured
Hermiticity property [Eq. (5. 10)] for some first-
order dressed vertices on shell. Since we consider
only terms of leading order in kzT/JS, we restrict
the discussion to the dressed vertices A ' with no
hole lines, which were introduced in Sec. VB and
Appendix G 3.
We have not been able to develop a general proce-
dure for this discussion, and hence we shall merely
show that a subset of diagrams for one of the
dressed vertices does have the Hermitian form on
resonance. We shall consider corrections only of
first order in 1/S, but we shall treat the resulting
expressions exactly with regard to their dependence
on 1/z, in contrast to the results of Eq. (635) where
only leading terms in both 1/z and 1/S were kept.
By carrying out the calculation of the dressed ver-
tex to first order in 1/S, we are effectively calcu-
lating terms in third-order perturbation theory.
%e shall examine those diagrams which corre-
spond to scattering processes involving only e mag-
nons. To first order in 1/S, the relevant diagrams
are those of Fig. 15, from which we obtain" for the
symmetric and unsymmetric dressed vertices, re-
spectively,
Sf f I f((())= (1)ff I f- (2NS) p 5&(ks+ ke —k~ - ke)56
(1) (1) (s)
3456 5612 3%56 56122 2 @»»»»@»»»»
Or+ E'g - E'~ —f66» e3+ &~+ C5+ f6~
(Hl)
Uf I if(Q) = e(Pf 4 if+ I If if)
where
(H2a)
)ii(i= ())s) )Is i'(kg Ici -k&- gz) li (i
(2) (2) (3)
46I5 3516 4625( @»»»@«6p g» @»»»»@»»»»8- C3- Cf —CI &g- 64 —f5- fg
We shall only be concerned with the on-shell on-
resonance case:
8= Ci = f3+ 44 C2, (H4)
The Hermiticity properties we wish to establish
may be written as
6$ S "-S "»=08412 1234
~U=-U---. —U----=o .341Z 1284
(H5a)
(H5b)
We have already seen that these relations are valid
to lowest order in 1/S:
(1)&@' =C'34 r2-@r)34= o (H5c)
In order to study these relations to the next order
in 1/S, we write
(H2b)
From Eq. (2. 28) we obtain the exact relations
(1) (1)(I)fe f 4 —(I)ff f f = (sf+ zf —zf —e4)(l —xfxfxfxf) i
(H3a)
(7)
C)f «ff C)f f ff = (f f+ sf+ sf+ sf)(xfzf —xfxf) )
(H3b)
(3) (2)4f f If C)f f f f = (z4 —zf —ts —zf)(xf —xfx4xf) ~
(H3c)
(1)
b,$ —b C =S3 412 —S(2344» — 3412+ 1234
2 (1)
= (2NS) Q ssls5f(k4+ke ks ke) [-@if5()(I x()xexfxf)+ 4'ff f f (1 xixfxfxe)re
(7) (6)
+ (ei+ ef —f f —ef)(1 —xx xfx;)(1 —xfxexfxf) + @iff s(xsxe xfx4)+ @isIf (~ixf ~sxf)
+ (el+ 4f + es+ ee)(xs xf —xi xf)(XIZ) —xsxf )], (Hsa. )
2 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ (3) (2)&U= Uf4;f - U;f I;= (NS) Q lfl65"„(ks+ke- k, —ks) [biff f(xfxfxf —xf)+ Cf() 4, (xf —xxfx;)
t
(2) (3)
+ (ef+ zf+ ef —zf)(xsxfxf —x())(xf- xfxfxf) + @iff 6(xs Xfxfxf)+ @f6 45(xixsxf X5)
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+ (fi+ fi+ fi f4)(xi —xix4xi)(X1xixi-xs)] +(2NS) 2 l 5 le 5(k4+ke —k1 —ks)
5, 6
(3) (2)
I @15 4 8 (X3 X5 X2 xe) + @28 3 5 (xe X1 X4 xs) + ( 3+ 5 + f8 2) (xs X5 X2 xe) (xe «1 X4 X5)
&2)
+ 4i548(xs —xsxsxe) + 4'siss(xix4xe xs) +( i+ f5+ fi f3)(xs X2xsxi)(xix4xe xs)] ~ (Hob)
After some tedious algebra we find
2
.. - 2.&S-- &4 = (2NS) /&3 (k1+ ke —ks —ke) (- y1 i [(x1+xixsxi)lsxs+ (xi+ xlxsx4)lexe]
536
--»2 -- » ... 2- . -.. 2-yi 5 [(xi+ xixsx4)4 x;+ (x1+xix;x;)l;x,"] + y," 3 [(x;+xfxsx4)lix,"+ (x;+ x;xexs)lex;]
+ yl.f [(xi+ xixexl)isxs+ (xs+ xixex4)le~xe]j + (2NS) Q Pslei(k1+ k2 —ks —ke)
536
&& ([2 —f;—f2+ x1xixixi(2+ fI+ fi)](1 —xsxixfxi) [-2+ f -+ f- —xsxfxsxe (2+ f5+ f i)] (1 —x1xixsxi)
+ (f1+ fe —fs —fi)(1 —xfxexsxi)(1 —xixsxsxi)+ [xfxi(2+ f1+ fe)+ xsxe(2 —f1 —fe)](xsxf —xsxi)
+ [xsxe(2+ f5+ f i)+ xex4 (2 —f I —f8)](xsxe —XIX2) + (fI+ fi+ f I+ fi) (XiX8 —xexi)(xixi —x xe)j, (H7)
where we have used yfxi=1 —ff and yf/Xi= 1+fi.
In the second summation in Eq. (H7) the summand
vanishes, and the first one can be evaluated using
the formula
Zs yf ff(u)=yIZg y."f(u) (HS)
for functions f(u) which are invariant under thecubic
symmetry group. In this way we find that when
E;+Eg=&3+Eg, and k", +k2=k3+k4, the first summa-
tion in Eq. (H7) vanishes also, and thus, on reso-
nance &S —&4 = 0. But since 4 is Hermitian on
resonance, i.e. , since &4'=0, it follows that &S=0,
i.e. , S is Hermitian on resonance. By an entirely
similar calculation, we have also verified that
&U= 0 on resonance.
Thus we have shown that insofar as the terms in-
volving the scattering of four n magnons are con-
cerned, the dressed vertices are Hermitian on res-
onance up to order 1/S. As is discussed in Sec. V,
this result is just the property needed to ensure that
the lowest Born results do not suffer anomalous
temperature renormalizations when higher-order
perturbation terms are included.
2. Ferromagnet at Low Magnon Density
We shall show that the effective interactions at
low magnon density in a ferromagnet are Hermitian
on resonance. In this low-density regime, it is
possible to express the static and dynamic quantities
in terms of the two-spin-wave t matrix, which thus
plays the role of the energy-dependent dressed ver-
tex for the ferromagnet. The t matrix obeys the
equation
f(z;K;k„ks)= VK(k„ke)+N Z Vg(k1, ks)
k3
E(k) = 2JzS(1 —y„-), (H11)
and we have also introduced the two-particle prop-
agation energy as
Sg(k) = E(-,'K+ k)+ E(-,'K —k) . (HI2)
For convenience, we introduce the following matrix
notation:
(H13a)
(H13b)
tf i —= f (z; K; k1, ks),
Vri =- VK(k» k2)
1+n( —,'K+ k, )+ n( ,'K —k, )—12= klsk2 Iz —8"(k )
(H13c)
Using this notation, we write Eq. (H9) as
t=V+VDt
or, equivalently, as
(I-114a)
1+n(3K+ ke)+ n( —'K —ks)
(~) f(z;K;ks, ke),K (H9)
where we shall use the conventions of Ref. 8, so
that the potential can be written in the form
VK(k„ke)= (2S) [E(k, -k, )+E(k, +k,)- hK(k, )],
(H10)
where E(k) is the unperturbed magnon energy:
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t =V+ tDV (H14b)
from which we see that the transpose of t, denoted
t, (t if = tz r) satisfies
t =V+VDt (H14c)
where Vr f = V2 r. Since the potential in Eq. (H13b)
is real, the t matrix satisfies
Z vg(k„k2) =-Z vip=a v;r=o,
1
which follows from Eq. (H10) when
~f rr=o
(H23)
(H24)
is used. Also note that using Eq. (H10) we may
write
t(z)'=t(z") . (H15) 2s(v;; —v») = ga(R, )- gg(k,
t(~ —i6;K;k„k,) =t(~+i&;K;k»k, ) . (H16)
For a Hermitian potential, it is easy to show that
on resonance the t matrix satisfies the Hermiticity
relation TnO (VDO)n-ly
T""= (VD')"(VD')"-'-'V, 1 r ~ n - I
Tnn 0)n-1 V
(H26a)
(H26b)
(H26c)
Using Eqs. (H22) and (H25), it is clear that Eq.
(H20a) is valid. To establish Eq. (H20b), we define
We wish to show that this relation still holds, at
least to lowest order in the density of magnons,
for the non-Hermitian potential of Eq. (Hlo), when
k&u = e;(f, ) = c„-(k2). At low magnon density; we may
replace the propagator D by its zero temperature
value D, where
and we wish to show that
n0 nq,
TRb Tib
or, equivalently, that
ns n&a-1
Tgb Tgb j S 1p 2 5 ~
(Hsv)
(H26)
D(;=6„- „-,[ez- g„-(k,)]- =-D';. (Hlv)
Thus the zero-temperature t matrix, denoted t, is
given by
t'= V+ VD't' . (H18)
In this approximation, Eq. (H16) may be written as
t;f - t;3 = 0 for hz = gg (k, ) - i5 = gg (k~) —i 5,
(H19)
where we have used Eq. (H15).
We shall demonstrate Eq. (H19) by expanding the
t matrix in powers of the potential V and proving
that Eq. (H19) holds to all orders in V. Using Eqs.
(H14a) and (H14c), we write Eq. (H19) to nth order
in Vas
Vgg- Vgb=p, n=1;
0 0V, ~D;Vi 2D2 DI, VI, b
V~)D1V-2D2 D V ", ,„-=0, n -2;
(H2Oa)
(H20b)
Di = [gg(kn) —gx(k. ) - i6] '= [gg(~k~)- gx(k. ) - i6] ',
where a and b denote the initial and final states with
relative momenta k, and k„, respectively. On res-
onance we have
but from Eqs. (H25), (H22), 'and (H21), we seeihat
(Vgr —Vt1)D) = —(2S) ' . (Hso)
Taking account of Eq. (H23) and substituting Eq.
(H30} into Eq. (H29), we see that the sum over k,
vanishes, so that
ni n0
Tfb TK (Hsl)
Next, for n & 3, consider
n2 0
~
QTab-Ta"= ~ „ViriDl(Via —Vrf). Da i' i,i .fygy ~ ~ nag
(H32)
Using Eqs. (H21) and (H25), we may write
D&(v —V ")D-= (2S) D [gg(kp) —g (ki)]Dr
= (2S)-'D'r [gg(k, ) —gq(k, )]D;
—(2s}-'Dr [gg (k, ) —gif (k, )]D;
= —(2s)-'(D'; —D;) . (Hss)
Then may write
n2 n1 0T&8- T&-= —(2S) ~ VarDf' ' Va-r, i
In other words, we shall show that t can be obtained
from t by successively replacing the V's in Eq.
(H20b) by V's startingfrom the left. We first show
that T~.= Tg-b. We have, for n&2,
n nQTI»-T~;=. .~ .(V.i- Vtr)Dr" D=rV~r, -, ,
(H29)
since for the t matrix on resonance
gq(k. ) = g„-(k,) .
(H21)
(H22)
1
~
2
~
o ~ ~ yli 1
+ (2s) Z vtrD; ~ ~ vg,--
1
~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ nn
(H34)
We now verify Eqs. (H20a) and (H20b). We shall
make repeated use of the relation
where in the last term V2; ~ ~ ~ VI; b becomes V2 b
for n = 3. In any case, the sum over ki in the first
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term and that over kz in the second term vanish
because of Eq. (H23). Thus we have that
tlat
~Kb ~KS '
This process can be continued indefinitely and
establishes Eq. (828). Thus Eq. (lf19) is verified
to all orders in V, and we conclude that the effec-
tive interactions between spin waves in the Dyson-
Maleev representation are Hermitian on resonance
at low temperatures.
I et us make a few comments about this xesult.
First of all, it has only been proved to lowest order
in the density of spin waves. A treatment of the
next order in the density of spin waves [-(kT/JSP ]
would be extremely difficult. Second, observe that
the proof depends essentially on the interplay be-
tween the interaction potential and the energy de-
nominators and hence cannot be expected to remain
valid when damping of intermediate states is in-
cluded.
AFFENDIX I: HYDRODYNAMICS AT I.OW TEMPERATURES
TO ALI. ORDERS IN 1/s
1. Spin-Correlation Functions in Pydrodynamk Key'me st I.ow
Tom pero (utes
In thie AppendiX, WS Shall gltiijp OE(Nt foyrnl for
the spin-correlation functionS C& (g, v) arid Cz (k, &)
in the low-temperature long-wavelength limits, cor-
rect to all orders in I/z or 1/S, '3 When higher-
order effects in 1/z or 1/S are taken into account,
it is no longer helpful to introduce a spin self-energy.
Instead, we shall calculate the spin-correlation
functions directly. Of course, actual numerical
evaluation of the vertex functions to all orders in
1/z or 1/S is essentially out of the question. How-
ever, since we have established tge long wsvelengt&
behavior of these functions snd the general rela-
tions among them, we may parmmetrjle Oem in a
way similar to the Landau theory of a Fermi liq-
96 z63
To do this, we shall use the relation, between the
spin and boson Green's func&jon8
g=(1+A)G, el)
where the boson Green's function js obtained from
the self-energy by
G= (G3' —Z) ' . (12)
Finally, the spin-correlation functions are given in
terms of the spin Green's functions by [see Eqs.
(V. 22) and (2. 36)]
cz (k, (o)= (M sI3zT&f/(o)
xlm[g„(k, ~)+ g„(k, ~)
+ g,3(k, (o)+ g„(k, (o)),
Co (k, (o) = (Sk S13zT/&P(o) I3a)
X Im[g, (k, (o)+ g,3(k, (o)
—g~(k, (o)- g3, (k, (o)] . e3b)
1+A«(k, (u —iO') = 1+A&3(k, —v+ iO')
= 0'+ C6+ iC,asap, (Isa)
A~&(k, ro —iO') = A3~(k, —&o+ iO')
= C6+iCqegp . 65b)
Here o=(S,')/S, p= ff~/Ef= ~/~zc3= ~o/af„and
C&. . . ..C6 are parameters independent of frequency
g,g,d momentum. Inserting these results into Eq.
(I2) we determine the boson Green's function as a
2~2 matrix;
Having constructed the spin-correlation functions,
we shall then be able to compare our results with
the predictions of hydrodynamics. '3
%e summarize the results of Appendix G4, where
the following asymptotic forms at long wavelengths
and low temperatures (&f«r'«1) were obtained:
ZN~(k~ Q) - 30 ) = —Z3~(k~ Q7 —30 ) = —Z~(k~ —(0+ 30 )
= Z33(k, —e+ iO') = heze3(C3+ C4 p)
+ ik+ze„.(C,P+ C3p ) (I4)
C3 4P- 3&j(Ctp C3P )-
p(1 —C, ) —(1+ C, J —ie„(C,p+ C3p )/I
(- p(l —C4) - (1+ C3) - iaf(Cip C3p )-
G = flu&za-„A
C3 O4P - @3(C&p+ C3P )
where = deto ', which to leading order in cp is given as
& = (&~z4;)'(I —2C, ) [p', p'+ 2ip z„"(-C,+ C3P3)(1 2C, ) -'], -
where
p', =(1+2C,)/(1-2C, ) .
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The spin-wave velocity c is determined from the poles of 0, which are found by setting Res=0, which
yields
1
C = 2@P0 e
The next step in constructing the correlation functions is to evaluate the spin Green's functions,
B(k, &u —iO'), via Eq. (Il) with the boson Green's function of Eq. (I6) and the vertex function A as given in
Eq. (I5). For instance, these evaluations yield
Im(B + Bqq+ B~+ Bq~)= i&i ~1m/N&o~ "(&+2C6+ 2iCss„p)[ -2s(1+2C~)-4js&Cp]] .
Note that to lowest order in &p, we can write
I
c I'= I'(1 —2C, )'[(a& —ck)'+ (-,'D'ka)3][(v+ ck)'+ (-,'D')P) ]
a'=
—,
'
~,(C, + C,p,')(1 —2C, )-' .
In this way we express the total-spin-correlation function as
M Sk~ Tk' ((o~ - c'k~)[C, (I+ 2C )+ (o+ 2C )(C, + C~poa)]+ c k~[(o+ 2C )(C,+ C p', )]
1 —2C4 [((o- cu)~+ (~D'Oa)3][((o+ ck)'+ (2'D'ki)~] e13a)
and the staggered-spin-correlation function as
[(~'- c'~')C2p'o+ c'~'(C|+ Cap')](1-2C,)(1+2C,) [(~- c&)'+ (-.'D'e')'][(~+ ce)'+ (-,'a'~P] '
oC3+ Cs= 0
oC4+ Ce= 0
(I15)
Assuming these relations to hold, we then find by
comparison with the hydrodynamic results, that the
transport coeff icients and thermodynamic yarame-
ters are given as
Note that to lowest order in I/s, one has o = 1,
C4= C~= C6=0, Cg= Cg, Cg= Cg, and Cs=- Ca, as
found in the lowest Born approximation, and, con-
sequently, we recover the results of Sec. VII.
These spin-correlation functions are indeed of the
hydrodynamic form given in Eq. (V. 26), and from
the poles of the corxelation functions we may make
the identification
e14a)
and also we confirm that the microscopic and hydro-
dynamic spin-wave velocities coincide. It is also
clear that we should set
No ——2N So. (114b)
Next, we determine the transport coefficients.
Note, however, that according to the hydrodynamic
theory the parametex s in the correlation function
must obey Eqs. (V. 27b) and (7. 28). In order for
the correlation functions of Eq. (I13) to be consis-
tent with those relations, we must have
p, = ,' ck Sa p,—(1—2C4)
Eq= g Cg5$e
y = (IS/2c) cpo (1 —2C4)
C=2C, [eaS(1-2C,)'] ',
(QVa)
(117b)
(I17c)
(Il Vd)
If we could derive the equalities (Q5) and (I16),
we would then have given a complete microscopic
derivation of hydrodynamics in the low-temperature
limit, %6 have not been able to prove these equali-
ties, in general. However, in Appendix I2 we show
that they hold to order 8 3, at least for a selected
subset of diagrams,
~NNciflQA Of Hgd&od$681Mc RC1$tlOAs
In this section, me shall check that the relations
given in Eqs. (I15) and (Q6) remain valid when the
first-order dressed vertices of Appendix H are used
for the imaginary parts of the vertex functions, and
the real parts are calculated in second-order per-
turbation theory. Although this check is by no
means a complete proof, it is a nontrivial test of
hydrodynamics and of our formalism.
First we consider Eq. (I15). We shall study to
order S the quantity Q„which is given as
Q„=Z,",(h, (o) +ff (os o ' e„(p —po) A ",(k, (o ) .
(I18)
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Maa (k)y kay kay k4) = 8l; IN lf I& (2R-'-,' R ' & —Sa~) Spp)
(I19)
where the dressed vertices 8 and U are calculated
according to the same rules as S and U, but with
the outgoing vertex associated with the coefficient
)I)(() C, (() ) f«(p p ) &$(() (I20)
This quantity is a generalization of the spin self-
energy [e.g. , see Eq. (7. 12)], but we have been
unable to establish any sound physical interpreta-
tion along these lines. We shall rearrange the ex-
pression for Q„ into the form of Eq. (5.9), but
where the matrix elements involve products of the
form 4, rather than 44. Then we may conclude
that these matrix elements are of order ea/eg, and
that there are no terms of order pea/e;. Then Q„
is explicitly of order pe)-(oEk: There are no terms
of order (oa- pa@„. But using Eqs. (G43) and (G46),
this means that C, +o C, =O, which is Eq. (I15), as
desired.
We shall study contributions to these quantities
which involve dressed vertices describing the col-
lision of four n magnons. These contributions are
of the form of Eq. (5.9) with 5)faa replaced by
x 5 [P&i+Po(&a &s &4)]=0 (I25)
where k, =k, and
& = co~ p6, = or ~ pau
so that
(n6)
5 [p&) +po (&a —&a &4)] = po5 ((o + ea ea e4)
(n7a)
P&) Pa&I= Po ((o (n7b)
We use these relations to write Eq. (I25) in terms
of the unperturbed energies and find that it will be
valid if
('84 ( -«) 'Hm-'~;) '( &~-e~-«)=0
(I28)
Eq. (I24), we find that to order S,+aaandMaaare
equal if
(SIHg —SQII + 2 U)aa4 2 U3418)
and 8 =S+ U. Thus we write schematically
Z„~ + f) (os o ea (p —po) A„'~- Maa
We wish to show that Q„=Qs, where
(I21) OS-„W- eI-,",,)- (S,=;„---e~(",&) 2(UImf- Ugm)
+ [(Po/.)")—11(&—«) +~)(')g
8Q~- M22 (n2)
pwca Q1234
(I24a)
(I24b)
It is clear that Q& and Q~ will be equal if M» and
Ma, are equal on shell, i. e. , for oo= po(e;+«- ea).
Note that in this calculation it is necessary to use
the renormalized energies, pong in the propagators
(i. e. , in the 5 function). Using the aforementioned
forms for S, S, U, and U, and also taking note of
i,.e. , Qa is formed from Eq. (5. 9) with 'Kaa replaced
by M22 given by
Masa(k„ka, k„k4) =8li) III/lf [2(Rmgg ) —(Sgg) ]
(r23)
Since Masa is of order s„, Qa is of order Pea and if
we show that Qs and Q„are equal, then we may
conclude that Q„ is also of order pe2. As men-
tioned above, this implies that Eq. I15 is valid.
Since we consider only contributions up to orderS, we may use the expressions for S and U which
are given in Eqs. (Hl) and (H2). The expressions
for S and U are the same as those for S and U in
Eqs. (Hl) and (H2), except that in each case C 's,
involving k, should be replaced by the corresponding
4's. Note also that to first order in S ' we have
x 5 ((o+el —e; —ef) =0 (n9)
eI))-, =C& ), +((o+eg- ef- «)(1-xp;@fxo),
= 4«««+ ((d + ea+ e o + eo) (xo xo —xlxa)1256 5612
= 4«««+ (eI + 6'f + e)t —(t) ) (xo« —xIxa xo)(3) (3)1635 3516
q'—= C—+ (ea - (d- ~o-- e-)(x.-x.x-x-)(3) (3)1635 3516 6 5 1 3 6 e
(I30a)
(I30b)
(I30c)
(I30d)
To derive these relations we have set (po/o) = I,
which is correct to the order in 1/S to which we
work.
The calculation is straightforward, but lengthy,
and since it proceeds along the lines of Appendix
H, it will not be given here. We quote the results
on shell, i. e. , when Co+ez=c;+c4.
(&III- q'I';, ) - (SING&- 4',—',"„)= &a(~ —«)
x (1 —x,x,x,"x4), (I31a)
where (po/o)' ' is the value of Po/o correct to order
S . The first equation, which says that the equality
holds within lowest Born approximation, follows
from Eqs. (H3a) and (C12a). To verify the second
equation we use Eq. (H3) and also some extensions
thereof:
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~Paar s4&a= ha (& —er) (1 —xrxaxaxr)
where
$a—- (NS) Zg llxgyg ~
(I31b)
(rS2a)
SZ', /Su&. For the diagrams of Fig. 2(c), we find
(omitting irrelevant constants)
(O, O) —o-lim P (egegtge&)k~0 yj
= (2NS) Zg (sj~ —eg)
Substituting these evaluations into Eq. (I29), we
see that the left-hand side of that equation is pro-
portional to
(rss)
x@» 4»~(e pe +e )-&",(2& {3&kpx's g ggy u r 8
c,= sz' (0, ~)/ s& I =o-rim Z (egeg eg eg )X-0 yp
x 4 ===-= 4»»»» (e» + fg+ sg)
(lsv)
(rs6)
o = 1 —(NS) Zg m
o = 1 —(2NS) ' Zg(e, '- I)
(rS4a)
(rs4b)
From Qguchi's work a we have, to first order in S .
Ce+C4-0 (rs9)
Since we are evaluating Ce and C4 to lowest order
in S ', we may set o = 1 in Eq. (I16), which then
reads
pa=1+(2NS) ' Zg(1 —eg) (I35)
This relation will hold for the contributions of Fig.
2(c) if
so that
(pa/o)"' = 1+ (2NS) ' Zg [(1—eg) + (sg —I)]
(rS6a)
(p, /o)'" =1+(2NS)-' Z; (sg'- eg) =1+~, ,
(I36b)
and therefore Ra=0. Thus Q„=ps and Eq. (I15)
is verified to or'der S ~ for the processes we have
considered.
In order to check Eq. (I16), we need a second-
order perturbation-theory evaluation of A' and
CIR. ( g +;e+e)g+.4"' =O, u-O . (r4O)
But according to Eq. (A9) and (C12b) this relation
is valid. Accordingly, we have verified that Eq.
(I16) holds when Ca and C4 are computed from a
particular second-order diagram.
In this Appendix, we have extended the micro-
scopic derivation of hydrodynamics at low tempera-
tures to arbitrary order in z ' and S '. The weak-
est point in our argument is that we have not proved
the necessary conditions for hydrodynamics, Eqs.
(I15) and (I16). We have made some nontrivial
checks of these relations, however, and find that
they are valid within low-order perturbation theory.
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